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Summary
The thesis takes as its starting point the e>planation by 

David Lockwood of clerical anti-unionism in terms of a 'prestige' 
model of society, and of manual pro-unionism in terms of a 'class' 
model of society. The present author attempts to gather information about 
how clerks and manual workers see themselves and others in the work 
situation (self-image and other-image) in a manner which prestructures 
subject response as little as possible. The emphasis is thus upon 
meaning rather than behaviour as such. To this end Kelly repertory 
grid analysis is adapted and applied to clerks and manual workers in 
several research locations in North-West England. The data is processed 
for principal components and content analysed. Specific hypotheses are 
tested, including those that clerks will adopt a 'clerical stereotype' 
of workmindedness, impotence, selflessness, happiness and low union- 
mindedness, whilst manual workers adopt a 'manual stereotype' of low 
workmindedness, potency, egocentrism, unhappiness, and unionmindedness. 
All subjects in both occupational groups are found to espouse the 
clerical stereotype, despite being almost all union members. The 
stereotypes are related to Lockwood's society images and are found to be 
congruent in some respects, but different in others, chiefly in the 
use by our subjects of the variables of potency and egocentrism. Union 
membership, where a relationship can be directly tested, is found to be 
associated with impotence and workmindedness. Most of our subjects are 
anti-union in orientation. Their union membership is a product of 

external factors which have not influenced their self and other - images. 
The relationship between psychological and sociological perspectives



is discussed

By the use of an unusual but appropriate method of 
it is hoped that an original contribution is made to the 
and empirical understanding of the way clerks and manual 

6ee aspects of their work situations.

investigation 
theoretical 
workers can

(296 words)



CHAPTER 1

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH

This research arose from an interest in David Lockwood's work on

white-collar unionisation. A large part of this introduction will be

concerned with showing theoretical and methodological links with two

of his early publications which have laid enduring foundations in the
1academic study of white-collar unionisation.

Before embarking on academic arguments it may be appropriate to 

comment on the practical significance of white-collar unionisation. 

This significance is illustrated by two facts. Firstly, that in 

advanced industrial nations 'white-collar workers form a large and 

increasing proportion of the total labour force. Figure 1 shows that 

tbio h.>o ween uie case ior Britain, with some marked slowing down in 

the rate of increase in recent years. Secondly, that whilst union 

recruitment of manual workers in such nations is now relatively static 

union recruitment of white-collar employees lias proceeded at a brisk 

pace during the last decade. Figure 2 shows the position in Britain. 1

1. 0. Lockwood, The Blackcoated Worker, Allen and Unwin, London, 1953
J. Goldthorpe and D. Lockwood, 'Affluence and the British Class 
Structure', Sociological Review, 19S3.
Lockwood's later work i.3 more exclusively in the field of class 
and the class position of the manual worker. The article by 
Goldthorpe and Lockwood will in the text be referred to as 
Lockwood's. The joint authorship with Goldthorpe is recognised 
but it is the content which in clearly a development of 
Lockwood's ideas from The Blackcoated V/orker which is important 
here.
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Figure 1: Occupational Distribution of Employment in Great Britain
iyonyon

O O O  1's
projected

Occupational group 19§1 1971 1981

employers and managers 1,973 2,355 2,762
professional workers ^ 656 875 1,423
intermediate npn-njanuals 
junior non-manuals^

1,324 1,860 2,484
4,808 5,255 5,370

personal service workers 1,050 1,272 1,562
foremen and supervisors-manual 566 600 649
skilled manual 5,700 5,133 4,526
semi-skilled manual 3,500 3,077 2,714
unskilled manual 1,787 1,769 1,802
agricultural 444 306 207
own account 

1 technical

867 971 1,307

2 clerks, cashiers and shop assistants

1961 1966 1971 1981

clerical alone 3,055 3,401 3,549 3,589 ooo's

Source: Pro.iect of Department of Employment Unit for Manpower Planning. 
Table of occupational groups reported in D of K Gazette, 
October 1975* ' ' '
Figures for clerks alone reported in D of E Gazettet July 1975

Figure 2: Trade Union Membership and Density in the UK, 1948-1970
ooo's

Type of employees number of members density of membership
in trade union

1948 1964 12i2. 1970 1948 1964 1969 1970
white-collar 1,964 2,623 3,157 3,531 28.8 29.0 33.7 38.0
blue-collar 7,398 7,442 7,076 7,459 53,1 51.0 49.7 52.7
All 9,362 10,065 10 ,233 10 , 990

Source: G.S. Bain and R. Price, "Union Growth and Employment Trends in 
the United Kingdom, 1964-1970", British Journal of Industrial 
Rein t ions, 1972.



The discussion of Lockwood will centre on two major themes, 

the first being his rejection of conventional measures of class

identification and consequent espousal of the complex ' imagery 1 concept,

and the second being an interpretation of his thesis on the class
2consciousness of clerical workers in terms of those images.

Whilst examining the idea of ' embourgoisement-' - the assimilation 

of the working class into the middle class - Lockwood makes the following 

points about the measurement of class identification by means of the 

’poll-type interview'. He maintains that responses will vary between 

a forced-choice format and an open format, that in a forced-choice 

format responses will vary according to the categories and designations 

used (e.g. lower class v. working class), and that responses on class 

identification which appear the same may have different meanings to 

respondents.^ 'This is because such responses will be influenced 

not only by the form of question that is put, which can for any given 

sample be held constant, but also by respondents' own images of their 

society and of its class structure, which, it is known tend to be 

highly variable. Thus the same question will be answered in terms of 

many different, and perhaps widely different, frames of reference.'

These are methodological points with which the present author 

agrees most strongly. Indeed, we may add the further point that response

1

1» J. Goldthorpe and D. Lockwood, op. cit,

2. D. Lockwood, op. cit.

3. J. Goldthorpe and D. Lockwood, op. cit., p. 143.

4. J. Goldthorpo and D. Lockwood, op. cit., p. 144.



to a given question does not indicate the salience of the matter to the 

respondent. That is, the fact that a subject is willing to assign 

himself to a social class does not necessarily mean that class is 

very important to him, or very important to the understanding of how 

he thinks and acts. Lockwood puts this problem aside when he defines 

alternative social images in ideal-typical terms.

It would be helpful if, before describing specific sorts of 

images, we could define more precisely what 'image' is as a concept.

In the first instance, Lockwood ,/ould seem to mean a model of society, 

implying a reasonably well developed system in terms of which social

reality is interpreted. He recognises Bott and others as the originators
-\of this idea. Lockwood uses the terms consciousness, orientation and 

pers ective more or less interchangeably with imagery. He asserts 

that the polar types of image are associated with particular complexes 

of beliefs, values and attitudes, and that these types are related to 

the subject's place in the social system.

Lockwood's tv/o ideal-types of social model or image are

1. The dichotemous or power model of the working class. This 

view of the world emphasises the conflict of interest 
between 'Us' (workpeople) and 'them' (owners, and, by 

extension, managers). This Marxian-type view sees as 
critical the ownership/non-ownership (or control/non

control) of capital and thu3 of economic power. It is 

a conflict model of confrontation of mutually and antag

onistic forces. In contrast to their conflict with the 
out-group (and, as Simmel would say, a consequence of that 
conflict) is the community of interest within each group. 1

-k-

1. E. Bott, Family and Social Network, London, Tavistock, 1957-
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2. The hierarchical or prestige model of the middle class.

This view of the world emphasises both the hetereogenity

of individual interests and the interdependence of those

interests in the total system for the good of all. It is a

model of individual competition and aspiration within a
1v/ider normative and ideological consensus.

It can be seen that it turns out to be difficult to describe a

model of society without putting it in the framework of its associated

values and attitudes. Lockwood speaks (in describing the work of Bott
2and others) of this being a gestalt of interrelated components. The 

most important element in the stratification view is the distinction 

between two and many strata, and the most important element in the 

related psychological response is the distinction between collective

and individna1istir orientations.

The following schematic presentation of the two images and their 

associated values and attitudes is reproduced from Lockwood.

Working class perspectives

The social order is divided 
into 'us1 and 'them': those 
who do not have authority and 
those who do.

Genera]. The division between 'us' and
beliefs 'them' is virtually fixed, at 

least from the point of view 
of one man's life chances. 
What, happens to you depends 
a lot on luck; otherwise 
you have to learn to put up 
with things. 1 2

I ' id d le  c l a s s  p e r s p e c t iv e s

The social order is a hierachy 
of differentially rewarded 
positions: a ladder containing 
many rungs.
It is possible for individuals 
to move from one level of the 
hierarchy to another.
Those who have ability and 
initiative can overcome obstacles 
and create their own oppor
tunities. Where a man ends up 
depends on what he makes of 
himself.

1. J . Goldthorpo and I). lockwood op. cit., p. "W+6.
Other terminology in widespread use and roughly equivalent to power/ 
prestige is conflict/consensus, and plurnlist/unitary.

2. J. Goldthorpe and D. Lockwood op. cit., p. 1e6 

p. J. Goldthorpe and I). Lockwood op, cit., p. 1V?
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General
values

'We' ought to stick together 
and get what we can as a 
group.
You may as well enjoy your
self while you can instead of 
trying to make yourself 'a cut 
above the rest'.

Every man ought to make the 
most of his own capabilities 
and be responsible for his own 
welfare. You cannot expect to 
get anywhere in the world if 
you squander your time and 
money. 'Getting on' means 
making sacrifices.

(on the best job for a son) 
'A trade in his hands'. 'A 
good steady job'.
(towards people needing 

Attitudes social assistance) 
on more 'They have been unlucky', 
specific 'They never had a chance', 
issues 'It could happen to any of 

(on Trade Unions)
'Trade Unions are the only 
means workers have pro
tecting themselves and of 
improving their standard 
of living'.

'As good a start as you can 
give him'. 'A job that leads 
somewhere'.
'Many of them had the same 
opportunities as others who 
have managed well enough'. 
'They are a burden on those 

us'. who are trying to help them
selves. '
'Trade Unions have'too much 
power in the country'. 'The 
Unions put the interests of a 
section before the interests 
of the nation as a whole'.

We have gone to some lengths to describe these images of society because 

they will be viseful in looking at Lockwood's earlier work on clerical 

workers.1 Clearly, they owe their development to that earlier work 

though they were not explicitly formulated at that time.

In The IGackcoateri Worker Lockwood exposed the inadequacies of 

grand (chiefly Marxian) theory to explain the particular variations to 

bo found in the progress and character of clerical unionism, and put 

forward a middle range theory which has been built on ever since. His 

argument, briefly summarised, is this. Marxian theory suggests that all 

those po-sons dependent upon their labour for a livelihood share a 

common interest in their opposition to the owners of capital. In as 

far rr. they aro not aware of this they are simply in a state of ' false 

consciousness''. All would be equally amenable to unionisation once they 

had been brought to a realisation of their true condition. lock-wood 

takes iss-ie with the fundamental question of what is the 'true' 

situation of clerical workers. He distinguishes between the workers' 

market situation, work situation and status situation.

1 I). Lockwood op. cit



1. Market Situation

Lockwood points out that there are great differences both

between manual and clerical workers, and within those groups, in market

factors such as income, security, promotion and non-pay factors. These

variations he relates to the character of white-collar unions rather
1that the density of unionisation.

2. Work Situation

Lockwood describes two ideal-types. The first is the 

paternalistic 'counting house' type - small offcies, internal social 

fragmentation of the office staff throughout occupational, departmental 

and informal status distinctions, the absence of institutionalised 

blockage to mobility, and no widespread or systematic criteria of job 

grading and remuneration. This type is associated with low class 

consciousness and is unfavourable to union recruitment. The second is 

the bureaucratic type - large office units, strict classification and 

grading, blocked upward mobility, unhindered horizontal mobility, 

impersonal and standardised working relationships. This type is similar 

in many respects to factory conditions and although it does not 

necessarily imply identification with manual workers it is conducive to

the development of the feeling of common interest amongst clerics, and to 
2union recruitment. Physical distance and the clerk's proximity to 1 2

1. density = actual membership of union „
potential membership of union

2. According to Lockwood in The Blackcoated Worker (p.137) it is not 
necessary that clerics feel class consciousness in order tint they 
join unions. It is necessary and sufficient that they feel a sense 
of common interest within their own group. Class consciousness, as 
Lockwood uses it, entails a further recognition of the identity of 
interest of that group with other, particularly manual, occupational 
groups. The devlopment of class consciousness is thus a sufficient 
reason for the unionisation of clerical workers, and it is with the 
development of class consciousness that The Blackcoated Worker 
explicitly deals (Subtitle 'A Study in Class Consciousness').
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administrative authority serve to create social distance between clerical 

and manual workers, and inhibits mutual identification. The lessons 

Lockwood draws are that there are no simple distinctions to be made 

between .clerical and manual workers' class consciousness, and that his 

own analysis of the variations in the work situation of clerical workers 

is useful for explaining the variations in the density of unionisation 

within the clerical worker group.

3. Status Situation

Again Lockwood paints a picture of the heterogeneity of the 

clerical situation. High status is associated with the professional 

orientation of occupational achievement, education, clean and 'respect

able' work. Many clerks are finding themselves increasingly badly 

placed in relation to that ideal. Comparison with manual employees 

may be unfa jurable. Importantly, Lockwood find3 that status threat 

tends not to generate class consciousness amongst clerical workers, 

but rather to lead them into exaggerated status consciousness and a 

weakened sense of class identity. In fact, Lockwood suggests that the 

status situation of clerks is less influential in determining their 

class consciousness, and therefore feelings about unions, than is 

market situation and, particularly, their work situation.

Our interest is not so much in unions as organisations, and hence 

in the effect of market factors on the character of clerical unions, but, 

rather, is in the clerics’ cognitive orientation to unions and union 

activities. Hence our specific interest in Lockwood is principally 

in his delineation of the work situation determinants of class

consciousness.
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Lockwood uses the methodology of ideal-types, His polar oppo

sites are the counting-house, on one side, and the bureaucracy on the 

other. The counting-house case corresponds closely to the prestige 

image of society. Participants believe in individual advancement 

within an open many-layered hierarchy. The bureaucratic case 

corresponds, in its ideal-extreme, to the power model of society. 

Participants see the environment as a relatively closed dichotemous 

system within which advancement is possible only through collective 

organisation.

When describing modern reality Lockwood points to the complexity 

of the actual situation. The counting-house case implies strong 

identification of clerks with management. The bureaucratic case implies 

a breakdown of that identification but does not necessarily imply that 

this is replaced by identification with manual workers. Indeed, insofar 

as clerks do see their situation as becoming more like that of manual 

workers, os they may in terms of work situation and status, this may be 

seen as a throat which acts to deci'ease class consciousness rather than 

increasing it. The power model previously described does apply to the 

ideal typical bureaucracy but is complicated by this matter of reference 

group. Some sort of power model is implied by the generation of a 

sense of collective interest within the clerical group of bureaucracies, 

but clerks perhaps ccme to see themselves as a special case in a three

layered class structure.

That changes in traditional (or ideal-typical) class structure, 

whereby the working class and middle class move tov/ards one another 

(proletstianisntion and embourgoisement), do not involve each taking 

the other's perspective, but rather involve a process of 'convergence'
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to some third position, is suggested by Lockwood in the later article.
1The following diagram is reproduced from Lockwood.

Normative Convergence

PRIMACY OF MEANS

Collective Action Individual Action

SOLIDARISTIC 
COLLECTIVISM 
('Traditional 
working class)^

•Convergence' 
(new working 

class)
I

i
INSTRUMENTAL 
COLLECTIVISM ̂

-»

\*-s

RADICAL
INDIVIDUALISM

Orientation to 
present and to 
communal 
sociability

PRIMACY
OF

ASPIRA
TIONS

Orientation to 
future position of 
nuclear family

+
FAMILY

CENTREDNESS

•Convergence 
(new middle 
class)

Lockwood here distinguishes between means - collective v. 

individual action - and ends (aspirations) - present time communal 

sociability v. future position of nuclear family. The convergence of 

the two traditional types (solidaristic collectivism and radical 

individualism) is to the third position-of instrumental collectivism 

and family centredness. The working class ore 3hown to bo changing
2

the eiul3 for which they strive from community to family centredness.

D. Lockwood o ;>. cit., pp. 152 -nd 152
The case of the affluent worker is taken further 
D. Lockwood ot al., The Affluent Worker: Industr 
Deliavionr, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press,

in J.U. Ooldthorpe, 
ini Attitutod and
*Í9*X
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The middle class are shown to be changing the means which they apply from 

individualism to instrumental collectivism. It is somewhat misleading 

to show convergence to a single case because, as Lockwood suggests, the 

two traditional classes are making different changes from different 

starting points, and their end position may vfell be different, if only 

in the mix of elements. The middle class case is the one which concerns 

us here.

Lockwood suggests that both the 'old' and the 'new' middle class 

share a dominant concern with the nuclear family. The position and 

advancement of the family is said to provide a key element in the 

motivation of individual striving for social and occupational 

betterment. Sisillusionment with the effectiveness of individual

efforts cans“'* middle class to become organised in the defence of,
1particularly, the social status of the family. What makes this

collectivism differe ; from the collectivism of the traditional working class

is that it is instrumentally rather than ideologically oriented. There

is no implied identification with the working clas3, or espousal
of ideas and ideals of the labour movement (on the part of the

member - the organisation is another matter). Collective

organisation is seen simply as a mechanism which changing circumstances

have made necessary if the old goals of the enhancement of family

social status are to be achieved. Again, as in The Blackcoated Worker

it can be seen that the result may be not identification with manual

workers, but increased distinction from them in an effort to maintain

1.J. Goldthorpe and D. Lockwood op. cit., p. 15^
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traditional economic and social relativities.

We are now in a position to look more critically at the method

ology Lockwood uses. In The Blackcoated Worker he uses two ideal-types, 

with the strong implication of a single dimension on which, at various 

points, real situations could be placed. Even there he seemed to be 

struggling with the variability of identification - class consciousness, 

and resolves the problem by, in the later article, the introduction of 

a second dimension. The simple linear model, of identification 

leading to class consciousness leading to collective action, becomes a 

three dimensional one in which identification and class consciousness

are no longer necessary for collective action to be established. A
1sense of common interest is seen once more to be sufficient. In doing 

this he attacks a further, related problem. In The Blackcoated Worker 

Lockwood V,.. V i -  rejection of Marxian false consciousness

into the presentation of a simple and straightforward relationship 

between working conditions and the appreciation of those conditions.

This made it even more difficult for Lockwood to handle his own 

findings that deterioration in clerks’ work and status situations 

sometimes led to even greater identification with management.- For 

in some senses Marx was right; reality has to be interpreted, and is not 

self-evident. Lockwood in the later article, handles this factor 

by pointing to the variability of interpretation and response that may
p

occur in relation to apparently similar work situations.” Indeed, he 1 2

1. /is it was briefly in Tho Blnckcoated V/orkor, p. 137. This time the 
dynamics of the situation are more fully expressed in theoretical 
terms.

2. lie follows this up in later publications largely in terms of manual 
workers. ,J.H. Goldthorpe, D. T.ockvrood et al.. Tho Affluent V/orker: 
Industrial Attitudes and Behaviour, Cambridge, Cambridge University 
Press, 1968.
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Lockwood still here deals with a small number of ?deal-types.

His methodology is essentially unchanged. In line with the principle

of economy of concept he makes the smallest number of categorisations

necessary to explain the phenomenon in terms of his particular theory.

Three types cover all Lockwood's behavioural possibilities. The first

two are the familiar prestige hierarchy now called radical individualism

on the one hand, and the dichotemous power model, now called solidaristic

collectivism on the other. The third type, of instrumental collectivxsm

and family centredness, is itself a continuum (and thus could seem to

imply four categories and four dimensions), in as far as Lockwood

expects clerical and manual workers to differ in the mix of these two

elements, «cause ox tneir respective starting points the middle class

is expected to remain more strongly family centred than oriented to

instrumental collectivism, whilst the working class is expected to
2remain more strongly committed to collectivism than family.

The criticism v/e wish to make is this. Lockwood has eschewed 

data collection methods which force subjects into predetermined response 

categories. But in his chief works on clerical workers he has arrived 

by a consideration of the objectively defined situations of clerks at 

a small number of dimensions, to explain their psychological orientations. 1

goes further by showing how apparently similar responses (i.e.

collective action) can have different meanings for different actors.

1. Characterised as the proletarian and the deferential in terms of 
manual workers. D. Lockwood, 'Sources of Variation in Working 
Class Images of Society', Sociological Review, 1966, p. 250.

Characterised os the privatised worker with a pecuniary model of 
society. D. Lockwood op. c.it.. p. 250



That the number of dimensions is small cannot of itself be faulted

If the explanation is adequate this is simple economy. Also, these are 

dimensions which might theoretically allow cases to be distributed along 

their lengths (or within their space) in a continuous fashion. However, 

use of ideal-type analysis always involves the danger of the polar type 

gaining a life of its own, becoming a caricature which is increasingly 

applied to reality as if it in itself accurately described reality. For 

example, Lockwood's ideal-type and his use of them implies a monolithic 

interpretation of the concept of bureaucracy. Increasingly bureaucracies 

are being portrayed by other writers as complex and multidimensional.

Pugh's analysis suggested that there were at least three major dimensions
1to the broad Weberian concept of bureaucracy. Hence the continuum between 

counting-house and bureaucracy is likely to be complex and multidimensional 

too.

The more important part of our criticism for the purposes of this

study is that relating to Lockwood's own methods of data collection.
on

The data used in The Blackcoated Vforker is not^the same psychological 

level as the generalisations (i.e. about cognitive models of society) which 

are made from it. The small number of generalised categories compel a 

forced fit of subjects into those categories just as do the 'poll-type 

interviews' which Lockwood criticises so strongly. If there is a difference 

it lies in the manner and appropriateness of the setting up of those cate

gories. It is easy to agree with Lockwood that questionnaires are often 

constructed before the researcher knows very much about the situation which 

he is studying. The theories underlying the questions, having been formu

lated in another, earlier context, may well be inappropriate to the current 1

1. D.S. Pugh, D.J. Hickson and C.H. Hinings, 'An Empirical Taxonomy of 
Structures of V/ork Organizations', Administrative Science ■ uarterl/, 
1969. By factor analysis the following dimensions were recognised;
'structuxng of activities', 'concentration of authority', and 'line control of workflow'.
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and particular situation. This is why it is important to ermine the 

data on which Lockwood’s own theoretical conclusions are based. Two 

questions are to be asked. Firstly, is the theory based on empirical 

reality, or, acknowledging the interplay between theory and observation, 

does the situation studied play a large enough part in the formulation 

of the concepts which are in turn applied to that situation? Secondly, 

does the nature of the observation and data collection lead plausibly 

to the theory which is constructed from them?

The answer to the first question must be a resounding 'yes'. In

The Blackcoated V/orker Lockwood bases his theoretical conclusions on

a wealth of empirical data. Furthermore, he proceeds fairly cautiously

on the theoretical level, and only fully articulates his theoretical
1ideas in later articles when those ideas have matured. Tne answer to 

the second question cannot be so unequivocablo. Lockwood uses largely 

macro information about his clerks, and where it is more particular 

it is either secondary data - having been collectd by somebody else for 

different purposes - or relates to the organisations, firms and unions,
a

of which those clerics are members, rather than to the clerics themselves.- 

In other words, the observation of The Elnckcoated Worker constitutes 

the data on which what is sociology is called an 'action analysis' is 

based without refering directly to the perceptions of the actors concerned 

within the appropriately specified context. The theory of the attitudinal 

and behavioural effects of the work situation, and the later elaboration 

of the models of society, are theories of the way individuals and groups 1 2

1. And were implemented in relation to manual workers in the Luton Studies 
which he conducted with John Goldthorpe et al. J.H. Goldthorpe,
D. Lockwood et al.. The Affluent Worker, Cambridge, Cambridge University 
Press, 1968.

2. These conclusions are more of the fact than opinion and can be 
verified by reference to The Blackcoated V/orker
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of individuals interpret reality. This interpretation, says Lockwood, 

is a complex gestalt in the mind of the actor. We are left in doubt as 

to the extent to which it is, rather, in the mind of the researcher. 

Indeed, Lockwood himself has sensitised us to the manner in which persons 

may interpret reality in different ways, and in ways perhaps surprising 

to the observer.

So why is there not the appropriate mode of investigation? The 

first reason is the very good one that a man can accomplish only so much 

at one time. The analysis which Lockwood did present in The Blackcoated 

Worker is of a very high order. The second reason is that Lockwood 

has set himself and others a very difficult methodological nut to crack.
'I

The problem posed is to obtain information directly from actors, to 

obtain it in a .relatively unstructured manner, though in an appropriate 

contex4’. •»r'4 *"n T/roces1» that information so as to make it meaningful 

to others and useful in solving theoretical or empirical problems. 

Unfortunately, there exists on inverse relationship between structure 

of investigation and ease of generalisation. It is difficult to 

generalise from individual and ideosynora.tic information. Hence the 

forced- choicequestionnaire. Hence, also, the data collection and 

processing methods used in this present study, v/hich will be described 

in the next section.

1. It is not until the 1963 article that the issues are plainly stated. 
The Luton Study attempted a resolution by the use of some open- 
ended questions, v/hich we re then content analysed.



CHAPTER 2

THE REPERTORY GRID ANALYSIS

Since Lockwood's pioneering work on clerks and unions there have 

been a small number of notable further contributions to the literature. 

Lockwood himself, with Goldthorpe et al.. sought a small amount of inform- 

ation from clerical workers in the Luton Studies. This was structured 

in terms of his earlier theory and thus cannot be taken as an independent 

investigation of the empirical bases of that theory. To some extent this 

is true of the comprehensive investigation by Weir. The ' attitudes ' of 

white-collar workers which he reports are responses to questions framed 

from the ''Lockwoodian11 perspective. Explicit comparison is made with 

the Luton material. The work by Bain^ is more independent of Lockwood's 

framework, but, important though it is in its own right, it is on a
itmacro level inappropriate to a direct elaboration of an action framework. 1 2 3

1. J.H. Goldthorpe, D. Lockwood et al.. op. cit.

2. D. Mercer and D. Weir,' Attitudes to Work and Trade Unionism among 
White-Collar Workers'', Industrial Relations Journal, 1972.

3. G.S. Bain, The Growth of White-Collar Unionism, Oxford University Press, 
Oxford, 1970.

h. For the sake of completeness mention must be made of B.C. Roberts jet 
al. Reluctant Militants: A Study of Industrial Technicians, Heinemann, 
1972. This work shows for technicians the same kind of changes in 
occupational experience as Lockwood described for clerical workers.
It thus provides some support for Lockwood's theory. It does not 
fully meet the requirements we have specified in that a) its research 
method is strongly prestructured, and b) it relates to technicians 
who are by Roberts's own analysis of a different economic, status 
and organisational position to clerical workers. Also C.W. Mills, 
White-Collar, Oxford University Press, 1951. Milj.s presents many 
of the arguments later taken up by British academics, but he does 
so a) for the American case, and b) without presenting in this 
publication any evidence for his psychological or action general
isations.
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The challenge which the present writer wished to take up was to 

investigate the perceptions of clerical workers with as few 

preconceptions as possible. This was not to be a conventional test of 

Lockwood's theoretical framework in that such a test would inevitably 

involve some kind of direct operationalisation of the theory at the 

level of the individual, whilst the present study aimed to avoid precisely 

this kind of prestructuring. Nor was the research to involve observation 

and analysis of action itself, but would concentrate on that aspect 

of the action analysis concerned'with the meaning of social reality 

to individual actors. The research was thus intended to have implications 

for action by analysis of meaning underlying action, and to provide some 

estimate of the appropriateness of Lockwood's theory by independently 

investigating the perceptions of clerical workers, and subsequently 

relating the findings to Lockwood's theoretical framework.

The focus of the research is on how clerical workers view themselves 

in the work context. It seemed plausible that self-image would be the 

more fundamental concept than society-image. For if a person describes 

society as being such-and-such a structure he is implicitly giving the 

perspective from a position in that structure to which he has assigned 

himself. It seemed that this might be a way out of a methodological 

dilemma - that some framework has to be given to a respondent in order 

for him to nee meaning in the research situation and to make a response» 

but that the theoretical demands of the research were such that 

prestructuring of responses was to be kept to a minimum. The contextual 

framework was to be, chiefly, that the subject would be approached in 

relation to work, and be asked about matters which could clearly be seen 

to be associated with work, and that he would be asked repeatedly about
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himself.1

In case this seems needlessly devious the reader is reminded of the
- 2criticisms made by Lockwood of the prestructured 'poll-type interview '.

The present writer made the further decision to avoid conventional attitude 

measures. There were two main reasons for this. The first was the 

extent of disagreement amongst psychologists as to just what attitude is, 

and as to how it is best measured. The second was the complexity of the 

attitude scaling process when done according to recognised psychological 

methods (such as Likert °r Thurstone scaling). Attitude measures, in 

any event, whether done to rigorous psychometric standards or at the 

more usual ‘ opinion-poll' level, are not free of a large element of 

prestructuring of response.

There is a great difference between actively and independently 

thinking something, or thinking in a certain manner about something, 

and agreeing with somebody else in response to their questions, that 

you do indeed think like that. Firstly, whilst it may be true that you 

think like that, it may not have the importance or inclusiveness to 

you that the investigator assumes. Secondly, the range of choice open 

to you may not allow you to communicate how you really think and all 

you can do is choose the closest approximation. Anybody who has done 

very much interviewing will be familiar with this situation of apparent 

congruity of terms and concepts, where both parties collude to hide the 1 2

1. This will become more clear when the methodology is described in 
more detail.

2. Page 3*



the real gulf of meaning between them. Thirdly, the whole range 

of available responses, even the whole response situation, may be 

alien to you. Mary Speak has shown empirically that subjects do 

answer questions which are in fact meaningless to them, and that,

furthermore, their response to these meaningless questions tend to
2form a consistent statistical and 'meaningful' pattern.

The obvious advantage of structuring is, of course, 

comparability. The responses may not be in the subjects' terms but 

they are in the same terms, and can be counted. Totals and sub-totals 

may be arithmetically manipulated. Methods which do not so structure 

responses will inevitably have difficulties in handling the resultant 

data. What follows is a description of a method adapted by the author 

from psychology - the repertory grid method of analysing personal 

constructs, following the work of George Kelly - to invest ¿ate the 

way clerical workers see themselves in relation to their familial and 

industrial situations.

Personal Construct Theory

Repertory grid methods have the advantage of being grounded in a 

theory of human perception congruent with the present writer's emphasis 1

1

1. For a vivid description of this Laingian collusion between the parties 
to an interview - which might as well be between the subject and an 
absent questionnaire writer - see D. Silverman and J. Jones, 'Getting 
In: The.Managed Accomplishment of "Correct" Selection Outcomes', in 
J. Child, Han and Organisation, Allen and Unwin, London, 1973.

? .. M. Speak, 'Communication Failure in Questioning, Errors, Misinterpre
tations and Personal Frames of Reference', Occupations 1 Psycho'-loî y,
1967.
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Both.theory and methodology are still a centre of lively debate in 

psychological circles. There are still many unresolved problems, 

particularly in the application of the methods. To an extent each 

application has to be uniquely designed. In fact the methodology is 

d;ill largely clinical in character and this present application was 

faced with original problems both in application to the industrial 

relations area, and in making comparisons and generalisations from 

the information generated. The theoretical presentation follows

Bannister and Fransella who have been largely responsible for bringing
2Kelly's work to the notice of the British academic world.

The theory of personal constructs proposes that man is by nature

an inquisit1 2 3 4"® ■,rd inquiring animal. He tries to make sense of his

world by theorising about past events and predicting future events.

The fundamental postulate of the theory^ is

'a person's processes are psychologically channelised 
by the ways in which he anticipates events*.+

This idea has sociological parallels. The functional explanation of

social order is based on the ability of persons to predict the behaviour

of others. The mechanisms by which normative (as opposed to power

1. G.A. Kelly, The Psychology of Personal Constructs, Norton, 1955»

2. D. Bannister and F. Fransella, Inquiring Man, Penguin, 1971.

3. There are many postulates which might be here reported, Only a 
very few have been chosen for their particular relevance.

1. Bannister and Fransella op. cit,, p. 19»

on self-image as basic to an understanding of behaviour. This personal

construct theory was elaborated by Kelly as recently as the 1950s.
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enforced) predictability is maintained axe socialisation and role 

encumbency. On the other hand, an inability to anticipate outcomes 

is often part of sociological definitions of alienation and anomie 

(as meaninglessness or normlessness).

Personal construct theory attacks the central problem of what 

cconstitutes meaning when it explains how people are able to anticipate 

events. Things have meaning to vis in terms of their similarities to 

other things, in contrast to still other things.

1'A person anticipates events by construing their replications’.

For example, one of our subjects described herself as being like her

boss in feeling that she could not go on strike, and both herself and

her boss as being unlike a given shop-floor worker who she thought would

feel he/she could strike. In the jargon of the theory the things,

in this case people, are called elements, and the dimension on which they

are placed, in this case the feeling that they could or could not go on

strike, is called n construct. Hence the word construing, which is the
2process of generating such constructs in relation to given elements.

The ordinary man is portrayed by Kelly as a theorist with the same 

problems as academic theorists. In order to predicr he has to generalise 

about the particularity of the past. In order to generalise from the 

particular he lias to classify - to disregard the unique quelitied in 1 2

1. Bannister and Fransella, op. cit., p. 20.

2. It must be emphasised that the construct does not e::ist independently 
of the elements. Given that we try to make sense out of every problem 
which we percieve, neither do the elements exist independently of the 
construct. These are the two dimensions of a conceptual ’space'.
This will become more clear v/hen a. specific example is more fully 
discussed.
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things to look for what they have in common with other things. The 
problem of ultimate meaning is avoided by not being raised at all. Things 
have meaning by their relationship to other things. In the example 
given the meaning of striking to the subject is bound up with her feelings 
about the people she fells could or couldn't strike. Conversely, her 
feelings about them are coloured by whether she feels they could strike 
or not. In this example, by design, the position of 'self' is crucial. 
Knowledge of self is the only (apparently) reliable data a person possesses. 
It tends, therefore, to form a basic standard with which other thing are 
contrasted or identified. The subject above identifies with her boss 
and contrasts herself with the shop-floor worker, in relation to whether 
or not they could strike. When we come to look at the other distinct:'ons 
this subject makes it will be seen that, in fact, she morally disapproves 
of striking, '"uriiaerial to this present research is the idea that the 
sort of person people see themselves to be enables us to predict their 
orientation to social institutions such a3 work and unions, if we know 
also the *web' of their construing - what sort of people belong to these 
institutions, and what sort of behaviours are implied by membership, 
and how these relate to self-image.

The word 'orientation' i3 purposefully used in preference to 
•attitude'. In his thinking about attitude the author has been strongly 
influenced by the work of Fishbein who defines attitude (following 

Thurstone) in terms 3imply of favourable/unfavourable evaluation - as 

'the amount of affect for or against a psychological object'. Fishbein 1

1. M. Fishbein, 'Attitude and the Prodiction of Behaviour', in K. Thomas 
(ed.), Attitudes and Behaviour, Penguin, 197'!.
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argues strongly for the conceptual distinction between behaviour, behavioural 

intentions, and attitudes. Though he does not flatly contradict the view

of attitude as a predisposition to respond to certain stimuli in certain
■)ways, Fishbein insists that the links between attitude, behavioural

intentions and behaviour axe complex and problematical. Only when we consider

a large set of a person’s behavioural intentions, for example, can we form
2a good estimate of a person’s attitude. This supports Lockwood's emphasis 

upon complex imagery, but undermines the assumption that from imagery we 

can then predict with confidence specific behaviour such as joining unions.

To further complicate the picture, Fishbein argues that there is not a simple 

relationship of consistency between beliefs or cognitions and attitude.

Following Fishbein's view attitude becomes a very shadowy concept of general 

evaluation. '. . . attitude is a hypothetical variable abstracted from the 

totality of an individual’s beliefs, behavioural intentions, and actions 

toward a given object. Any given belief, behavioural intention or behaviour, 

therefore, may be uncorrelated or even negatively correlated with his attitude. 

Thus, rather than viewing specific beliefs or classes of beliefs and specific 

behavioural intentions or types of behavioural intentions a3 part of attitude, 

these phenomena must be studied as variables in their own right, which,
3like attitudes, may or may not function as determinants of specific behaviour.'

The personal construct measures which the present writer is using are 

not measures of, separately, beliefs, attitudes, behavioural intentions 

or behaviour. The theory of personal constructs Ì3 tangential to the 1 2 3

1. A definition vised by Allport and others. F.H. Allport, Social Psycho log:/-. 
Houghton Mifflin, 192*f.

2. M. Fishbein op. cit., p. 61.
3. M. Fishbein op. cit., p. 63«
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theory of attitude, and it would be wrong to label the material generated 

from the application of personal construct theory as 'attitudinal'. The 

repertory grid analysis of a person's web of construing is perhaps a 

different way of approaching that totality of beliefs and behavioural 

¿tentions (if not behaviour) to which Fishbein refers. V/e prefer to 

think of personal construct theory as being more concerned with meaning 

than with evaluation, and to use the relatively neutral term orientation 

to refer to the products of our analysis. The relationship of those 

orientations to specific beliefs, attitudes, behavioural intentions or 

behaviour can then be considered as a separate issued

To recap, personal construct theory following Kelly suggests 

that we attribute meaning by making distinctions between things along 

various dimensions. The number of dimensions or constructs which we

commonly use is quite small. Kelly claimed that few people would use
2m ore than twenty or thirty such constructs.

Responses in the present study were elicited in the following way. 

The subject was greeted in the manner described in Appendix A and given 1 2

1. It will be later seen that this gave certain problems. VJhen carrying 
out the content analysis (p. 33 onwards) we used a specific category 
for "moral evaluations", but it was clear that all the content to be 
analysed had an evaluative element when one knew the full context
in which it was used.

2. Bannister and Fransella op, cit.. p. 68. There is reason to believe, 
therefore that the eight constructs elicited in the present study 
would cover the most important of these.
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standard Instructions. He or she was presented with cards, three at a 

time, with descriptions of people printed on them. In total there were 

ten descriptions: self, father, mother, husband/wife/boyfriend/gibl.friend, 

boss, friend at work, shop-floor worker, union member, union representative, 

and striker. The subject was asked to think of particular people to fit 

the descriptions, and to think of the same person for a given description 

throughout the study. Of the three cards presented to the subject each

time one was always "self" (that is, the subject's self), whilst the
remaining

other two were different combinations of the]nine persons in the element 
1list. The subject was asked:

• How are any two of these people similar?''

This eliacit3 one pole of a construct. The subject was then asked:
2'What seems to you to be the opposite of this'.

If necessary the subject’s response to the first question was fed back 

to him, in order to elicit its opposite, the other pole of the construct."^

The subject was then asked to grade all ten elements on the construct 

which had been generated. As an aid to the subject a printed nine-point 

scale was provided. Where the construct was simply irrelevant to the 

subject's view of an element or person description he was expected to use

1. These permutations can be seen by reference to the score-sheet sub
mitted ns Appendix B. The noughts indicate the cards presented in 
a particular "sort".

2. This is on adaptation of Kelly who asked for "some important way in 
which any two of them seem to be alike and in contrast to the third". 
(Bannister and Fransella, p. 66). All throe elements should for
Kelly's subjects lie within the range of convenience of the construct. 
We found Kelly's method too time consuming and difficult for the 
subject. Our wording, as will be seen (p. 55) had the unforseen 
result of allowing many of our subjects to avoid characterizing 
themselves.

5. Persons vary to a surprising degree in what they consider to be the 
opposites of given things. This question is not a mere formality.

k. Appendix C
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the middle category of the rating scale. Personal construct theory 

recognises this possibility when it says that constructs have a range 

of convenience, or apllicability, and that some elements will be outside 

the range of convenience of some constructs.

This process of generating the construct and hating all the elements

was carried out eight times with eight different permutations or ’“sorts '

of cards. The result for each subject was an eight by ten repertory
1grid of constructs on graded elements. AppendixB shows the structure 

of such a repertory grid.

Two related methodological points are noted here. The first is that 

in some instances the subject did not in fact know a real person to fit 

the person description he v/as given. The subject was in that case asked 

'“to think of the sort of person who would fit the bill'. No record 

was kept of whether subjects were referring to actual persons or to 

hypothetical sort3 of persons . They were treated as equivalent.

Secondly, the study in its analysis explicitly generalises from particular 

elements (or groups of elements) and constructs. It takes, for example, 

given elements as used by different subjects as equivalent, even though 

the chances are that the subjects have different actual persons in mind.

The defence of the procedure under both counts is that it appears 

to work. After factor analysis the constructs generated from these 

elements can be seen to have consistency of meaning both within 

individual grids, and between grids. This individual consistency can 

be estimated by the reader if he considers the randomly chosen subjects 

used to test rater reliability for the content analysis (Appendix E). 1

1. It can be seen that the research instrument is not a conventional
interview. Nevertheless, for the sake of brevity, it will be referred 
to as on "interview".
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Consietency between grids, or lack of it, and patterns of difference 

and similarity between categories of subject, is what the analysis of 

the research i3 all about, and so must be estimated by an evaluation of 

the results as a whole. Reliability and validity is further discussed 

in Chapter k-.

The first stage of the analysis of individual grids was for them to

be factor analysed for principal components. This was done by Dr. Patrick

Slater's M.R.C. service for the analysis of repertory grids using INGRID.

Like all techniques for factor analysis the aim of principal component

analysis i3 to reduce the variability of data by accounting for as much

as possible of its variance in terms of underlying dimensions (or factors,

or components). Only factors passing Bartlett's test of significance 
1were admitted. Thi3 had the effect, since INGRID maximises the variance

explained by the first component, of eliminating all but the first
2component of most subjects. From those factors remaining only elements 

and constructs possessing factor loadings (derived from their correlation 

coefficients) passing the Burt-Banks test of significance were admitted.^ 

This is an exceptionally stringent decision rule (0.576 and above for 

the .05 confidence level for the first component, 0.616 for the second ) 

when applied to repertory grids. As the focu3 of the research i3 upon 1 2 3

1. M.S. Bartlett, 'Teste of Significance in Factor Analysis', British 
Journal of Statistical Psychology, 3, 1950.

2. A decision was made, therefore, to consider only the first component 
for all subjects.

3. C. Burt and C. Banks, 'A Factor Analysis of Body Measurement for 
British Adult Males, Annal3 of Eugenios, 13, 19^7*

h. Child cites 0.3 03 a commonly used decision rule for factor analysis 
of general data, which might be expected to exhibit higher loadings 
than repertory grids by virtue of its norrally greater prestructuring 
of response. D. Child, The Essentials of Factor Analysis, Holt, 

Rinehart and Winston, 1970»
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self-image only those subjects (100 in all) who had a significant 

loading on the element "self" were retained for further analysis.

An example is given in Figure 3 of the elements and constructs

show.» by the anlaysis described so far to be significant in the
1repertory grid of a female clerical worker.

Figure 3« Repertory Grid of a Female Clerical Worker 

Element
Self shop-floor worker
husband/wife striker
boss
friend at work

Constructs of component

feel couldn't strike 
not union minded 
rewarding office work 
conscientious
interested in white-collar 
v/ork
not like disruption

listen carefully before 
striking

feel could strike 
strongly union minded 
unrewarding shop-floor v/ork 
lazy
not interested in white-collar 
work
like to dictate terms and take
over companies
strike at least thing

Self describes herself and the other elements or persons on the left 

in terms of the constructs or items on the left. She describes those 

persons on the right in terms of those items on the right. The items 

are inter-related in that horizontally they may be read as dimensions, and 

in that vertically os v/ell as horizontally they may be read a3 a component.

The principal component analysis is further discussed on page 38, when 
a male manual example is introduced. The computer analysis of both 
examples is laid out in detail in Appendix P.

I
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That is, they go together when they are used by this subject in relation 

to those persons. The subject's ' image-'1 of the various elements, including 

self, is described by the interrelated constructs of the component. Although 

individual constructs could conceivably be affectively neutral, it is 

clear from a consideration of the total component that this subject 

disapproves of shop-floor workers and strikers in as far as she sees them 

as lazy, dictatorial, striking on whim, etc. By extension, it seems 

plausible to say that the position of ' union minded* implies disapproval of 

unions, in-as-far as union membership is associated with all these negatively 

evaluated persons and activities.

In this example identification by the subject with constructs and 

other elements does obviously imply moral approval, whilst contrast does 

obviously imply moral disapproval, because of the pejorative nature of 

the language used. Frequently, however, the language used is neutral 

in tone, or its evaluative direction uncertain. It is more generally 

useful to speak of the orientation of self - contrast or identification - 

than with evaluation of the component as a whole. In these terms it can 

be seen that the subject feels there to be a distance between herself, 

husband, boss and friend on the one hand, and the shop-floor worker and 

striker on the other. 'We* do rewarding office work and do not like our 

working lives to be disrupted by things like strikes. 'They* are not 

concerned with our kind of work, but do unrewarding work in a sloppy fashion.

1. This example, by its very illustrative straightforwardness, has more 
in common with I’ishbein's conceptualisation of attitude than do many 
other cases.
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'They are more concerned, apparently, with union matters, power and 

militancy than with doing a conscientious job. Though this subject 

says that she would 'listen carefully before striking' her mind is

already made up: she 'feels she couldn't strike'.

This example will be discussed further in relation to the content 

analysis described in Chapter k. It should be noted that the constructs 

include both beliefs and behavioural intentions. The elements are 

described both in terms of attributes and potential activités. The 

method does truly present persons in the manner presupposed by the 

author's theoretical oritentation; that is, as influenced in what they 

might do by the sorts of person they consider themselves and others

to be.
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CHAPTER 3

THE RESEARCH FORMAT

The subjects studied live and work in the north-west of England.

The two major groups compared are clerical workers and manual workers, 

both at a number of firms in private industry. Figure k shows the 

numbers interviewed at each research location, with the identity of the 

films suitably disguised. The pilot study was carried out in the early 

part of 1972 by the writer, and most of the other interviews in the 

summer of 1973 by Mr. Jack Moss, then a student at Manchester Polytechnic, 

Mr. I.oss was paid by a grant from the Centre for Industrial, Economic and 

Business Research, University of Warwick.

It must be said at the outset that no attempt was mads to sample 

firms in a rigorous manner. The extreme difficulty experienced in 

gaining access to clerical workers (especially ununionised clerical 

workers) made that impossible. I!or were workers randomly sampled from 

their organisations. Again, practical difficulties made thi3 impossible. 

Workers had to be interviewed .as and when they v/ere willing and available.' 1 2

1. Research locations were very difficult to find and maintain. There 
seemed to be at least three reasons for this:
i. The methodology of the study was unfamiliar to industry, causing 

anxiety and avoidance reactions.
ii. Firms commonly want thier non-unionised clerical workers left 

well alone lest they become militant and unionised.
iii. Organisational structures are such that clerical workers can be

loss easily spared time for research participation than con either 
manual workers or higher management.

2. In the pilot study where an attempt was made to interview all 32 
clerical workers employed in fact only 19 could be interviewed. Some 
unavailability is to be expected, but LtfXi seems very high. The author 
expects less reluctance from managers and employees when in future ne 
has an established method and published results to which he can reier 
participants.



The findings of this research are, therefore, illustrative of the way

clerical and manual workers can be shown to think. This limitation 

on generalisability is made less serious by the enormous diversity of 

situations in which people work. It is doubtful if any research, however 

well structured, could legitimately make generalisations about the 

perceptions of clerks in general, or of manual workers in general.

Figure 4. Structure of the Sample by Firm and Occupation

Clerical Manual

Pilot 19 -

A & B 12 33

X & Y 5 -

R.O. 53 27

TOTAL 89 60

s

There follows a short description of each of the films in the study. 

Pilot and A & B

These were two manufacturing locations of the same firm,1 in two 

different towns in the Korth-West. They each employed about 400 people, 

of which the majority were manual workers. The labour market as a whole 

is rather depressed relative (1972-3) to the rest of the country, and this 

industry suffers from over capacity and inter-fifm competition.. This had had

1. To give the product as well as location would make the firm easily 
recognisable.



the consequence that workers and management co-operate more closely than 

one might otherwise expect. Management is actively encouraging the growth 

of industrial unions for both manual and white-collar workers. These two 

unions - overlapping considerably in resources and personnel - are seen to 

be relatively weak. There i3 no history of labour stoppages. At the time of 

the study unionisation of clerks was only partial and uneven, though the 

5® j recruitment needed to gain negotiating rights had been attained.

There was an unofficial but effective closed shop for manual workers.

The clerics involved in Pilot and A 8« B constituted approximately
2of those falling within the clerical category . Manual workers inter

viewed in A 8; B were 10,i of the total.

X & Y

This family manufacturing firm employs 60 people. The market for 

the product is fairly bouyant. Relatic s between management and staff are 

close and there has never been any major dispute. __ Some clerks belong to 

a major national union, but union orientation and membership within the 

firm is seen to be rather low. The clerks interviewed formed 33/̂  of the 

total.

M.O.

This mail order firm employs l!+00 people* In the years immediately 

preceding the study the firm had become prosperous and had encouraged 1 2

1. The union's affairs were then in such a state of flux that they could 
not be more precise about membership. Recruitment was proceeding on 
a personal lovel. Whore in a department there was an active and 
sociable union organiser, recruitment was said to be strong.

2. Operational definitior.3 are discussed shortly.



its workers to join the major general union. It became, in fact, a 

closed shop for manual workers. Wages had been low, but with prosperity 

and unionisation several increases were paid in quick succession.

Industrial relations within the firm were seen to be good. 13% of the clerks 

were interviewed, and 5% of the manual workers.

Definitions

There is no water-tight and unambiguous way of defining either
1clerical workers or manual workers. Each apparently simple term contains 

a complex of factors such as skill, routine, responsibility and, of course, 

brain v. hand. For the purposes of this research clerical workers were 

defined as those employees

i. doing relatively routine tasks primarily involving documentation 
of some kind, and,

ii. exercising no supervisory responsibility.

Most clerks work in an office, but this is not necessarily so. Store

keepers would come under our definition. More typically do typists in

typing pools and secretaries to managers, in-so-far as their work is
2routinised and involves a large amount of typing. Accounts clerks are

a fairly straightforward case.

Manual workers were defined as those employees

i. doing relatively routine operations directly on the product or 
equipment with which that product is made, and

ii. exercising no supervisory responsibility.

All the manual workers interviewed worked in the works - there were no

1. Gee G.S. Bain and R. Price, 'Who is a White-Collar Employee?', British 
Journal of Industrial Relations, 1972.

?.. It is an arbitrary decision, though a commonly accepted one, to call 
typing clerical rather than manual.
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drivers, for example. The amount of skill exercised varied a great deal, 

from general labourer to such crafts as 'engraver'. The manual workers 

interviewed at A & B covered a wide range of activities and skills. Those 

interviewed at M.O. were mainly packers and loaders.

Unionisation

It will have been seen that unions were fairly active in all the 

research locations. It was hoped that respondents would be structured 

not only clerical/manual, but also member/non-union member. It 

proved possible to interview a number of clerical non-members ( 1 1 as opposed 

to hy members), but not of manual workers- Our contacts were in the first 

instance with management, but we had to vork closely with the unions.

The two locations where we were able to interview manual workers were both 

closed-shop3. Hence all our manual respondents are union members. Our 

close association with unions perhaps added to our difficulty in securing 

the co-operation of clerical non-members. Though lacking hard data to 

demonstrate the point, the writer feels strongly that non-union members 

were much more likely than members to avoid being interviewed.

Self-ima ;~e

Of the 1^9 subjects interviewed 100 had significantly characterised 

themselves. They had used gradings on constructs to make comparisons 

between themselves and others, resulting after the principal components 

analysis in significant factor loadings on the element 'self'. The other 

J+9 had tended to put self towards tlie middle when grading elements. 'They 

were perfectly free, within the instructions they had received, to do this. 

The fact that 'self' was represented in every initial sort (see p. 26) 

was intended to give subjects every opportunity to characterise themselves,



but the instructions allowed the subject to put aside one of the three 

elements in every sort (see footnote p.26 ). This loss of a third of

all our subjects was spread evenly over subject categories, and was 

particularly regrettable where categories were already small.

-36-
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CiiAPTER k

THE CONTENT ANALYSIS

The problem at this stage of the research vias to so process 

the highly personal repertory grids that generalisations could be 

made from them, './e were particularly interested in the subjective 

meaning encapsulated in the constructs which the respondents lad 

generated themselves. These constructs were unique to each respondent. 

Insofar as repertory grid methods are reported in the literature as 

being applied individually to numbers of persons, and generalisations 

being made about those persons as groups - which i3 rarely ■- the 

method commonly used is to give the subject both construct and element, 

and then to make generalisations about the numerical structure of the 

resulting gnus. Our insistence on a method which minimised the 

prestructuring of responses, and our intereat in the subjective 

meanings represented by unique verbal responses, precluded use of such 

a procedure.

This is not anti-numericism on our part. The methods we U3e

rre numerate, for the simple reason that at present the only known way

of generalising from data is by the manipulation of numbers or quantities.

Our method generated the grid of clement gradings which is common to
2repertory grid applications, and it vias from those gradings that tne

1. gee, for example, <J.T. ,/otson, 'A Repertory Grid i'ethod of Studying
Groups,1 British .Journal of Psychiatry, 1970.
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CKAFTER k

THE CONTENT ANALYSIS

The problem at this stage of the research was to so process

the highly personal repertory grids that generalisations could be

made from them. We were particularly interested in the subjective

meaning encapsulated in the constructs which the respondents had

generated themselves. These constructs were unique to each respondent.

Insofar as repertory grid methods are reported in the literature as

being applied individually to numbers of persons, and genera].isatoons

being made about those persons as groups - which is rarely - the

method commonly used is to give the subject both construct and element,

and then to make generalisations about the numerical structure of the 
-1

resulting gnus. Our insistence on a method which minimised the 

prestructuring of responses, and our interest in the subjective 

meanings represented by unique verbal responses, precluded use of such 

a procedure.

This is not anti-numericism on our part. The methods we U3e 

fire numerate, for the simple reason that at present the only known way 

of generalising from data is by the manipulation of numbers or quantities.

Our method generated the grid of element gradings which is common to
2repertory grid applications, and it v/as from those gradings that the

1. Gee, for example, •!.1. ,/atson,'A Repertory Grid i'ethod of .Studying 
Groups, 1 lirit.ish ,:.vu-n~I of Psychiatry, i?70.
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principal components analysis was conducted. It was our decision, 

however, having extracted the first principal component for each 

respondent, to make no further major use of those gradings, and certainly 

not to base our analysis on a manipulation of those gradings. Our 

reasons for this were threefold, firstly, the emphasis on meaning 

rather tlian structure. Secondly, the congruence of a dichotemous 

presentation of the principal component as a dimension with the 

classification process suggested by personal construct theory.

Thirdly, the fact that any given grading of element on construct 

does not have a standard significance in relation to the principal 

component. For example, an element may be included in the component 

(significantly loaded) even though its grade on a certain construct 

is lower than the grade on that construct of an element which may not 

be so ii.cl«..»».. ihe reason for this lies in the gradings of that 

element on the other constructs in the component. The principal 

component analysis, as its designer (Slater) intended, preserves the 

web of meaning of construct on element of the original grid. io focus 

on particular grades may be misleading.

li.'GIill), the principal component program used, presents as output 

loadings for each element and construct (from which one extracts tnose 

which are large enough to he statistically significant, as described

in Chapter ?) which are either positive or negative. Figure 5 shows 

ouch a set of loadings. It is thus easy to lay out the constructs

in l,he i; uiner in which they are interrelated, and 

(person descriptions) at the apprdpriate e o:

to pit the elements 

the resulting dimension.
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Figure 6 shows this done for the subject reported in Figure 5»
1

Figure 5. Principal Component for a hale Manual V/orker

ELEMENT LOADING CONSTRUCT LOADING

1 - .9891 * 1 -.2597
.5104 2 — 9377 *

3 .9275 * 3 -.9482 *
4 1 .0426 * 4 -.9413 ♦
5 .9207 * 5 — 7195
6 - .3409 6 -.9545 *
7 - .2029 7 -.9595 *
8 - .7086 * 8 -.8563 *
9 -I.0352 *
10 - .1246

This first principal component accounted for 7?.2.0. of the variance 
of the grid.
* indicates significant at .05 confidence level (0.576 and over).

Figure 6. repertory Grid of a hale hanua.1 tor'cor
Element

mother
wife/girl friend 
boss

Constructs

inactive, apathetic members 
not aware at all

different attitude to self 
towards work

a bit irrational about striking- 
no sense of responsibility

no socialist ideals at all
frightened to death ot' 

losing job 1

self
union member 
union representative

active union members
well aware of the condition of the 
working class

same attitude as self towards work

sensible about striking
have a sense of responsibility 

towards workmates
strong socialist ideals
not afraid of losing our jobs

1. As o result of the considerations discussed in 3 above there is no 
standard dividing line for positive or negative for all constructs 
in the Component.



Comparison of Figure 6 with Figure 3 of Chapter 2 (p.29) may 

make clear some of the difficulties involved in comparing repertory grids. 

Figure 3 was of a female clerical worker who, broadly speaking, was anti

union and anti-strike. Figure 6 is of a male manual worker who is 

broadly pro-union and pro-strike. This would, in fact, be one way of 

classifying their responses, but would not be very revealing. We want 

to know why one is for unions and strikes and the other against. When 

we look more closely at the manual worker we see that he attributes to 

his mother, wife and boss an irrational attitude towards striking. T^e 

rest of his responses make clear that he means that a fear of striking, 

or flat refusal to strike is irrational. Striking to him is one action 

by which his socialist ideals may be operationalised, and by which he 

fulfills his responsibility towards his workmates. This to his is being 

'sensible' aoout suriKxng. This is the sort of man who the clerical worker 

described as 'striking at the least thing' and 'liking to dictate terms 

and take over companies'. Clearly, they put different interpretations 

on the same actions (striking) and things (unions). How, then, to best 

classify these interpretations or meanings?

In the content analysis the individual constructs were classfied 

according to their meaning to the subject in one of the following 

eight categories. A construct could be positive or negative on the 

category dimension.

WM Work mindedness. Orientations to work, own job, others' „ 
jobs. Involvement in work matters.

P Potency. Possession of strong fooling« and emotions.
K:diibiting vigorous behaviour.

Eg Egocentrism. Self; centredness.



H Happiness and contentment

Um Union-mindedne3 3 . Positive and negative orientations to
unions and matters clearly related to unions (e.g. striking) 
Interest in union matters.

Ev Evaluation. Straightforwardly moral evaluations, 

id Identification with subject's self.

- Hot possible to fit into above classification. A decision 
was made to include references simply to family in this 
category.

Of these categorisations only the first six were subsequently processed. 

Constructs categorised as 'id' and were discarded.

The categorisations were those which suggested themselves to

the writer after detailed but unstructured study of the processed

data for all subjects. Clearly they are not the product of a completely

open-minded view of the data. The categories themselves have theoretical

implications. The writer did not at the time fully cornpr'hend all

those implications for he 13 by training a sociologist, whose limited

psychological expertise has been gained from working with psychologists

as colleagues. Without realising it the writer was using categories

some of which closely resemble those factors which Osgood derived
1from analysis of semantic differentials.

Semantic differentials are generated by 'aking subjects to rate 

the object on a bipolar adjectival scale. Examples of such adjectival 

polos are fair - unfair, strong - weak, and active - passive. The scale 

provides a range of points, including a middle, neutral i>oint, whic’ 

the subject can use according to bo like o.:e of the adjectives, and

Osgood too was concerned with ■10-uing.
0,E. Osgood et ol.. The ;y.snr..v.ent o r "■ ■■■ ■ ml- Urbans, University
of Illinois, d'P37•
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how unlike the other, he considers a concept to he. From a factor 

analysis ox a large number of caBe.3 and scales Gsgoorl concluded that 

scales could be grouped into three important factoral categories.

»Three factors appear to be dominant, and these three factors 
emerge in roughly the same order of magnitude from most analyses. 
They are usually termed the Evaluative, Potency, and Activity 
factors. The Evaluative factor regularly appears first and 
accounts for up to three quarters of the extractable variance.
It appears that the most important component of the reaction to 
a concept is a general like - or - dislike, pro - or - con, 
approach - or - avoid response. Examples of scales which are 
usually found to have a high loading on the Evaluative factor 
are good - bad, beautiful - ugly, fair - unfair and honest - 
dishonest. The second factor to appear in most analyses is a 
Potency factor which typically accounts for approximately half 
as much variance as the Evaluative factor. This second factor 
is concerned with power and related notions like size, weight 
and toughness. Strong - weak, heavy - light, rugged - delicate 
and hard - soft are all scales which normally have a high loading 
on the Potency factor. The third factor - Activity - is usually 
of a similar magnitude to the Potency factor, and is exemplified 
by scales like fast - slow, active - passive, tense - relaxed 
and excitable - calm. It is sometimes found that the Potency 
and Activity factors collapse into a single Dynamism factor, 
but the consistency with which the three major factors are found 
is such that Osgood and his colleagues have felt able to use  ̂
them as measures oT the three dimensions of 'semantic space'.

Our category Evaluation seems very like Osgood's Evaluative factor,

except that, we }>ave singled out moral evaluation from general evaluations.

Oxir category Potency seems very like Osgood's Dynamism factor, combining

ns it does potency as an attribute and potency aa manifested in vigorous

activity. The author does not claim to have independently come to

similar conclusions to Osgood. Certainly : <; 1 wi read O sgood's  work

in the îcst md remenb red it. without recollecting its source. Faced

with apparently similar data (bipolar constructs) he lud come to similar

1. P. '.<• r r  a ad C. Kn.-ppor ■ ■i'C a' People r ■ ri rbantn, b'iley,



conclusions by a combination of unconscious plagarism and force of 

circumstances. There i3 an obvious evaluative element to such data.

This can be seen as its 'attitudinal' element, following 7ishbein'3 

definition (see pages 23-25 ). The present writer sought to

isolate as much of this element as possible - by creating the special 

•evaluation' category - in order to maintain the distinction between 

his methods and attitudinal measures. The potency category v;as an 

equally obvious dimension relating to our subject's views of unions.

It stood out as a critical part of the explanation of differing self 

orientations to unions and union activities.^

There are basic differences betv/een the present analysis and 

that of Osgood. Both are concerned with meaning, but the writer 

would not label the results of his analysis measures of 'semantic 

space'. Osgood's scales are semantic in that they have the apparent 

clarity of language expressed in an objective and logical manner.

They assume common understanding of meaning and universally accepted 

opposites. Personal constructs, though ultimately resting upon the 

ability of language to communicate shared meanings, allow the subject 

to express himself diffusely and to give his own opposites to concepts. 

Subjects ar * often surprising in what they give as opposites when given 

a free choice. These were given in our study. Aggressive - thoughtful. 

Propored to stand up for their rights - shy. relieve the unions try 

to get a fair deal for their workers - believe that unions get more 

strength for themselves. Aims to be out for himself - air.i to work 1

-43-

1. m e  writer concludes that if he had more clearly seen, the connection 
vith Osgood he would save more closely followed ' is e ■■■pie >y 
separating lot*ncy and Activity.
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for a reasonable standard of living. A3 well as illustrating the 

complexity of some distinctions made, and the diffuseness with which 

subjects express those distinctions, these examples oil show pairings 

that are not strict logical or semantic opposites of each other. We 

accept this so readilly in real life that we may not even notice the 

fact. Semantic differentials are also prestructured (albeit on the 

basis of past experimentation) whilst repertory grid methods in terms 

of response categories are not. Semantic differentials constrain the 

subject with the logical structure of 'correct' linguistic forms.

Hepertory grids allow the subject to explain what he means in his own 

words, and to give operational definitions by applying the concepts 

to particular objects.

Hanifest and latent Content •

A distinction is often made in content analysis between what is 

clearly said by words interpreted at their face value - manifest 

content - and what is implicit in words by making guesses about the 
intentions or orientation of the writer/speaker - latent content.

Latent content is revealed by a consideration of large numbers or 
groups of words. This is similar in principle to the manner in which 
the meaning to the subject of a particular construct in a repertory 
grid is made more clear to the observer by a consideration of its 
relationship to other constructs, and the applications of those 
constructs. It is in both cases a matter of context. In the present 
study, however, no disti• otion was made between manifest and Latent 
meanings. There wore two reasons for this. ’iestly, Latent content 
is o rken taken to Mean 'underlying attitude', whilst wo wished to restrict



ourselves to meaning. Meaning is never fully manifest. The observer

always ha3 to interpret, especially if he wishes to convert the

particular to the general. In-as-far-as our categories are all more

general than the subject responses, and have theoretical connotations

to the researcher not necessarily in the mind of the subject, they

inevitably require that we go beyond the face value of responses to

be categorised. It was not at the time felt that the manifest/latent

distinction was particularly helpful to what we were trying to accomplish.

Secondly, the central practical difficulty faced by the researcher in

interpreting and generalising from the repertory grids was their richness

of meaning. A clinical analysis of just one grid would be a large and

complex undertaking. The researcher, dealing with 1^9 grids, was forced

to compromise the ideals of interpretation which he has put forward

so strongly. xi*e principal components analysis preserved the

meaningful interrelationship of construct and olement for each subject.

Complexity of material and objectivity of approach at the 3toge of the

content analysis led the researcher to take the meaning of individual

constructs at their face value as much os possible, looking at the
1wider context only when meaning did not appear obvious.

Reliability and Validity

Tests of the reliability and validity of methods and measures 

are nn important part of the psychological approach. Keats defines 

these concepts very simply. 'Tost reliability',he soys , 'is the 

relationship between tie test score on a p- t icv.l'r occ-sion and tve 1

-fH5-

1 . tt will he seen that in subsequent analysis constructs and elements 
were considered only in the aggregate, rather than 03 particular 
configurations for individual subjects. Efforts were then made to 
reconstruct configurations at the group level.
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score on the same test on a subsequent occasion.' Of validity Keats 

says, 'For many purposes an objective test must be shown to be valid

in temrs of predicting performance on an outside criterion.'

Reliability is thus the stability of a measure, and reliability

can itself be measured 03 internal consistency, repeat reliability,

split-half reliability and parallel forms of reliability.^ Measures

of validity on the other hand, should show the extent to which the

method under investigation really measures that which it purjiorts to

measure. The problem here is in finding an independent criterion whose

relationship to a factor is known, where the relationship of the measure 
to that factor

under investigation!is also known, or thought to be known, In practice 

the distinction 1 etween reliability and validity becomes blurred. The 

best estimate of validity may be performance on another, different, 

test, an assumption is that the other test is valid, and for this 

reason Kelly is said to have defined validity as 'the capacity of a
/ftest to tell us what we already know’.

Bannister is skeptical about the routine application of standard
5tests of reliability and validity to repertory grids. He proposes

1

1. J.A. Keats, An Introduction to Omntitative Psychology, Wiley, 1970»
p. 60.

2. J.A. Keats op. cit., p. 63.
3. For explanation and discussion of these measures see an «rperirnental 

textbook such as Keats's.

lt. Bannister and Fran sella op. cit., p. 77 •

3. D. Bannister and J. Muir, The .''.valuation of 'Personal Constructs, 
Academic IYeas, 1968.
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that particular tests should be designed in relation to particular 

applications of repertory grid methods.

There are in the present study three points at which reliability 

and/or validity can be estimated. These are as follows. Firstly, the 

validity of the whole approach can be judged from the persuasivness 

of the conclusions. This is not meant facetiously . The personal 

nature of individual grids make any outside imposed measure of validity 

completely arbitrary. Conclusions after the analysis of many grids, 

on the other hand, can be related to observation and theory from 

other sources.

Secondly, an estimate was made of the consistency with which

subjects used the rating scales for the constructs they had generated.

Twenty snh-ier+s,. .after H « »  had completed the repertory grid, were

asked again to rate every element on every construct. It v/aa decided
again

that it would not be appropriate to ask thenjto generate the construct, 

for the retest situation would be quite different to the te3t situation 

just before it. For simplicity of analysis these additional grids 

wore also analysed for principal components, and a comparison made 

between the two grids for these subjects in terms of the constructs 

and elements included or not included in the first principal component. 

This procedure has the advantage of, hopefully, testing the consistency 

of the web of meaning rather than simple individual evaluations. In 

the principal component for the first grid these 20 subjects significantly 

characterised 2C9 elements and constructs. In their second gr\d 13 1

1 . From a potential total of 1600.
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additions and 1*+ omissions had changed this total to 208. There liad

been, thei'efore, 27 changes, or 13 per cent of either total. The

statistical significance of these facts is not clear. Comparison of

totals would obviously show a lack of significant variation. Though it

would be possible to execute a chi-square test on either of the two
1

changes individually, in relation to equal probability expecteds, 

such a tea would not simultaneously take changes in both directions 

into account. The promising sounding McNemar test for the significance

of changes tests, in fact, for difference between changes themselves, 

and is thus not applicable. The researcher concludes simply that 13 

per cent change in constructs and elements seems subjectively to indicate 

a high degree of consistency of rating.

1 \t ..as made of the extent to which different-

judges would place constructs in the same content analysis categories. 

Two of the researcher’s colleagues, both psychologists, kindly agreed 

to categorise the construct.3 of 20 subjects. The first principn 1  

component for these subjects, with the researcher's own categorisations, 

are displayed for illustration in Appendix 1. The test subjects were 

randomly chosen after the researcher liad made categorisations for all 

subjects in the study. The first judge requested examples of the 

researcher's categorisations and was given categorisations for four 

different subjects (Appendix F).

1. For example: 0 E
Constructs in test 209 10*+.5

Constructs in test 
also in retest 195 10'+.5
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different subjects (Appendix F).
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It will bo seen that this did not cause him to be very much closer to 

the researcher in his judgements than was the second judge, That second 

judge when faced with Evaluation defined as 'straightforwardly evaluative 

statements' pointed out that he would include in this category intellec

tual evaluations as well as moral evaluations. This caused the researcher 

to make explicit in his instructions that he meant 'striaghtforwardly 

moral evaluations*. Ee asked the judge to reclassify his intellectual 

evaluation categorisations. The 20 subjects used 121 constructs in 

their first principal component. Categorisations by any two judges 

could either agree or disagree. The agreement between researcher and Judge 

1 was 73 per cent, between researcher and Judge 2 was 6? per cent, and 

between Judge 1 and Judge 2 was 67 per cent. The instructions to 

the judges were not explicit as to manifest any latent content - the 

point token in the previous section. Lack of consensus on the 'width' 

of interpretation way be responsible for some of the inter-coder 

differences. If we test agreement/disagreeraent by chi-square one 

sample, with a nul hypothesis of equal probability of agree or disagree,
-*j

we get chi-square vailles which are significant at greater that .001, 

with one degree of freedom. Obviously, if we allow greater chance 

probability of disagree than agree the significance of the findings 

appears even greater. It is noted that chi-square is only appropriate 

to independent observations, whilst the independence of our content 

analysis categorisations is to some extent suspect. Chi-square is 

the statistic most commonly used in the research reported here. The 1

1. Chi-square values of 25.00, I6.76, and 1 3 .89, respectively
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writer would defend liis use of chi-square by pointing to the disagree

ment which seems to inevitably occur whenever a statistic is applied 

to empirical data, and by demonstrating in Appendix G that he did try 

very hard to find something better, but without success. In any event 

it is not the matter of independence of variables per se which is 

important in chi-square, but that N may be artificially inflated.

The size of N is often critical in nonparametric statistics in causing 

the relationship investigated to be seen as significant or not 

significant. Cur decision (p.39 ) to proces only polar categorisations

rather than grades compels us to use nonparametric statistics of some 

kind. The fact, however, that we allocate subjects positive or 

negative on content analysis categories, ignoring the number of 

constructs involved in making that allocation, means that the most 

closely — * variables have not been double counted at oil.



CHAPTER 5

THE MAIN ANALYSIS

The steps in the research process so far have been:

(a) the administration of a modified repertory grid to certain 

clerical workers in order to elicit their personal construct 

systems,

(b) the analysis of every grid for principal components,

(c) the discarding of all grids where •self' was not significantly 

characterised, and the discarding from the remainder of all 

elements and constructs not meeting required significance 

levels, within the first principal component, and

(d) the categorisation of each construct in one of six content categories«

The 100 subjects characterising self are 10 clerical male union 

members (CHU), 3 clerical male non-union members (CtHI), 37 clerical 

female union members (CEU), 3 clerical female non-union members (CEO,

28 manual male union members (M-iTJ), and manual female union members 

(;TD). For each we have a principal component which characterises several 

elements from the list : self, father, mother, husband/wife/boyfriand/ 

girlfriend, boss, friend at work, shop-floor worker, union member, union 

representative, and striker. In the analysis those descriptions are 

arranged in four element groups.

1 . self

2. family - father, mother and husband/wife/boyfriend/girlfriend.

3. worltfellows - boss and friend at work.



k. industrial relations characters - shop-floor worker, union
1member, union representative and striker.

It was hoped that comparisons involving these groupings 'would
2illuminate the way in which self oriented himself to others.

The constructs in each subject's principal component have beer, each 

assigned one of six categories: workmindedness, potency, egocentrism, 

happiness, union mindedness and evaluation.

The elements in each subject's principal component were then 

assigned a positive or negative score on the relevant content analysis 

categories, according to which end they had been of the original 

constructs. For the most part element groups emerged as being deployed 

consistently at one end only of the principal, component. In those 

few cases (one element .Troup for each of six subjects) where they 

were split an average of the original repertoty grid gradings was used 

to locate the group as a whole- in the content analysis categories.

In most cases the location of the group and its parts were the same. 1 2

1 . Whilst categorisations 1 , 2 and 3 are matters of fact, category ^ 
involves some implicit hypotheses about the way in which self sees 
these elements. A design fault not obvious in the pilot study, which 
was conducted on clerical workers alone, is that 'shop-floor worker' 
will not liave the same connotations for manual workers as for clerks.
It will be further noted that the number of elements in each element

group i3 not the came. This does not affect the comparative analysis, 
which is in terms of clement groups, as described in the next paragraph 
It may iiave affected the frequency with which elements were signifi
cantly characterised (as revealed by the principal components analysis) 
Although subjects were asked to grade oil elements on all constructs 
it remains that the minority group of *v;orkf allows' was so rarely 
significantly characterised tint it tokos little part in subsequent 
analysis.

2. It Man found in the pilot study tint those clerical subjects always 
identified with family and contrasted themselves with industrial 
relations characters.
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The main analysis i3 structured as follows:

I Significance of variables. How does the sample, or subsaraple, see 

itself on each construct category? For ojxunple, do clerks see 

themselves as of high or low potency, or are they equally divided?

II Comparison of variables

(a) within element group. Hoes that part of the sample, or

variable as high (or low), on other variables? For example, 

do clerks who see themselves as highly workminded also see 

themselves a3 highly unionminded?

(b) between element groups. Does that part of the sample, or 

subsample, which sees itself, or family, or workfellows, 

or III characters, as high (or low) on a variable, also see 

other element groups as high (or low) on that same vari"b3.e? 

For example, do clerks who see themselves as of low potency 

nloo see II? characters as of low potency?

III Comparison of subsamples. How do subsamples compare on variable 

scores for given orientations? For example, do clerks see 

themselves as less unionminded than manual workers see themselves

as unionminded?

IV Characteristics of sample

(a) description. For sample and subsaraplos description according 

to occupation, union membership, sen, age and length of 

service.

1. whichever is significant.

subsample, which sees itself, or family, or workfellows, or 

IH characters, as high (or low) on a variable also see that



(b) comparison. Comparisons between subsamples on descriptive

characteristics. For example, do clerks have greater length

of service than manual workers?

V Orientations to unions and family. Do the sample and subsamples 

place self at the same end of constructs as they place IK and 

family characters (identify), or at the opposite end (contrast)?

For example, do clerical workers identify or contrast themselves

with IK characters?

An examination of the categorisations made in the content analysis

seemed to indicate a certain configuration of classifications. This 

itivolved positive scores on some categories, and negative scores on

others. In order to make this configuration os clear os possible 

some of the content dimensions were reversed so os to make the 

configuration involve a positive sc e on all categories. 'Che name

of these ‘linensions was similarl; reversed. Fence potency became

impotence, egocentrism become selflessness, and unionminlednes3 

bee me non-union miadedpess.

It : ill be a convenient shorthand to first define n 'clerical

torootyp-' ril 1 stereotype1

•eotype - highly v.ork.iiuded
’nigltly impotent 
highly selfless

\r
y non-unionaiinilefl
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lianual stereotype = low on worlcmindedness 
low on impotence 
low on selfle33ness 
low on happiness 
low on non-unionraindedness

In what follows it should be borne in mind that adherence to these 

stereotypes as a whole is not tested, although the analysis has 
implications for this matter of the total stereotype profile. The 

analysis reported here i3 in terms of individuals variables and of the 

relationships between pairs of variables . The tests applied are not 

tests of the degree of association between variables (as in correlation 

anlaysis) but are tests designed to show whether two sets of figures 

or samples could have come from the same x’Opulation, or whether they 

are significantly different. They are thus tests of specific hypotheses 

Those hypotheses are stated in this subsection.

T oi irrvi ‘T'l n O  r>-P 1C

The hypotheses, expressed in general form, are :

( i) that all clerical suhsa nples tend to nee themselves, family 

■ id worhfellows in terms of the clerical stereotype,

(ü )  that all clerical auhsamples tend to see Til characters in 

terms of the manual stereotype,

(ill) f.d all manual subsnmples tend to see themselves, family, 

wort; fellows and 13 characters in terms of the manual

stereotype,
(iv) t’ 1 'll clerical subsamplea tend to see themselves, family

1 wori: fell own high on evaluation,

(v) th ' .-.11 clerical subs v.ipl os tend io see 111 characters as 

h m  cm ev'llVi tior.,

( j) i,’ '. .• 11 ci ' cun 1 snl : > ’ es to:-' 1o •• thoi'.selves, fairil;

... ! ui ci root >rs t ' '■ on ev lu lion,

~4ti |M-%WVf .
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(vii) that all manual subsamples tend to see workfellows a3 

low on evaluation.

There are no hypotheses relating to the total sample. The null 

hypotheses are that subjects are equally likely to put a given character 

as high or low on the variables, of which in total there are six. The 

tests are chi-square one sample and the binomial test.

II A Selective comparison of variables (a) within the element group

The clement groups are self, family, II? characters and workfellows. 

The comparison here is between the variables used by subjects to describe 

a given group of elements or characters. The general hypothesis is that 

subjects will tend to use the 3ix variables in a consistent way. That is, 

if they see a character as high on a variable, they will tend to see that 

same v" - n _ i h i g h  another variable, and vice versa. At its 

simplest, therefore, the hypothesis i3 that pairs of variables expressed 

as joint frequencies will tend to vary together in the same direction.

Only variables found in previous analysis to be individually 

significantl,y are used, and hypotheses are based on the findings relating 

to the significance of individual variables. This lias the result that 

there is no special cnee involving manual subsample *s use of evaluation - 

which hypothetically could have been in the reverse direction to other 

variables used to describe self, family and II? characters, but which is 

in fact in the same direction. Chi-square one sample and binomial tests 

are used, fie batter being one-tailed. Ain lysis is provided for the 

largest subject aggregations of all, clerical*and manual.
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In operational terms the hypotheses aro tested by taking that end 

of a variable known to be significantly vised, and generating the joint 

frequencies of this with other variables describing the same element 

group. An example will make this more clear. In Figure 7 below (Table 

193 in Appendix J), from all subjects those seeing themselves as highly 

workninded are taken. Whether they see themselves as high or low on 

impotence is ascertained and compared to a null hypothesis of equal 

probability. The null hypothesis is always that the subject is 

equally likely to put the given character as high or low on the second 

variable.

Figure ?, Association between V/orknindedness and Potency in use of 
Self-image by Total Sample

ALL / SELF 
highly workminded

0 E
5 23ALL/SELFlow

imp o t e n c e ^ 23
missing

Chi-square = 28.17 with 1 degree of freedom significant at 
better than .01

key: 0 = observed 
E = expected

XI A Selective comparison of variables (b) between el'-nent groans

The analysis is similar in many respects to 11(a), except that 

comparisons are made, for given variables, between groups of elements 

or characters. The general hypothesis is that .subjects tend to identify 

with family, in that they describe family in similar terms to the way 

they describe themselves, and tend to contrast themselves with IR

) ■. 0 1

iW II
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characters, in that they describe IR characters using opposite poles 

of variables to those they use to describe themselves. It i3 to be 

noted that an initial hypothesis might have been that the manual 

sxibsample would identify with IR characters, but proceeding analysis has 

already shown that this is not likely to be so. In any event, chi- 

square one sample is used throughout and the direction of hypothesised 

difference from expectation is not important.

For example, in Figure 8 below (Table 328 in Appendix K) subjects 

from the total sample who see themselves as highly workminded are taken, 

and whether they see IR characters as highly workrainded or not is ascer

tained. This is compared to a null hypothesis that they will be equally 

likely to see IR characters as high or low on v/orkmindedness. Comparisons 

ore made for the largest aggregations of subjects - all, clerical and 

manual -

Fijpure 8, Association between ."elf Viorkmirdednos3 and IR ’dorkmindedness
Ferceived by Total .-ample

ALL / SELF

highly v/orkminded
0 E

AIX./IR
low 52 2(5

workmindedness
high 0

missing J+5

Chi-square = 5?.00 with 1 degree of freedom significant at 
better than .01

!<<» : o ” observed
13 - expected
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between all element groups except workfellow3 , end using tne ŝ r.io 

variable. The null hypothesis is always equal probability of high 

or low on the variable for the second element group as the first.

Ill A comparison of subsamples

Comparisons are made between the subsamples on given variables and 

element groups. The general hypothesis is that there is a difference 

between relevant subsamples in how their members describe themselves and 

other characters or elements. The null hypothesis is of no difference.

The test is by chi-square for two independent samples, and Fisher exact 
2probabilities.

For example, Figure 9 (Table J82 in Appendix L) compares 

the self wort-mindedness of clerical and manual subsamples. Do these 

subsamples have similar proportions seeing themselves as highly work- 

minded, and vice versa. 1

Figure 9. Comparison of Clerical and Innun1 Workers' use of Self

1

Uorkmindedness

Elements SEhF

Subsample Clerical Manual

Variable low 0 5

workmindedness

high 35 19
missing: clerical 25 

manual 20

Chi-square = Z M  with 1 degree of freedom not significant

1. Variables individually not significant

?„ All Fishers ore significant for both one and two tails, 
is appropriate need not be debated

so which
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The comparisons are clerical-manual, clerical male union member - 

manual male union member, clerical female union member - manual female 

union member, male - female, CifTJM - C7UM, I¡l-IUTI - Mi'b.'-t, union member - 

non-union member, CTTUK - clerical female non-member.

IV Characteristics of Sample (a) description
(b) selected comparisons

Die description is tablulated for the total sample and all sub

samples by all descriptive variables. Those variables are occupation, 

union membership, sex, length of service and age. Occupation can take 

the values clerical or manual, union membership the values union member 

or non-union member, sex the values male or female, length of service 

the values short (under four years) or long (four years and over), and 

age the values young (under forty years) or old (forty years and over).

Comparisons have been made of all the subsamples by all descriptive

-variables with null hypotheses of no difference. The comparisons

between most aubsamples do not give any significant results and are

not reported at all. Worthwhile comparisons involve those subsamples

which have been revealed in III A Comparison of Subsamales to possess

significant differences in dependent variables. That is clerical-manual

and male-female. They are tested here hy chi-square for two independent
1

samples, and fisher exact probabilities. The composition of the total 

sample is tested for difference from equal probability by use of the 

chi-square one — sample test.

All insignificant for both one and tv/o bails.1.
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V Orientation to unions

This data is intended to summarise the respondent's orientations

towards union matters, by defining them as contrasting or identifying 

themselves (or neither) with the union related characters shop-floor 

worker, union member, union representative and striker (the IR element 

group).

To do this the first principal component of each subject's 

repertory grid was examined. Subjects putting themselves on one side

or the other of this group of constructs bad already been selected.

Jt was now ascertained whether they placed XR characters at the sa‘ie 

(identify) or opposite (contrast) end to self. Where those characters 

V'ere split - some at the same end as self and some at the other - a 

simple rriiorihv was taken to indicate direction of orientation, '.there 

the split was equal the orientation wn3 taken to be in 'neither' 

direction.1 It may seem to be stretching the point to give such a 

positive direction to a f-1 split, but in the two cases where this 

occurred the isolated character was shop-floor worker, who is a fringe 

member of the group of l.R characters. The context left no doubt in 

those two cases as to the nature of the subjects' views. In fact, 

in the vast majority of cases a clear and uncomplicated contrast was 

observed. The general hypothesis is that clerical workers will tend to 

contrast themselves with IR characters, n.nd that manual workers will 

tend to identify with TR characters.

1. If ro IR characters 
principal components

v'cre significant!, c! rvacteriised according to 
analysis, the designation was also 'neither*.

the
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Findings for the total sample are compared for significance to 

the expectation of equal probability of contrast or identify and, 

secondly, to the expectation that clerical workers will contrast 

themselves with IF characters whilst manual workers identify. The null 

hypotheses are thus of no difference to the projected results of these 

expectations. Significance is tested by chi-square one - sample with 

one degree of freedom.

Orientations for particular subsamples 're examined by applying 

a one-tailed binomial test to each subsanple. The hypothesis for 

clerical subsamples is that they './ill contrast themselves with IF 

characters. The hypothesis for manual subsamples is that they will 

identify with 1R characters. Hull hypotheses are of no difference 

to the projected results of equal probability of contrast/identify.

The manual union member subsample is compared to the rest of the 

sample for possible difference (null hypothesis no difference), using 

chi—square for two independent samples with one degree of freedom.

In every cose 1 neither."!' are ignored.

Orientation bo TTnnlly

This analysis parallels that of orientation to unions. In this 

instance the data if! intended to summarise the .■ wspondent*s orientation 

towards family characters, by defining them . a contrasting or identifying 

themselves (or neither) with the family characters father, mother and 

boy "riend/girlfriend/husbnnd/wi fe. Thu method is the same /is before.

The general hypothesis is tlwt all subject,"; will tend to identify 

themselves with family.
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Findings for the total sample are compared to only the one 

e::pectation - of equal probability of contrast or identity. ;nnual 

and clerical subsomples are not ejected to differ in their orientation 

to family. The null hypothesis is of no difference to that expected 

from equal probability. The test is chi-square one-sample with one 

degree of freedom.

Orientatations for particular subsamples are again examined by 

a one-tailed binomial test.

The manual male union member subsarnple is compared to the rest

of the sample .for possible difference (null hypothesis no difference), 

using chi-square for two independent samples with one degree of freedom.

In all the above cases' neithers' are ignored, but because there 

see ..is to be a possibly significant difference in the incidence of 

ueithers these are compared for two subsample« using chi-square for 

two independent samples, with one degree of freedom.

Statistical Testa

Tiie required level of significance ( X. ) decided upon was .03. 

Manipulation of the data was aided by tile use of the 3FS3 computer 

paciingo.1 The statistical tests provided by that pa cl-age were not 

suited to the data, and these •„•ere drawn from Siegel's 'i.onparametric 

Statistics for the Behavioural Sciences'.^ For the most port analysis 

was of 2 2 contingency tables, giving one degree of freedom. * 2

l.il. hie, D. Bent and C. Hadlai dull, 'Statistical Package for the Social 
Sciences', McGraw-Hill, Mew York, 1970.

2. S. Siegel, 'Ifonparametric Statistics for the Social Sciences', McGraw- 
Hill, Tokyo, 1956
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Chi-Square One-Sanple Test (Siegel p. 43)

Expecteds were generated by a null hypothesis that there was 

an equal probability of a high or low score on the variable. The test 

is one-tailed, but is applicable with no modification whichever the 

direction of divergence of the actual data away from the 'ejected'.

It, therefore, does not matter whether or not there is a directional 

hypothesis, or whether or not it is being confirmed. The critical 

value for the .05 significance level is 3«84, with one degree of 

freedom.

Binomial Test (Siegel p. 250)

Where any expected value in the one-sample situation was 

less than 5 tne binomial test was applied. Tables in Siegel give 

direct readings of actual probabilities for H of 5 over (less than 

this was taken to indicate insignificance) when P = Q = i> The test is 

one-tailed where there is a directional hypothesis, and two-tailed 

where there is nob.

C h i-. .a n  re for Two Independent Sa.rrAo;; (Siegel p . 107)

The comments made for chi-square one-sample apply here, 

except that the null hypothesis is of no difference between the samples. 

E.pactnds are calculated by multiplying the nsrginax totals ior each 

coll and dividing by ". The critical value (again 5.84 for .05 signi

ficance) is a measure of the divergence of tee data from these expected 

values.

■
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Fisher Exact Probabilities (Siegel p. 256)

Where in the two sample cose ?! is between 5 and 19 the 

Fisher test was applied. Above this level chi-square was used, below 

this level insignificance was assumed. Siegel gives a table from which 

significance levels can be read directly. Fence the actual probabilities 

\.ere not calculated and are not reported.
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C7IAPTET? 6 

RESULTS

Summary of Significant Relationships

I Si.cnificance of Variables - .05

Only variables found to be significant are listed here. Data

for all variables is listed in Appendix H and numbered consecutively.

Dy significance is meant that subjects used the variable is a consistent

v/ay (high or low) to make distinctions about elements (self, XI? characters,

family, workfallows). Nothing is said about the proportion of subjects
1using the variable, as opposed to not using it, although when this 

falls to low levels it becomes impossible to attribute significance to 

the distribution of those who do#

ALL.SUBJECTS together who use the following variables in relation to 
THEMSELVES tend to do so in this manner: 1 2 3 * 5 6

1 . highly workminded

2. highly impotent

3. hifjhly selfless

if. highly happy

5. highly non-unionminded

6. high on evaluation

1. It is impossible, given the techniques used, to say how many subjects
we would expect to use given variables. There is thus no standard
against which to tost the significance of those who do.
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ALL SUBJECTS together who use the following variables in relation 1.0 
IS CHAUACTBBS tend to do so in this manner:

7. low on workraindedness (highly non-workminded)

8. low on impotence (highly potent)

9. low on selflessness (highly egocentric)

10 . low on happiness (highly unhappy)

1 1 . low on non-unionmindedness (highly uniontninded)

12 . low on evaluation

ALL SUBJECTS together who vise the following variables in relation to 
PAEILY CUABACTBUS tend to do so in this manner: 13 * * 16 17

1 3. highly workminded

iff. highly impotent

1 3. highly selfless

16. highly happy
17. highly non-unionminded 

In. high on evaluation

AT.T. CLERICAL workers together who use the following variables in relation 
to TEE;'SET,Vo". tend to do so in this manner:

23. highly »-oi'kninded 

So. highly impotent 

27. highly selfless



ALL CLERICAL workers together v.’iio use the following variables in relation
to IR CHARACTERS tend to do so in thi3 manners

31 • low on v/orknindedness

32. low on impotence

33. low on selflessness

y*. low on iiappiness

35. low on non-unionmindedness

36. low on eve lxiation.

ALL CLERICAL workers together ulio use the following variables in relation 
to FAMILY CHARACTERS tend to do so in this manner:

3?. highly uor’oninded
TOJ>" • highly impotent

59. highly selfless

iK). highly happy

*n. highly non-unionminded

high on evaluation

CLE
to

RICAL KALB TJHIO?: ! "CHEERS who use the following variables 
THEMSELVES tend to do so in this manner:

in re1st ion

69. highl,y wo r’loninded

33* highly non-unionminded

5't. high on evaluation

GUI
to

I RICAL RALE Tj;: ION MEMBERS who use the following variables 
IR CHARACTERS tend to do so in this manner:

in relation

55. low on vorkmindedness

60. low on evaluation
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6 1. highly workninded 

65. highly non-unionainded

CLERICAL FEMALE UNION H3M3ERS who use the following variables in relation
to THEMSELVES tend to do so in this manner:

CLERICAL MULE UNION MEMBERS who use the following variables in relation
to FAMILY CHARACTERS tend to do so in this manner:

73» highly workminded 

?•'+. highly impotent 

75* highly selfless

75. highly happy

77- highly non-unionminded

73. high on evaluation

CLERICAL FEMALE UNION MEMBERS who use the following variables in rol'-tion 
to IR CTI ■.R .C .’"rRS tend to do so in this manner:

7?« low on worluiindednesa

80. low on impotence

8 1. low on selflessness 

low on happiness

83. low on non-unioninindedne8s 

oh. low o 1 evaluation

CIERICAL FEMALE UNTOM ' MERS who use the following variables in relation 
to 7.' TT.Y .TT*.Pv;rias tend to do so in this manner:

O rr h ig h ly 1 'orh'iindei

O h.i<; ly impoten t

" 7 . h ig h ly s e if lo s n

n 0
b ig ' V

?o. • 0 '.-union
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101. highly non-unionMinded

CLERICAL FEMALE NON-UNION MEMBERS who use the following variables in 
relation to IR CHARACTERS tend to do so in this manner:

107. low on non-unionmindedness

CLERICAL FEMALE NON-UNION MEMBERS who use the following variables in 
relation to FAMILY CHARACTERS tend to do so in this manner:

1 1 3 . highly non-union/,linded

ALL MANUAL workers together who use the following variables in relation 
to THEMSELVES tend to do so in this manner:

121. highly workminded

122. highly impotent

12 3. highly selfless 

12*f. highly happy

125. highly non-unionminded —

126. high, on evaluation

ATI, KANUAT workers together v/ho use the following variables in relation 
to XR CU ‘" .CTHRg tend to do so in this manner:

CLE3ICAL FEMALE TTCN—XITilOrT JOSIUERS who use the following; variables in
relation to THE;'SELVES tend to do so in this rrnner:

*1 27 • lo 1 on \ ■.•orlvfflintlecliw ss

12.°,. low on im£obonce

129. low on Gf*? f i e  none *3 *?

13-2. low on ’10 opine; 3«

X 3 1. lo- ■on non-union* linied;

low on evaluation
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13 3» highly workminded 

'\'3k. highly impotent

15 5. highly selfless 

136. highly happy 

13 7* highly non-unionainded 

138. high on evaluation.

MALE MANUAL UlIXOfT MEMBERS who use the following variables in relation 
to lr.IEM3ELVES tend to do so in this manner:

1A7. highly selfless 

1 hP>. highly happy 

r'1-9. high on evaluation

MALE lAiiwi. nSRaSSo who use the following variables in relation
to IR CHARACTERS tend to do so in this manner:

15 2. low on impotence

15 3. low on selflessness

154. low on happiness

15 5. low on non-unionmindedness

156. low on evaluation

MALE MANUAL UNION MEMBERS who use the following variables in relation
■to FAMILY CHARACTERS tend to do so in this manner:

15 7. highly workminded

158. highly impotent

160. highly happy

161. highly non-unionrainded 

192. high on evaluation

A1L MANUAL U0RX3R5 together who use the following variables in relation
to FAMILY CHARACTERS tend to do so in this manner:
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165. low on selflessness

FEMALE MANUAL UNION MEMBERS who use the following variables in relation 
to TOS’SELVES tend to do so in this manner:

169. highly worloninded

170. highly impotent

173* highly non-unionminded

FU'ALE MANUAL UNION MEMBERS who use the following variables in relation 
to II? CITAEAGTIRS tend to do so in this manner:

179. low on wor^onindedness 

176. low on impotence

178. low on happiness

179. low on non-unionraindedness

FBIALE MANUAL UNION MEMBERS who use the following variables in relation 
to FANILM UIIANAC-TRS tend to do so in this manner:

18 1. highly workminded 

18?. highly impotent 

1 °;-. highly selfless

highly non-unioniiiinded

IIALE UNION MEMBERS who use the following variables in relation to
WORKFELhOWS tend to do so in this manner:

f T  19N v a r i a b l e s  t e s t e d 107 (3' ) :'fre found to he used in a

si| : 'in wit mi tine f.j (Wk I) vrore not significant, of which variables 

s accounted for over half (55! ). H »  variables

1 no i-uim'onmin.'edneao
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A further 18 or 21 per cent occurred where expecteds fell so low that the 

binomial test had to be used. The incidence of insignificance correlates 

perfectly by rank order with the size of the subsample in this fashion:

10, Slid evaluation 1o times. Insignificance was largely caused by "
falling too low for analysis - 51 times or 6(X!> of total insignificants.

All1 N 3 1 0 0 insignificants = 6
Clerical N = 58 II = 6
Manual N = if2 I I = 6
CFU N = 37 It = 7
mmu: N = 28 It = 1 0

c m u : N = 10 I t =17
c f n N = 8 I t = 2 1

MFU N =■ 14 Insignificants 13

It can be concluded that the variables are approximately equally used 

and that there are two prime causes of insignificance; sample sizes 

falling to too low a level, and the disinterest of subjects in 

characterising workfallows.

The results confirm the hypotheses that clerical subsamples 

will tend to see themselves and family in terms of the clerical 

stereotype, and will see IR characters in terms of the manual 

stereotype. The hypotheses for manual subsamples are not confirmed.

For these manual workers the reverse is found: they also tend to see 

themselves and family in terms of the clerical stereotype and IR 

characters in terms of the manual stereotype. These findings are clear- 

cut for the larger groupings of ALL, CLERICAL, and MANUAL. The more 

complicated pattern for the smaller groupings is discussed in the 

next chapter.

1 . ciIi-f is included in AIL and in Clerical but i3 too small (N = 3) 
for separate analysis.



II A Selective Comparison of Variables (a) within element group ¿»A. - .05

The following relationships should be considered as an extension 

of those previously described under I Significance of Variables. A 

variable does not appear here unless it has been previously demonstrated

that subjects tend to make significant distinctions using it. Hence
here

there is} no comparison of variables used to describe workfellows. Also, 

for one variable involved in each relationship only one extreme is 

used. That is the significant extreme (e.g. for all subjects only 

those seeing themselves as highly workminded are considered). There 

is thus a loss of a small number of subjects who do use the other 

extreme (e.g. those of all subjects who see themselves as non-workminded). 

As the calculations are based on joint frequencies there is also the loss 

of these ou'ejeccs who uoe one but not both variables in a significant 

manner. The losses mean that only the larger aggregations - all 

clerical and manual — can be meaningfully analysed. In the main, only 

those relationships found to be significant are listed here. Data for 

all relationships is listed in Appendix J and numbered consecutively.

By significant is meant that subjects using a certain variable in a 

certain manner tend also to use another in certain (and, in fact, 

similar) manner, within a given element group (e.g. to describe self).

ALL SUBJECTS together who see THEMSELVES as HIGHLY WOHXEINDED and use 
the following variable tend to see themselves os:

19 3. highly impotent

19^. highly selfless

195. highly happy

196. highly rion-unionminded
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197» high on evaluation

All 10 additional joint frequencies between those variables, numbered 

198 to 207, are also significantly related in a like manner.

ALL SUBJECTS together who see IR CHARACTERS as LOW ON WORKMINDEDNE3S 
and use the following variable tend to see IR characters as:

208. low on impotence

209. low on selflessness

210. low on happiness

211. low on non-unionmindedness

212. low on evaluation

All 10 additional joint frequencies between those variables, numbered 

215 to 222, are also significantly related in a like manner.

ALL SUBJECTS together who see FAMILY CHARACTERS as HIGHLY UORKMIHDED 
and use the following variable tend to see family characters as:

223. highly impotent 

22A. highly selfless

225. highly happy

226. highly non-unionminded

227. high on evaluation

Of the 10 additional joint frequencies between those variables, numbered 

228 to 237, all were also significantly related in a like manner except: 

236. family happiness with family evaluation — not significant.
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ALL CL3HICAL workers together who see THS;33LV5o 33 T-ilGTIL?
WOHKLII'iDiJD and use the following variable tend to see themselves
as:

233. highly impotent

239. highly selfless

240. highly happy

241. highly non-unionminded

242. high on evaluation

Of the 10 additional joint frequencies between those variables, numbered 

243 to 252, all were significantly related in a like manner.

ALL CIiiCdXCAL workers together who see Ik CgiAIVtCSBSS as LO',1 OH 
W03KMIKDSDM5o3 end use the following variable tend to see IK 
characters as:

295» low on impotence 

254. low on selflessness 

255» low on happiness

256. low on non-unionmindedness

257. low on evaluation

Of the 10 additional joint frequencies between these variables, 

numbered 253 to 267, all were also significantly related in a

like manner
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a l l CLERICAL workers together sho see FAMILY CHARACTERS as HIGHLY 
WORKMIilDED and use the following variable tend to see family characters 
as:

268. highly impotent

269. highly selfless

270. highly happy

2 7 1• highly non-unionminded

272. high on evaluation

Of the 10 additional joint frequencies between those variables, numbered 

273 to 282, all were also significantly related in a like manner except: 

277. Family selflessness with family happiness - not significant

280. family happiness with family non-unionmindedness - not significant

28 1. family happiness with family evaluation - not significant

ALL MA..LAL together who see THEMSELVES as HIGHLY V/OHKMINDED
and use the following variable tend to see themselves as:

283. highly impotent

28^. highly selfless

285. highly ’ appy

286. highly non-unionrainded

287• high on evaluation

Of the 10 additional joint frequencies between those variables, numbered 

288 to 297, all were also significantly related in a like manner except: 

296. self happiness with self evaluation — not significant.

ALL MANUAL workers together who see IR CHARACTERS as ION CM WORKMINDEDNESS 
and use the following variable tend to see IR characters os:

298. low on impotence

299. low on selflessness
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300. low on happiness

3 0 1. low on non-unionmindedness

302. low on evaluation

Of the 10 additional joint frequencies between those variables, numbered 

303 to 3 12, all were also significantly related in a like manner except:

311. IR happiness with XR evaluation - not significant.

ALL MANUAL workers together who see FAMILY CHARACTERS as HIGHLY WORK- 
MINDED and use the following variables tend to see family characters 
as:

313» highly impotent 

3 1^. highly selfless 

315* highly happy 

316. highly non-unionminded 

3 17 » V> -i •> T/T3 *1 11J1

of the 10 additional joint frequencies between those variables, numbered 

318 to 327, all were also significantly related in a like manner except: 

326. family happiness with family evaluation - not significant.

Of the 13^ relationships tested 127 were found to be significant, 

and 7 (5.2/') insignificant. Of those insignificant relationships 5 

concerned the happines—evaluation joint frequency, whilst the other 2 

v/ere happiness with selflessness and with non—unionmindedness. 5 had 

frequencies too small for analysis and 2 ware large, enough inly for the 

binomial test. prime cause of insignificance seems therefore to have

been the 'leakage* of subjects described at the beginning of this 

subsection, combined with the relatively low usage of the happiness 

and evaluation variables.
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Previous analysis (I Significance of Variables ) has shown that 

the major groupings of subjects tend to see self and family as high on 

each of the six content analysis variables, and IB characters as low.

Here it is shown that within the ALL, CLERICAL and MANUAL groupings 

those subjects who see self and family as high on a given variable also 

tend to see self and family as high on other variables, and that those 

subjects who see 1R characters as low on a given variable also tend to 

see IB characters as low on other variables. The hypothesis is confirmed 

thatsubjects use the six variables in a consistent way. This provides 

some support for viewing the defined clerical and manual stereotypes 

a3 )laving some validity at the individual level as well as in the 

aggregate.

IX A f o f  Variables (b) between element groups a*- = .0$

The comments made as a preliminary to 11(a) apply here also. Data 

tables are to be found in Appendix K.

ALL SUBJECTS together who see THEMSELVES as HIGHLY UORKHIMDKD and use 
the following variable tend to do no in this manner:

328. IR characters low on workmindedness

329. Family characters high on vorkmindedness

ALL SUBJECTS together who see THEMSELVES as HIGHLY IMPOTENT and use the 
following variable tend to do so in this manner:

330. IR characters low on impotence

331. Family characters high on impotence

ALL SUBJECTS together who see THEMSELVES as HIGHLY SELFLESS and use the 
following variable tend to do so in this manner:

332. IR characters low on selflessness

333. Family cliaracters high on selflessness
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a l l SUBJECTS together who see THEMSELVES as HIGHLY ÎÜPFY and use the 
following variable tend to do so in this manner:

33*+- IR characters low on happiness

335* Family characters high on happiness

ALL SUBJECTS together who see THEMSELVES as HIGHLY NON-UNIOHMDIDSD and 
use the following variable tend to do so in this manner:

336. IR characters low on non-unionmindedness

337» Family characters high on non-unionmindedness

ALL SU3JECTS together who see 'THEMSELVES as HIGH ON EVALUATION and vise 
the following variable tend to do so in this manner:

338. IR characters low on evaluation
339* Family characters high on evaluation

All joint frequencies between IR characters and family characters for 

all the preceding variables, and numbered 3*+° to 3,+5, are significantly 

reliited in the manner: ALL SUBJECTS who see IR CHARACTERS as IOW tend 

to see FAMILY CHARACTERS as HIGH.

ALL CLERICAL workers together who see THEMSELVES as HIGHLY VfORKMIND-'D 
and use the following variable tend to do so in this manner:

3^6. IR characters low on workmindedness

3*+7. Family characters high on worlcmindedness

ALL CLERICAL workers together who see THEMSELVES as HIGHLY IMPOTENT and 
use the following variable tend to do so in thi3 manner:

. IR characters low on impotence

3^9. Family characters high on impotence

ALT. CLERICAL workers together \ ho see THEMSELVES as HIGHLY SELFLESS and 
use the following variable tend to do so in this manner:

350. IR characters low on selflessness

351. Family characters high on selflessness
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352. IR characters low on happiness

353* Family characters high on happiness

ALL CLERICAL workers together who see THEMSELVES as HIGHLY HOH-rniGhHIHUED and 
use the following variable tend to do so in this manner:

35*+. IR characters low on non-unionmindedness

355« Family characters high on non-unionmindedness

ALL CLERICAL workers together who see THEMSELVES as HIGH OK EVALUATION 
and use the following variable tend to do so in this manner:

356. IR characters low on evaluation

337« Family characters high on evaluation
All joint frequencies between IR characters and family characters for 

all the preceding variables, and numbered 358 to 363, are significantly 

related in the manner: ALL CLERICAL workers who see IR CHARACTERS as 

LOW tend to see FAMILY CHARACTERS as HIGH.

ALL MANUAL workers together who see THEMSELVES as HIGHLY WORKMIHDED and 
use the following variable tend to do so in this manner:

36^. IR characters low on workraindedne3s

365. Family characters high on worknindedness

ALL MANUAL workers who together see THEMSELVES as HIGHLY IMPOTENT and 
use the following variable tend to do so in this manner:

366. IR characters low on impotence

367. Family characters high on impotence

ALL MANUAL workers together who see THEMSELVES as HIGHLY SELFLESS and 
use the following variable tend to do so in this manner:

368. IR characters low on selflessness

369. Family characters high on selflessness

ALL CLERICAL workers together who see THEMSELVES as HIGHLY HAPPY and
use the following variable tend to do so in this manner:
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ALL MANUAL workers together who see THEMSELVES as HIGHLY HAPPY and use 
the following variable tend to do so in this manner:

370. IR characters low on happiness

371• Family characters high on happiness

ALL MANUAL workers together who see THEMSELVES as HIGHLY tlON-UNIONHII.'DSD 
and use the following variable tend to do so in this manner:

372. IR characters low on non-unionmindedness

373* Family characters high on non-unionciindedness

ALL MANUAL workers together who see THEMSELVES a3 HIGH ON E/ALUATIOII 
and use the following variable tend to do so in this manner:

37*t. IR characters low on evaluation

375. Family' characters high on evaluation.

All joint frequencies between IR characters and family characters for 

all the preceding variables, and numbered 376 to 3^1, are significantly 

related in this manner: ALL MANUAL workers who see IR CHARACTERS as 

LOW tend to see FAMILY CHARACTERS as HIGH.

Of the 53 relationships tested all were found to be significant. 

Subjects overwhelmingly put family characters at the same pole of 

variables as they had put themselves, and IR characters at the opposite 

pole of variables to themselves. The hypothesis is confirmed that 

they all, clerical, and manual, identify with family and contrast 

themselves with IR characters.
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III A Comparison of Subsamples oi = .03

The comparisons all designed to test for difference between sub samples 

in their description by variable of element or character groups along 

three principal dimensions - occupation, sex and union membership.

The specific comparisons made are:

Clerical - Manual

clerical male union member - manual male union member

clerical female union member - manual female union member

Male
Clerical male union member 
manual male union member

Union member
clerical female union member

- I’emslo
clerical female union member 
manual female union member

- I .’on-union member
, 1- clerical female non-member

Only in three instances is the null hypothesis of no difference 

refuted. Of total tables numbered 3$2 to 5?3 only those three showing 

significant difference will be here reported. The others can be seen 

in Appendix L.

386. Clerical workers see themselves as more non—unionminded than 

manual workers see themselves as non—unionminded. l.ote that 

Table 29 shows that clerical workers do significantly see themselves as 

non-unionminded. Table 125 shows that manual workers also 

significantly see themselves as non—unionminded.

1. There were no manual non-members in the sample, and clerical male
non—members were too small in number (N — 3) for individual
analysis.

«ÌPW3
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^55. Females see themselves as more impotent titan males see
themselves as impotent. f!ote that Females significantly

1see themselves as impotent, whilst males do not see
2themselves as impotent.

k$8 . Females see themselves as more non-unionminded than males see
themselves as non-unionainded. I!ote that both females and males

3significantly see themselves as non-unionminded.

IV Characteristics of Sample (a) description
(b) selected comparisons

Data is found in Appendi:: M. Descriptive tables are 
numbered 57k to 586. An attempt v/03 made to interview a sifficiently 
large number of both manual and clerical workers (largely successful), 
and of union members and non-union members (largely unsuccessful). As 
random sampling was not used the proportions of those categories in 
this sample does not reflect their proportions in the population.
It is not possible to assert, for example, that manual workers in total 
are more unionised than are clerical workers, although of the sample

1. Chi-square = 31.72 significant at bettor than .01

2. Chi-square = 2.51 not significant

3. Females chi-3quare = 37.10 significant at better than .01 
I tales chi-square = 8.76 significant at .01
All the above chi-squares have one degree of freedom.
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this was true. Mo attempt was made to stratify the sample by sex, 

service or age, and because random sampling wa3 not used it is again 

not possible to make assertions about the distribution of those 

characteristics in the population. Analysis of these descriptive 

tables is given for the total sample in tables 58? to 591 so that 

significant differences (from equal probability) for whatever reason 

can be ascertained e.g. that the sample is significantly weighted 

towards union membership. This may be of importance internally to the 

study e.g. in the light of that weighting towards union membership the 

prevalence of non-unionmindedness is all the more surprising. The 

significant findings are summarised here.

Comparison between clerical and manual, and betv/een male and

female re .... i.. is. tables 592 to 593. In two instances the null hypothesis 

of no difference is refuted, and only these significant results are given
here.

538. The total sample contains significantly more union members than 
non-union members.

591. The total sample contains significantly more young persons than old.

592. The clerical subsamplo contains significantly more non-union members 

than does the manual cubsample, and vice versa.

593. The clerical subsenple contains significantly more females than 

does the manual subsample, and vice versa.

In other words, the total sample is biases towards young union 

members, reflecting our failure to interview ununionised manual 

workers, whilst the clerical oubserapla is binned towards female 

no i—union mem 5ers, 1 hen cow mred to t j w .a 3. su )0 .pie.
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The relatively smell number of tables under this and the 

following heading are oil specifically referred to in t he following 

text. They are, therefore, given in the text as Tables 599 to 605.

Table 599 shows that of all subjects a significantly greater number 

contrast themselves with IR characters by putting those characters at 

the opposite pole of constructs to self, than identify with IS 

characters by putting them at the same pole of constructs as self.

This is so whether we expect equal numbers to contrast as identify, or if 

we expect the same number as there are manual workers to contrast.

Table 600 shows that for every individual subaanple a significantly 

fir eater number of respondents contrast themselves with IR characters 

than identify. Only in the Ml-iU subsanple is the number of 

identifications or ueitb.ors at all large.

Table 601 shows that W-IU does indeed have a significantly 

larger number 01' identifications with IR characters than the rest 

of the sample, although M U  subjects still overwhelmingly contrast 

rather than identify.

V Oriental tion of Unions

1. Table 600
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TABLE ‘399* Total Sample Orientation to 13 Character a

ALL

0 E1 E2

Identifies with 
IS characters 5 39

Contrasts with 
IS Characters 91 kZ 57

Ignores 'neithers

key: 0 = observed

E^= expected under equal probability

E?= expected under occupational proportions

Chi-square " 77-0^ with 1 degree of freedom

Chi-square 2 = ^9*92 with 1 degree of freedom 

Significant 1 - at better than .01 

Significant 2 - at better than .01
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TA3LE 600: Subsample Orientation to IR Characters

Subsample CMU C MR CPU CFti MMU. MFC

identifies 
with IR 
characters

0 0 0 0 5 0

contrasts 
with IR 
characters

9 3 37 8 21 13

neither 1 0 0 0 2 1

Ignoring ’neithers’, the probability of the occurence of each of these 
distributions (H0 = P = Q = J) is .002, - , less than .001, .004, less
than .002, less than .001, respectively. One-tailed test.

TABLE 601: Manual Hale Union Member Orientation to IR Characters

Subsaaple
All

except
I mu

KMC

identifies
with IR 
chai-actor.'!

0 5

contrasts 
with IR 
characters

70 21

Chi-square = 10.57 
Significant at bettor than .01 
Calculation ignores 'neithers' 
One degree of freedom
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TAhT.F. 600: Subsample Orientation to IR Characters

Subsample CHU am CPU e n ; KMir MFC

identifies 
with IR 
characters

0 0 0 0 5 0

contrasts 
with IR 
characters

9 3 37 8 21 1 3

neither 1 0 0 0 2 1

Ignoring 'neithers', the probability of the occurence of each of these 
distributions (II0 = P = Q = -|) is .002, - , less than .001, .00^, less
than .002, less than .001, respectively. One-tailed tost.

TABLE 601 : Manual Hale Union Member Orientation to IR Characters

Subsample
All

except
MMU

KMU

identifies
with IR 
characters

0 5

contrasts 
with IR 
characters

70 21

Chi-square = 10.57 
Significant at bettor than .01 
Calculation ignores 'neithers' 
One degree of freedom



Orientation to Family

Table 602 3hows that of all subjects a significantly greater 

number identify with family characters by putting those characters 

at the same pole of constructs as self, than contrast with family 

characters by putting those characters at the opposite pole of 

constructs to self.

Table 603 shows that for most individual subsamples a 

significantly greater number of respondents identify rather than 

contrast themselves with family. This i3 not so for i-if-ill where a 
level of significance is not reached.

Table Gok shows that MMU make a significantly greater 
number of contrasts with family than do the rest of the sample.

The occurrence of neithers seemd to be frequent and patterned.

Table 6Cb examines one aspect of possible patterning by comparing 

union members who make all the Neither* responses with non-union 

members who make none. The low chi—square shows this to be not 

statistically significant.

These analyses reinforce the findings reported in II Como.nri.non 

of variables (a) within element .group. There the analysis involved a comparison 

between those subjects using given combinations of variables. Hence there 

was some loss of subjects who (a) did not use the first variable in the common 

manner, and/or (b) did not. use both of the given variables, In this 
present section there *vn no loss of subjects. T-’O principal component



TADLE 602. Total Sample Orientation to Family

J I
0 E

Identifies with 
family 74 40

Contrasts with 
family 6 40

Ignores 'neithers'

Chi-square = 57-80 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

TABLE 603. Su~03ample Orientation to Family

Subsample CM! Cr \K j CFU CFir KHU mfd:

Identifies
with
family

9 ZL 50 8 14 10

Contrasts
with
family 0 0 0 0 6 0

neither 1 0 7
!

0 8

Ignoring 'neithers', the probabulity of the occurrence of each of these 
distributions (Hq = P = Q = ^) is .002, - , less than .001, .004, .058, 
and .0 0 1, respectively (all e::cept M U  significance^ = .05).
Binomial test, one-tailed.



TA EI,E 6o4. Manual Ifcle Union Member Oriente tion to Family

Subsample
ALL

except
MIHI

KMU

identifies
with
family

60 1*t

contrasts
with
family

0 6

Chi-aquare = 15*38
Significant at better than .01
Ignores 'neithers', One degree of freedom

TABLE 605. 1 Neithers1 by Union Membership for Orientation to Family

Union
members members

Positive orientation 69 11

Neutral Orientation 
(’neither’) 20 0

Chi-square = 1.85 with 1 degree of freedom 

Significant - no

for every subject is characterised contrast/identify in relation to self. 

We find that the number of individuals v.'ho identify v/ith TR characters is 

very small. Co also is the number v.'ho contrast v/ith family. ALL and all 

subsamples contrast themselves with IR characters, and ALL and all 

subsamples except male manual union members identify with family. 1

1. 1'hore is some very small loss cf information for the two subjects 
where the overall categorisation hides some internal variation.
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CHAPTER 7 

INTERPRETATION

The data suggests that the sample as a whole tends to identify 

with family by describing both self and family characters in terms of 

what has been called the clerical stereotype - highly workminded, 

impotent, selfless, happy, non-unionminded and highly evaluated - and 

to contrast itself with IR characters by describing them in terms of what 

has been called the manual stereotype - highly non-workminded, 

potent, egocentric, unhappy, union-minded, and lowly evaluated (see 

Figure 10). Workfallows are very rarely significantly characterised, 

and are ignored in mo3t of the analysis and interpretation. This general

picture of identification with family and contrast with IR characters
also

is true^of the subsamples comprising all clerical workers on the one 

hand and all manual workers on the other, and holds over three kinds 

of analysis - I significance of individual variables, lib) a comparison 

of the use of variables by subjects to describe different element groups, 

and V a direct measure of orientation to family and unions.

The reader is reminded that the analysis Ila) went some way towards 

demonstrating the consistency of the use of these stereotypes on the 

individual level. These estimates of consistency provided by Ila) and 

lib) provide some evidence of the validity of the methods used, as 

proposed on p. ' . They will not be referred to again in this chapter.

Nor will the fact that IVb) revealed the total sample to be biased 

towards young members. Whether this bias has any part to ploy in explaining 

tiie views of the total sample cannot be ascertained, for the bias 

disappears in the subsamples and comparisons cannot bo made.



This chapter is concerned primarily with an interpretation of 

I Significance of variables when broken down by subsample (see Figure 11). 

It is an attempt to make clear by comparative analysis the factors 

behind the views which clerks, and more surprisingly, manual workers, 

hold of themselves, family and IR characters.

Figure 10. Clerical and Manual use of Content Analysis Variables

Subsanrole

Clerical

Element Grout) Described

Self

workminded
impotent
selfless
happy
non-unionminded 
highly evaluated

impotent
selfless
happy
non-unionminded 
highly evaluated

Family

workminded
impotent
selfless
happy
non-unionminded 
highly evaluated

workminded
impotent
selfless
happy
non-unionrainded 
highly evaluated

IR characters

non-workminded
potent
egocentric
unhappy
unionminded
lowly evaluated

non-workminded
potent
egocentric
unhappy
unionminded
lowly evaluated
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Figure 1 '1. Subsample use of Content Analysis Variables

Subsaaplo Hleaent Groan Described

Self Family Ik characters

Ci'iU worloninded workminded non-workminded
non-unionminded non-unionminded
highly evaluated lowly evaluated

CFU workminded workminded non-workminded
impotent impotent potent
selfless selfless egocentric
happy happy unhappy
non-unionminded non-unionminded unionminded

CFH non-unionminded non-unionminded unionminded

MMU workrainded
- impotent potent

selfless - egocentric
happy happy unhappy

- non-unionminded unionminded
highly evaluated highly evaluated lowly evaluated

MFU workminded workrainded non-workminded
impotent potent

- selfless -

- - unhappy
non-unionrainded non-unionminued unionrainded

Key: CMU Clerical líale Union Members
CFU Clerical Female Union ¡¡embers
Ci'K Clerical Female Mon-union Members
HiU Manual Male Union Members
MFU Manual Female Union Members
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A linited analysis can be made of the effect of anion membership 

in isolation by comparing subsample CFU. (clerical female union member) 

with CFK. (clerical female non-union member). CFU hold the came 

views as the total sample except only that they do not significantly 

evaluate family. CFN do not hold any views which are significantly- 

opposed to those of CFU , but, in fact, positively hold only the following 

views: self and family as being highly non-union&inded,and IR characters 

as being highly union minded. In contrast to comparable union members 

(clerical females) these subjects do not feel highly workminded, impotent, 

selfless, happy and highly evaluated. Nor do they see family in those 

terms and IR characters in their opposites.

Two things need to be said at this stage. Firstly, that this 

comparison between union members and non-union members holds constant 

sex and occupation. The results may be specific to female clerical workers, 

and different iUi maxes ana xor manual workers. This is something our 

data is incapable of testing directly. Secondly, it must be said that 

the fact that virtually all subjects use the variables in the same way 

(that is, put given element groups at the same end of variable dimensions) 

is in come senses a weakness, for non-significance comes to mean not 

simply a large number deviating from the norm, but often that only a 

small number use the variable at all. It lias already been noted that 

the significance of variables is related in a positive fashion - to sub

sample size. The conclusion cannot be avoided, therefore, that when we 

compare a large cubsample such as CFU (Ii = 57) with a small one such as

1.There were no non-unionised manual workers in the cample, and the 
male clerical non-union members subsample was too small for 
worthwhile analysis (N = 5).
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CFII ( :=?.), differences in the way variables nr» used may at least
1in part be attributable to differences in sample size.

With this caveat an analysis of the effect of sex can be attempted.
Vhe only significant relationships revealed by III A cjomnari son of 
siibsamples concerned occupations and sex. Clerical workers saw themselves 
as more non-unionminded than manual workers saw themselves. Females 
saw themselves as more non-unionminded than males saw themselves.
As the clerical subsample is significantly biased towards female 
membership it is likely that s large proportion of the occupational 
relationship v;ith union mindedness is, in fact, attributable to 
sex. Females also sew themselves ns more impotent than males saw themselves
end it mi:jht well he said that self potency is linked to self union minded-

2ness thrown tb.-> intowni»; variable of sex.

'phis is borne out by a comparison of subsamples C'FH and CidJ 

(clerics'' male union, members), and of subsanple !!FU (manual female 
union members) and M U  (manual male union members).
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As has been described, CFtT use the 'clerical stereotype' in 

reference to self and family, and the 'Manual stereotype* in reference 

to IR characters. CHO make significant distinctions with three 

variables: workmindedness, non-unionmindedness and evaluation. Self 

is seen as high on all three, family as high on workmindedness and 

non-unionmindedness, and IR characters as low on workmindedness and 

evaluation. There is thus broad agreement between males and females 

on workraindedness and non-unionmindedness, but males do not make many 

distinctions which females make. In particular they do not see themselves 

as impotent and IR characters as potent, as females do.

The first thing to note about the manual subsamples is that they 
do not U39 the 'manual stereotype' to describe themselves. They use 
the 'clerical stereotype' with some omissions rather than contradictions.
ItFU see themselves as highly workninded, impotent, happy, and non-union 
minded. They see IR characters as low on vorkmindedness, impotence, happiness 
and non-uni onmindedness. They see family as high on workmindedness, 
impotence, selflessness and non—unionmindedness, hFU do not use 
selflessness, linnpiness or evaluation in relation to self, selflessness 
or ovaluation in relation to IR characters, and happiness or evaluation 
in relation to family. If.11 see themselves as highly selfless, happy 
and hi ;h on e .- ¡.ration, TR characters accordin ;■ to the manual 
stereotype, and family largely according to the clerical stereotype.
¡:rv do not characterise themselves on worJonindednes, impotence, or 
non-unionmindedness, TR characters on v/orknindedness, or family 
on selflessness. The two manual subsamples see family and IR 
characters in very similar terms, except that females see the latter 
as lo'1 on worhmindedness and males do not. The way those srbsamgl.es sea 

the-selves is quite different, h’oms.len see themselves as high on three of the



most critical of the clerical stereotype variables - worknindedness, 
impotence and non-unionmindedness - and males do not. T^ere is an 
important area of agreement between females both clerical and manual, 
and males both clerical and manual. Females see themselves aa impotent. 
Hales do not.

The distinction between clerical and manual occupations can now 
be e;nrained in some detail. A comparison of the total clerical subsample 
with the total manual subsample would seem to show no difference.
Both see themselves and family in terms of the complete clerical 
stereotype, and IR characters in terras of the complete manual stereotype. 
This is interesting in itself, in. that it contradicts theoretical ex
pectation - the expectation on which was based the hypothesis that manual 
workers would see themselves in terms of a defined "manual stereotype". 
But the preceding analysis of the effects of union membership and sex 
has already indicated that this simple picture of the clorical/manual 
distinction may be misleading.

The total picture for self image of manual workers is made up of 
two separate halves.- males seeing themselves as selfless, happy and 
highly evaluated, and females seeing themselves as workminded, impotent 
and non-unior.mitided. A somewhat similar picture emerges when we consider 
the clerical subsamples. Clerical female union members used almost 
all the variables. Importantly, they described themselves and family 
as impolei/u, selfless and happy, and IR characters as potent, self- 
centred and unhappy, whilst clerical male union members did none of these 
things. Clerical female non-union members used only the variable of 
non-unionmindedness, suggesting the possibility that their non-member
ship was related to feelings of potency, in comparison with members.



So the monolithic nature of the occupational subsamples bréales down 
when we consider other factors, particularly sex. There ore also 
differences between clerical and manual occupations revealed by holding 
sex constant. The comparison of CííU and HITO confirms that neither 
see themselves as impotent, but in other respects these subsamples 
differ markedly. Their self images are almost again two separate halves — 
CKlf seeing themselves as workrainded, non-unionminded and highly evaluated, 
and MMU seeing themselves as selfless, happy and highly evaluated.
CliO is close to HFÜ except for the variable potency. The work- 
minded - non-unionminded link seems to be common to both the female 
sex and clerical work. Only non-union members and male manual workers 
do not use these two variables to describe themselves. The female 
subsamples of CFO and HFÜ differ in their self images in that MFO 
does not use many of the variables used by CFO, but they agree in 
describing themselves as high on the important variables workminded
ness, impotence and non-unionmindedness. They also agree closely in 
relation to family and IR characters, describing the former with the 
clerical stereotype and the latter with the manual stereotype. MMÜ is 
similar in this respect, except for not seeing IR characters as non-union
minded, but CMO does not describe family or IR characters in much detail 
at all. Family are seen as workminded and non-unionminded, IR characters 
os non-workminded and lowly evaluated.

The most important conclusions from the analysis would seem to be:

1. The adherence by the sample as u. whole, and by noth the
clerical and manual oubsamplos In aggregate, to the clerical 
stereotype in describing self and family, and to the manual
stereotype in describing IR diameters.
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2. The tentative conclusion that for clerical females union 
membership i3 positively related to feelings of impotence 
and workmindedness.

3» That females see themselves as more impotent and non-union- 
minded than males see themselves.

4. The use by females of both occupations of impotence to describe 
themselves and family, and of potent to describe XU characters.

5. That men do not do this (*)■).

6. The use by clerics of both sexes and by female manual workers 
of workmindedness and non-unionmindedne3s to describe 
themselves and family, and of non-worlmiindedness and union- 
rnindedness to describe IR characters.

7. inac inaxe manual workers do not do this for self and do not 
see TR characters as non-workminded. They do see family in 
the same terms an 6 above. The degree to which they identify 
with family and contrast with IR characters is much less than 
other aubsamples, though the IR contrast is still statistically 
significant.

The analysis thus provides come tentative links between the images 
that subjects have of themselves, family and IR characters and occupation, 
and between those subjects* union membership and sex.

Union membership in only partly explained in that the factors of 
self impotence and workmindodness were argued to be positively related 
to union membership only for female clerical workers (2). Self impotence
and non-imionmindedness were shown to be related to sex (3) and (5) -
bo:jig significant only fa* women- but union membership was not found to
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be significantly related to sex (Table 596, Appendix Ii). The result 
is useful, in that many clerks are women, but male clerks are possibly 
just as likely as women to be union members and we must look again for 
factors relating to male, union membership.

All females and clerics of both sexes made more clear their
identification with IR characters by characterising themselves and family
as workminded and non-unionminded (6), and IR cliaracters as non-workr.inded
and unionminded. The implication seems to be that workmindedness
and unionmindedness are seen to be in some ways incompatible, nevertheless,
the majority of these subjects are union members. Uorknindedness and non-
unionmindedness has not been sufficient reason to stop them joining unions.
A tentative conclusion, therefore, is that one must look for the reasons
these jo*!«« unions in areas other than their immediate v/ork
situation end their orientation to unions. This conclusion may not hold
for male manual workers, who came closest to espousing the1 'manual
stereotype'. They did not view themselves as either worlxiinded or non-
unionminded, :rul did not see IR characters as non—v/orlaainded. Though we
cannot say that they took the reverse standpoint, we can say that male
manual workers did not exhibit the female and clerical pattern.

*
Wo cannot, therefore, narrow the search for factors relating to

union Li-» of male manual workers, he can say that for female
clerical workers there appears to be a complex relationship between 
foci in .t oi self impotence, wor’.dndedneaa sad aon-uniosmindedneas, but 
that this does not nreclude union membership.
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CHAPPER 8 

CONCLUSION

The time ha3 come to relate our findings back to those 
theoretical considerations expressed in Chapter 1. To be considered 
in particular is the light our work has thrown on the 'models of society' 
idea.

It will be recalled that basic to Lockwood's explanation of the 
way persons interpret their work situation, and thus to the way that 
work situation influences work related behaviours such as joining unions, 
is the complex model which those persons use to understand society and 
their place in it. In the first instance Lockwood described two models, 
the dichotemous or power model, and the hierarchical or prestige model.
The r..-.-'- — -? ?f - rlrsei society composed of two opposin classes 
with individual betterment being only possible for the working class 
by means of collective action. The prestige model is of on open society 
of many strata within which an individual may move on his merits. 
Individual betterment in the prestige model is best achieved by individual 
striving. Manual workers supposedly see society in terms of the power 
model and join unions for ideological as well as instrumental reasons. 
Clerical workers whose work situation approximates still to the paternal
istic counting house tend to see society in prestige terms and are 
resistant to collective organisation. In as far as clerks experience 
their work situation as more impersonal and bureaucratic they may come 
to see society in power terms, or, more likely, come to accept the 
necessity of collective action for the attainment of their individual
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goals. This latter instrumental hut non-ideological use of collective 
organisation Lockwood termed instrumental collectivism with family 
centredness.

Our research produces a picture of the self image of clerks and 
of the way they see industrial relations characters in terms of the 
six variables workmindedness, potency, egocentism, happiness, union 
mindadness and evaluation. As was anticipated at the outset, this is 
not completely comparable with the ''models of society ', as would be 
the case of a conventional test duplicating lockwood's theoretical 
framework. But it does tell us how certain clerics described themselves 
and their environment when placed in a relatively free response 
situation.

Figure 12 shows elements of the two extreme models of society, 
power J " — L ! , -•>*■ •'g-insi the variables from our research to which
they in substance relate. The highs and lows of the variables indicate 
on the left liand side the so-called ''clerical stereotype", and on the 
right band aide the "manual stereotyped
Figure 12._.".ociet.y Image compared, to Self and Other Images

Imago of 
^Society

Clerical
Stereotype

Manual 
Stereo type

Image of
Society

PRESTIGE POWER
job commitment HIGH workmindedness LOW alienation
mobility LOW potency HIGH ascription

Family centredness LOW egocentrism HIGH ideological
orientation

job satisfaction HIGH happiness LOW discontent
individualism LOW unionmindedness HIGH collectivism
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The prestige model of society and the clerical stereotyped
of

self-image are congruent except at the variable^ potency . Clearly a 
belief in the possibility of own mobility within society would be 
congruent with a feeling of personal potency, not of impotency.
Likewise, a belief in the unchangeable nature of one’s own social 
position would be congruent with a feeling of personal impotency, and 
not of potency. Our research does not show whether our subjects did 
see society as of many or few strata. It does show that If they saw 
society as having many strata they had feelings of personal effectiveness 
which by our logic would be congruent with pessimism about their own 
chances of mobility up the social hierarchy.

This raises the possibility that what we have here is congruent
with the idea of middle class instrumental collectivism and family

2centredness elaborated by Lockwood in his later article. Certainly 
our subjects did not pursue individualism for its own sake, but for the 
sake of others, typically the family. One aspect of the ends for which 
clerks might, according to I.ockwood,strive - the advancement of the 
family - is preserved. The old means ore suggested by our low potency 
be seen to be increasingly ineffective, os Lockwood suggests. Where we 
depart from Lockwood's model is that we find a low degree of union minded- 
neos, and lienee no evidence for his hypothesised collectivism, instrumental 1 2

1. Mote that in fact, very few subjects claimed potency for themselves. 
They usually attributed it to Id characters.

2. J. Ooldthorpe and D. Lockwood, "Affluence and the British Class 
Structure", Sociological deview, July 19^3»
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or otherwise. This may to some extent reflect our decision in the
content analysis to term opposition to union related activities such

as
as striking,JJ'non-unionmindedness However, our finding that virtually 
all subjects contrast themselves with IR characters also indicates 
a general antipathy to unions in our subjects. Nevertheless, they 
were mostly union members and the possibility that our research lias 
concealed ambivalent feelings about unions such as implied by instrumental 
collectivism cannot be dismissed.

An alternative interpretation would be that these subjects no 
longer believed in, or strove for mobility. Their feelings of low 
personal potency would be compatible with limited aspirations for 
personal mobility, and limited aspirations for mobility of own family 
as a unit. Aspirations for mobility may be inter-generational - for 
children as individuals - through to the mechanism of education. This is 
largely speculation. What is apparent is a consistent desire by clerks 
for a quiet life. They see themselves as shy, unworldly people, 
unobtrusive and undemanding. Clerks characterise their own temperament 
as placid and thoughtful. They see themselves as of low activity, not 
wanting to be forward or cause bother, thinking critically rather than 
acting rashly or recklessly. This seems closely bound up with the way 
clerks relate to their jobs, a way which we at one stage of the research 
labelled a "good housekeeping" orientation. Hot only do they frequently 
and in general terms characterise themselves as conscienciou3 where IR 1 2

1. The particular words quoted here were ones which 'were used by subjects 
in our study.

2. Note that the small number of subjects who contrasted themselves with 
family and/or identified with IR characters tended to reverse this 
aspect of potency. Ror example, a non-ur,ionminded subject might say 
that he stuck to his own principles whereas IR characters were easily
led. A unionminded subject would tend to say that he end II? characters were 
principled whereas family had no sense of responsibility.
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or
characters are seen as lazy£skivers, but clerks also show a commitment 
to smooth and efficient running of their work processes. Given this 
it is hardly surprising that they do not favour strikes. It may be 
that this orientation is to some extent pragmatic, in that administra
tive work not done whilst striking causes overloads when work is resumed. 
But such a distinction between clerical and manual work is itself 
ideological, and is bound up on the clerical side with the ideology 
of good housekeeping. For manual workloads, too, are abnormally 
heavy after a stoppage until backlogs are cleared. On the other band, 
the belief that all normal bureaucratic procedures have to be followed 
even in times of crisis shows a commitment to procedures rather than
to the substantive organisational processes to which bureaucratic

, 1D rocsdi’r 00 o-»*«-» — & ^ <5 ^ ~ ^ ^  £ncis#

If it is accepted that clerks accept their office boundaries 
as the limit of their understanding and aspiration, being neither 
dynamic individualists, nor collectivists, instrumental or otherwise, 
we may be fairly asked why did they join unions in the first place? 1

1. In Merton's terminology, these clerics were to some extent ritualists. 
This we would see as a perfectly rational adaptation to their work 
situation, bearing in mind its limited perspective and the lack of 
knowledge of clerics of organisational functioning at higher levels. 
Most importantly, clerks are not in a power position to be anything 
but ritualists in a definitional sense if this is what is demanded 
of them by their superiors. If their superiors require them to 
carry out the administrative procedures not done during a strike, 
as well as all their current duties, clerks are badly placed as 
individuals to refuse. Two thoughts flow from this. Firstly, the 
self-justifying nature of bureaucratic procedure. Secondly, that 
clerical unions will be faced with ambivalent attitudes of their 
members towards militancy until they get to grips with the coercive 
natiire of the work situation.
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Cur research was not designed to answer this question, in that we did 
not follow non-members through the process of recruitment. Within our 
sample subjects had varying degrees of choice as to whether or not 
to join a union. All our manual workers were faced with a closed 
shop and had no choice if they were to work for the firm. A large 
part of our clerical sample employed by the Mail Order firm were under 
strong pressure from management and union to join, and most did. Mot 
surprisingly non-membership in our sample was most common for clerks 
in those other organisations where choice was greatest. That is, in 
the small firm of X and Y where membership was seen as purely a matter 
for the individual, and in the two divisions of the same large firm, 
Pilot and A and B, where management encouragement was passive and 
union recruiting conducted in a restrained manner. In these latter 
locations interviews with union officials suggested that the mechanism 
can be social pressure. The appointment of a dynamic union 
representative who was an important figure in the office social- 
system seemed to mark out the areas of high recruitment from those 
where it was low. Roberto found something similar in his study of 
industrial technicians. ï'irotly he emphasises the limited perspective 
of the technicians.

'Nearly a third of quality controllers and of laboratory 
assistants signified that they "did not know" how the 3tate
of industrial relations in their own establishments compared 
with e.lrsewhere. The full implications of this lack of 
knowledge of the external situation can only be appreciated if 
the process of unionisation is seen as taking place within and 
around the local work and market situation as perceived by the 
potential member'"*

These particular white-collar workers studied by Roberts tond to work 
in small groups, and this was related to unionisation in a manner 1

1. B.O. Roberts et al.. Reluctant Militants; A »Study of Industrial 
Technicians, Heinemann, 1972, p. 277.
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co n tra d ictin g  the idea th at u n ion isation  o f w h ite -c o lla r  workers i s  

a function  o f la rg e  o f f ic e  s iz e  and im personal, b ureaucratic  r e la t io n 

sh ip s .

’ In fa c t  i t  emerged th at those who jo ined unions on en te rin g  a 
a firm  were most l ik e ly  to  be those who had found u n io n is ts  to  
make up a  m ajority  in  a sm all work-group o f  ten or fe w e r .’ ^

Whereas from 40 per cent to  66 per cent o f  the su b je c ts  Roberts studied

(v a ry in g  by p re c ise  occupational category, from planning and production

engineers to lab o rato ry  te c h n ic ia n s, re sp e c t iv e ly )  jo ined a union when

they were approached by a re p re se n ta tiv e  on jo in in g  the firm , the
2

f ig u re  fo r  those not so approached was only 7 per cent to  28 per cen t. 

Roberts concludes:

’ I t  seems, th e re fo re , th at fo r  most draughtsmen and lab o ra to ry  
a s s is t a n t s ,  jo in in g  a trad e union may be a  " s o c ia l "  a c t  and has 
to  bo inguiohou *rom the kind o f  r a t io n a l  choice which seems 
im p lic it  in  the a p r io r i  ca te g o riz a tio n  o f  a t t itu d e s  by th e union 
or p ro fe ss io n a l membership. Whatever the ideology o f  the 
in d iv id u a l draughtsman or lab o ra to ry  a s s is t a n t ,  the short-term  
psychic co sts  involved in  a re b u tta l o f what is 'h o rm a tiv e ly  
acceptable in  h is  work-group seems l ik e ly  to  outweigh the 
long-term ideological commitment expressed  in  h is  p e rson a l career 
ambitions.’ 1 2

1. 13.C. Roberts op. cit., p. 273. tote that these relationships do 
reveal the precise sociological mechanisms at work.

2. note that trie question posed is ’when is a new entrant most likely 
to join a union?’ and not 1 whon are ununionised workers most likely 
to join a union?’ Rut this v;ay it is less remarkable that new 
entrants are most likely to join a union when there is one, and when 
they arc approached by a representative. The relationship with unit 
size remains, however, and it is this which hints at a sociological 
Mechanism of group proas’res.
B.C. Roberts on. cit., p. 279»
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We would not agree with t h i s  p ic tu re  o f  s o c ia l  in flu e n c e s  c o n s is t in g  

s o le ly  o f  n egative sa n c tio n s , nor o f  conform ity to  s o c i a l  in flu e n ce  

a s  being i r r a t io n a l .  We tak e the view , im p lic it  in  th e  a ctio n  

p e rsp e c tiv e , th at a l l  behaviour i s  ra t io n a l to  the a c t o r ,  and i f  seen 

from h is  p e rsp e c t iv e , Lupton long ago argued th is  in  the in d u s t r ia l  

area  fo r  r e s t r ic t io n  o f  output , and th ere i s  no reaso n  to  th in k  th at 

jo in in g  unions i s  any l e s s  a  r a t io n a l a c t .

We w i l l  now turn our a tte n tio n  to  the manual stereotype/pow er 

model s id e  o f  F igure 12  .  The manual ste re o typ e , a s  perce ived  by our 

su b je c ts  o f  IR c h a ra c te rs , i s  broadly co n sisten t w ith  the power o r  

c la s s  model o f  s o c ie t y .  The exceptions are  again  p oten cy , and 

p o ss ib ly  egocentrism .

I t  has been a lre a d y  argued th at a b e l ie f  in  a sc r ib e d  s o c ia l  

ro le s  mc.-e congruent with fe e lin g s  o f p e rso n a l impotence than

potency. This may be an e f f e c t  o f  d i f fe r in g  a re a s  o f  re levan ce o f  the 

concepts, o r o f  perce ived  compensation fo r  s o c ia l  in e f fe c t iv e n e s s  by 

personal potency. The incongruence r e la t in g  to egocentrism  occurs 

because the manual s te re o ty p e  has been generated from responses o f  su b je c ts  

who use i t  to  c h a ra c te r ise  other people and not th em selves. Our c le rk s  

saw them selves us employing in d iv id u a lis t ic  (nonunionminded.) means 

to  ach ieve the end r e s u lt  o f  the good o f the fa m ily . That m a jo rity  

who con trasted  them selves with IR ch aracters  saw th o se  c h a ra c te rs  as 

pursuing c o l le c t iv e  means fo r  the end re su lt  o f the b e n e fit  o f  the 

in d iv id u a l. They saw IR ch a rac ters  as s e l f - c e n t r e d , o ften  r e fe r r in g  

to th e ir  view th at w h ils t  they them selves were fa m ily  minded XR ch a racters  

were not. 1

1. T. Lupton, On The Shop Floor, Oxford, Porfpmon, 19^3*
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This b r in g s  us to  an important p o in t . The manual stereotype 

was r a r e ly  used to  d escrib e  s e l f ,  even by manual w orkers. In  a s  fa r  a s  

the manual s te re o ty p e , or su b s ta n t ia l p a rts  o f i t ,  was. alw ays used to  

d escrib e  IR c h a ra c te rs , t h is  i s  the same a s  say in g  th at i t  was only 

r a r e ly  (5  c a s e s  out o f  10 0 , in  fa c t)  th a t  our su b je c ts  id e n t if ie d  w ith 

IR c h a ra c te rs . The shortcom ings o f  our sam pling methods have been noted . 

Even so i t  i s  rem arkable in  a sample where *f0 per cent are  manual w orkers, 

and 90 per cent a re  union members, th at only 5 per cent should use the 

se lf-im a g e  most c lo s e ly  approxim ating to  the power model o f  s o c ie ty .

When i t  i s  used a s  se lf-irn a g e , ra th e r  than other-im age, the manual 

stereo typ e does seem to  correspond c lo s e ly  to  the power model o f s o c ie t y .  

Separate a n a ly s is  was not conducted because o f  the sm all numbers in vo lved , 

but i t  seems th a t  those su b je c ts  ( a l l  mole manual union members) who 

described them selves with th e manual s te re o ty p e , and id e n t if ie d  with 

IR c h a ra c te rs , took the power model view th at they were using c o l le c t iv e  

means to the end o f  b e n e fit in g  th e ir  c la s 3  as a whole, includ ing th e ir  

fa m ily . P erson s who did  not, ( fo r  example some fam ily  members and 

w orkfellow s) they f e l t  were people who did not have any p r in c ip le s  a t  

a l l ,  making i t  d i f f i c u l t  to  say  th at they a c t iv e ly  pursued any co n sisten t 

ends.

The f a c t  th at those su b je c ts  p o s it iv e ly  o rien tated  to  unions and 

union m atters were in  such a sm all m inority makes i t  l ik e ly  th at they 

were p a r t ic u la r ly  a c t iv e  and id e o lo g ic a l .  I t  i s  not known how 

re p re se n ta t iv e  they might be o f a l l  persons who night espouse the power 

model. C le a r ly ,  the povier model i s  i t s e l f  id e o lo g ic a lly  stru ctu red  

in  a more obvious v/ay than i s  the p re s t ig e  model. I t  re q u ires  more
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a c t iv e  support o f  i t s  adh eren ts. I t  may be, th e re fo re , th a t those 

who f u l l y  a r t ic u la t e  the power model o f  so c ie ty  w i l l  norm ally 

be n u m erica lly  in  a m in ority, a s  a c t i v i s t s  u su a lly  a re .

Our fin d in g s  a re  th a t su b je c ts  tend to  use e ith e r  the c l e r i c a l  

s te re o ty p e  o r the manual s te re o typ e , and not to mix p a rts  o f  each .

T h eir d e v ia tio n s  from the stere o typ es  were ommissions ra th e r  than 

c o n tra d ic t io n s . I t  i s  tru e  th at our method forced  a p o lar p o s itio n  

on each v a r ia b le , o r p art o f the ste re o ty p e , but there was p o te n t ia l 

freedom fo r  vthe v a r ia b le s  to  be mixed. Of course, in  the f i r s t  instance 

th ey were, and only fo r  the a n a ly s is  were p o les  reversed  so th a t  the 

c l e r i c a l  s tere o typ e  scored a l l  HIGH and the manual ste re o typ e  scored 

e l l  LOW. What i s  being sa id  i s  th at a l l  the su b je c ts  concurred in  a 

use o f  the v a r ia b le s  which was co n sisten t with the re s e a r c h e r 's  own view 

o f  them loi'iiuag stere o ty p es  based on r a t io n a l i t y  s im ila r  to  that 

employed by the p re s t ig e  and power models o f  s o c ie ty . They were never 

mixed in  t h e ir  r a t io n a l i t y .

T liis may be a  r e f le c t io n  o f  the id e o lo g ic a l nature o f  both stere o 

typ es and models o f s o c ie ty . Where su b je c ts  see the in te rre la t io n sh ip s  

between statem ents they make (ra th e r  than com partm entalising them) they 

might be expected to  use those statem ents in  a co n sisten t manner. I f  

th ose statem ents a re  not o f  o b je c t iv e  fa c t  but a re  su b je c t iv e  judgments 

i t  i s  o b v io u sly  more easy  to m anipulate in te rp re ta tio n s  o f  s o c ia l  

r e a l i t y  in  ord er to ach ieve co n sisten cy .

It is hoped that it is now becoming apparent that we have, as
promised, attempted to reconstruct the web of meaning, represented
initially by individual repertory grids, on the group level. The two



dim ensions o f  t h is  web a re  con stru cts on the one hand, and ch a rac ters  

o r  element groups on th e  o th er.

On both dim ensions we note a su rp ris in g  la c k  o f  v a r ia t io n  w ith in  

the t o t a l  sample in  i t s  la rg e r  ag g re g a tio n s. C lerk s and manual w orkers, 

union members and non-members, overwhelmingly id e n t ify  w ith fam ily  by 

d e sc r ib in g  them selves and fam ily in  terms o f  a c l e r i c a l  stereo typ e  

o f  workmindedness, impotence, s e l f le s s n e s s ,  happiness and non-union

mindedness. They e v a lu a te  them selves and fam ily  h ig h ly . C lerk s and 

manual w orkers, union members and non-members, overwhelm ingly co n trast 

them selves w ith IR c h a ra c te rs  by d escrib in g  those c h a ra c te rs  in  terms 

o f  a manual ste re o ty p e  o f  non-workmindedness, potency, egocentrism , 

unhappiness and unionrnindedness. They g ive XR c h a rac ters  low 

e v a lu a t io n .

One asp ect o f  t h i s  web we have remarked on i s  i t 3  an ti-u n ion ism .

Host o f  our s u b je c ts  not only re je c te d  union m atters (co n stru cts)  and

union ch a racters  (elem ents) in  a negative fa sh io n , but p o s it iv e ly

espoused a con trary  p e rsp e c tiv e  -  the c l e r i c a l  stereo typ e  or p re s t ig e

model o f  s o c ie t y . We have t r ie d  to  re co n c ile  th i3  p e rsp e c tiv e  w ith

the fa c t  th at alm ost h a l f  o f  our su b je c ts  a re  manual workers and most

a re  union members by p o in tin g  to the vary in g  degrees o f choice open

to the s u b je c ts . We have fu rth e r id e n t if ie d  c e r ta in  fa c to rs  which

1appear to be x'olated on the in d iv id u a l le v e l  to  union membership.

I t  was found th at fem ale c l e r i c a l  workers who a re  union, members seem 1
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1 .  Related to  the s t a t e  o f being in  trie union o r n ot, and not to  the 
a c t  o f  jo in in g .
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to  see them selves as being impotent and workminded w h ilst female 

c l e r i c a l  w orkers v/ha are  not members do not see them selves os e ith e r

impotent or v.orkninded.

This re la t io n s h ip  w ith  potency i s  very p la u s ib le . As pointed 

out when r e la t in g  stere o typ es  to  models o f s o c ie ty , impotence could 

lo g ic a l ly  be re la te d  to  fe e lin g s  o f  the im p o ss ib ility  o f  in d iv id u a l 

advancement and thus to the f e l t  need fo r  c o l le c t iv e  re p re se n ta tio n , 

'..'hat we have done i s  to point to  the p ervasive  nature o f  t h is  fa c to r  

on the in d iv id u a l l e v e l .  I t  i s  not a sso c ia te d  only w ith  p a r t ic u la r  

b e l ie f s  o r c o g n it io n s , ’out to  a w ide-ranging o rie n ta tio n  to  the 

environment in  the case o f  fem ale c l e r i c a l  w orkers. Thi3 may be 

i l lu s t r a t e d  by re fe ren ce  to su b je c t  10  in  Appendix E , a su b ject who 

makes p a r t ic u la r ly  frequent use o f  co n stru cts which we have 

ca teg o rised  a s  potency based, on a  n o n -in d u stria l and n on -class 

l e v e l .  S u b je c t  10  see s  h e r s e l f  a s  l ik e  her mother and her fr ie n d  in  

being p la c id , to le ra n t, sen tim en ta l, n o s ta lg ic , s o f t ,  sym pathetic 

and l ik in g  to  help p eop le . They a re  un like h er boss and the s t r ik e r  

who are  v o l a t i l e ,  bad tempered, in to le ra n t , so p h ist ic a te d  (b e lie v in g  

in  th ings go in g on today, not what i s  in  the p a s t ) , unsympathetic and 

u n h elp fu l. The co n trast w ith boss as w e ll a s  s t r ik e r ,  w h ilst  not usual 

i s  not o :c .M txonal. dome o f th ese  su b je c ts  see  them selves as  so 

•generally • unw orldly1 th at l ik e  t h e ir  mothers they have no r e a l  

p sy c h o lo g ic a l place in  the work s itu a t io n . Tnoy may co n trast w its  

any or a l l  o f  the male 'p o te n t ' ch aracters  o f  fa th e r , husband, boss, 

sh o n -flo or worker, and s t r ik e r .
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The suggestion that union membership may be associated with positive 

feelings of workmindedness seems on the face of it less plausible.

Indeed, vie ourselves have found that clerks of both sexes and female 

manual workers tend to link workmindedness with non-unionmindedness, 

and vice versa. It should be noted, however, that non-unionmindedness 

is not associated with union membership. If it were our sample would 

be predominantly non-members rather than, as is the case, members.

What we have here may be another indication that union membership 

is a function of social factors. It may be that in a work situation 

where the dominant ethic is one of commitment to the job the union 

representative who is successful in recruiting will be one who, like 

most leaders, adheres closely to group norms and influences most strongly 

other members who adhere to group norms. Persons who are not work- 

minded may be relatively isolated from group processes, and for this 

reason less likely to be members of the union.

We are able to comment directly on associations with union member

ship only for female clerical workers because of a leek of male clerical, 

and manual non-union members. The associations for female clerical 

workers are statistically significant at acceptable confider.ee levels, 

but must be expressed os tentative and illustrative, in the light of 

the methodological considerations discussed in the previous chapter.

With the sane caveats we can make several statements about union- 

mindedness, bearing always in mind the lack of association of union- 

mindedness with union membership .

Clerks of both sexes, and female manual workers, link workminded

ness with non-unionnindednear? in describing themselves and family 

(identify), and link non-vorknindedness and unionmindedneas when describing 

XI? characters (contrast). Cole manual workers fo not see themselves in



these terms, and do not see IS characters as non-’.vorkminded. It 

can be no coincidence that all the identifications with IR characters 

occurred in the male manual union member group.

There is thus for most clerks (of both sexes) and females, a 

contradiction between the orientations of non-unionmindedness and 

workmindedness (what might in another study have been called attitudes), 

and the behavioural state of being a union member. There is, firstly, 

the direct contradiction between the non-unionmind orientation and the 

state of being a union member, and secondly, the fact that these same 

subjects contrast their own workmindedness with the non-workmindedness 

of IR characters, and might therefore plausibly be expected to associate 

non-workmindedness with union membership, and vice versa.

This may be b e t te r  understood if we are  more p re c ise  about re le v a n t 

b eh aviou rs. act o f  jo in in g  the union, vie have pointed out, is one

where many o f our s u b je c ts  have no ch oice, and vie need not expect a 

h igh degree oT a s s o c ia t io n  between th e ir  o r ie n ta t io n  towards unions 

and t h e ir  jo in in g . A su b sta n tia l m inority o f  our su b je c ts  do have a 

degree o f  ch oice , and we have noted the p o s s ib i l i t y  th at th e ir  jo in in g  

was the product o f  s o c ia l  ra th e r than id e o lo g ic a l  fo r c e s . For female 

c l e r i c a l  workers, many o f whom have choice in  the m atter, jo in in g  a  union 

seems to be p o s i t iv e ly  re la te d  to  fe e lin g s  o f  impotence and workminded- 

n e ss .

Once a person lias joined a union we might say th at that d e c is io n  

has only an h is t o r i c a l  s ig n if ic a n c e  from a b eh av iou ra l point o f  view . 

B eing a member i s  a s ta te  ra th e r than a beh aviou r. I t s  p lace  in  s e l f -  

image i s  o f g re a t in t e r e s t ,  but i f  we wish to  r e la te  se lf-im a g e  (o r 

a t t itu d e )  to behaviours we would have to i s o la t e  s p e c i f ic  components



of self-image and relate them to specific behavious associated with

being a union member. For our findings illustrate the discrepancy

which may occur between a general concept such as attitude or self-

image and behaviours such as joining unions. If the focus of our
1

attention were to be behaviour itself we would, as Fishbein suggested, 

need to build up a picture of our attitude-type concept pragmatically, 

from the behaviour of subjects in a large number of closely related 

contexts. Some specific industrial actions which a union member might 

be asked by his union to carry out include working-to-rule, striking, 

picketing, voting on issues such as affiliation to the TUC and the 

payment of levies to the labour Party.

Neither prestige model of society nor clerical self-image would 

have predicted the fact that our subjects were nearly all union members. 

Joining the union, whether because of closed shop or social pressures, 

had not been an act which of itself caused changes in overall attitude 

or orientation to unions, or •core structures', as Kelly would have 

put it.'' There was a relative absence of industrial action in the 

firms where our subjects worked and for most of our subjects an anti

union self-image had obviously not been threatened. Many said, for 

example, that 'they would not strike'.

There must be none degree of interplay between the independence

and m ilita n c y  o" the union a s  an o rg a n isa tio n  and the overcoming of 1

1 .  r .  Fishbein, 'A tt itu d e  and tbe P red ic tio n  o f  B eh a v io u r ', in  K. Thomas 
(ed.), A ttitu d es  and i'.ehav io u r . Penguin, 19 7 1 .

?.. l). B an n ister  and F . F ran o e lln , I ncp.iiring inn : The Theory o f  Personal
Construct.", Penguin, 1971, j). 37.
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of self-image and relate them to specific behavious associated with

being a union member. For our findings illustrate the discrepancy

which may occur between a general concept such as attitude or self-

image and behaviours such as joining unions. If the focus of our
1attention were to be behaviour itself we would, as Fishbein suggested, 

need to build up a picture of our attitude-type concept pragmatically, 

from the behaviour of subjects in a large number of closely related 

contexts. Some specific industrial actions which a union member might 

be asked by his union to carry out include working-to-rule, striking, 

picketing, voting on issues such as affiliation to the TUC and the 

payment of levies to the Labour Party.

Neither prestige model of society nor clerical self-image would 

have predicted the fact that our subjects were nearly all union members. 

Joining the union, whether because of closed shop or social pressures, 

had not been an act which of itself caused changes in overall attitude

or orientation to unions, or 'core structures', as Kelly would have
2put it.“ There was a relative absence of industrial action in the 

firms where our subjects worked and for most of our subjects an anti

union self-image had obviously not been threatened. Many said, for 

example, that 'they would not strike'.

There must be cone degree of interplay between the independence

and militancy of the union as an organisation and the overcoming of 1 2

1. r .  F isk b e in , 'A ttitu d e  and the Prediction of B e h a v io u r ', in  K. Thomas 
(e d .) ,  A ttitu d es  and Behaviour, Penguin,. 19 7 1 .

2 .  0 . B an n ister and F . F ra n c e lla , In qu irin g ' mi: The Theory o f Personal 
C on structs, Penguin, 19 7 1 , p . 37«
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resistance to industrial action in its members. In our subjects 

membership of a union was not seen as implying commitment to future 

militant behaviour. This was both a cause and a consequence of the 

unions' lack of independent strength in the various firms in which research 

was conducted. In at least one major firm it was also related to the 

declining state of the industry, to which the weakness of the union 

must also have been in turn related.

This insight is not original. It ha3 been recognised by unions 

in practical terms tliat the task of creating an ideologically loyal 

membership may be accomplished by requiring of that membership progress

ively more militant action. This is in line with the 'consistency' 

theories in the psychological literature. For example, cognitive 

dissonance theory" suggests that it is stressful for an individual to 

hold cognition*or beliefs which seem to him to be incongruent. He will 

reduce dissonance by one or more of a variety of means; by denying the 

incongruence if this is possible in the light of his other belief 

systems, by compartmentalising the conflicting beliefs, or by changing 

the beliefs to bring them more in line with one another.

This has been extended by some theorists to suggest a need for

1. It is for this reason that the foregoing list of behaviours a union 
might ask of its members resembles that put forward by Blackburn 
and Prandy as a measure of the 1unionateness' of the union as an 
organisation.
R.M. Blackburn and K. Prendy, 'White-Collar Unionisation: A 
Conceptual Framework*, British Journal of Sociology, 1955*

2. L. Festinger, A Theory of Positive Dissonance, Row and Petersen,
195? .
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balance across the modalities of attitude, belief and behaviour. The 

logic is the same as that for cognitive dissonance. The individual's 

thought processes can be structured into systems and there is a need 

of the individual for consistency within such systems, and to a lesser

extent between interrelated systems.

Our union member with the clerical stereotyped self-image may 

believe both that being a union member implies a willingness to strike 

and that it is morally wrong to strike. He may in the first instance 

be able to simply compartmentalise these beliefs, if no specific action 

has been required of him, and no specific matter has crystalised these 

kinds of issues. If one belief changes it may well be the first, for 

experience may be demonstrating to our subject that union membership 

does not necessitate participating in strikes after all. It has not 

happened to him yet. Behaviour may be a more effective changer of beliefs, 

however. If the union successfully mobilises our subject in a strike 

action, especially if it is over an issue which is important to him 

and gives a rewarding outcome, the need for consistency may well cause 

our subject to c’nange his belief that striking is morally wrong to one 

in which striking is morally acceptable. A series of such changes 

might well cause him to take a different attitude to unions in general,

1. C.A. Insko and J. Schopler, 'Triadic Consistency: A Statement of 
Affective - Cognitive - Conative Consistency', in K. Thomas (ed.), 
Attitudes md Behaviour, I'enguin, 1971.

This has some similarity to Telly's description of construct 
systems, though he pub more emphasis on their flexibility and 
possible incomparability with each other.
D. Bannister and F. Fronoella q q , cit., pp. 22-37.
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and we might well find that he then no longer conformed to our 

clerical stereotype of self-image.

None of our firms had a history of industrial activity. All 
were fairly recently unionised and one of the unions concerned was

heavily dependent on management. It Í3 likely that this lack of 

direct experience of industrial action makes possible the retention 

of anti-union self-images in both clerical and manual workers who are 

in fact union members. One act, that of joining the union, lias not 

been sufficient to change core structures such as self-image.

The focus of this present research has been the meaning to the 

individual, and to groups of individuals, of the work situation when 

seen in terms of self and other-image. Kelly's repertory grid analysis 

was used to give a picture of the richness of such personal images,

resulting data hard to process. The
1research methodology was independent in its initial stages of the 

'society image' tradition of Lockwood, and the results were used to 

give some indication of the appropriateness of the society image models. 

A large degree of concurrence between personal image and society image 

v;as found, but both were incongruent vith the fact that the subjects 1

1. The data (fathering stage and the principle components analysis 
were completely independent of Lockwood'3 models of society.
At the content analysis, however, the researcher must have been 
influenced by his knowledge of the literature. Note the 
approximately 70/!> agreement in the content analysis with 
psychologist colleagues who v/ill have been loss familiar with 
sociological literature.



were union members, assuming the researcher to be correct about the 

rationality of those subjects. Some psychological bases for the 

existence of this incongruence were suggested, following consistency 

theories of the psychological literature.

This problem of interpretation occurs because we are concerned 

with meaning. We are compelled to attribute rationality to persons 

in order to understand them as observers. Hopefully we have used the 

same rationality as our subjects. Where we see incongruence we are 

forced to introduce secondary elaborations (e.g. the subject 

compartmentalises the conflicting beliefs) to account for apparent 

irrat ionality.

If our concern was with behaviour only we would feel less keenly

the problem of meaning-. For specific behaviour, we have found, can be

quite unrelated to attitude or orientation. Where our subjects were

required to join a union as a condition of employment, they joined the

union and retained their anti-union self-images. Situational factors

were a necessary and sufficient explanation of the particular behaviour of 
those

joining a union, l'orj members. Fishbein put. it like this:

•That is, viewing the attitude - behaviour relationship within 
the framework of "a multi-attitude object - multi-method approach, 
it becomes clear that- the most important determinants of behaviour
may be other variables than an individual's beliefs about, attitude 
toward, or general behavioural intentions toward, a given object. 
Indeed, idiio approach clearly indicates that behaviour toward 
an object may be completely determined by situational or 
individual difference variables, rather than any variable assoc
iated with the stimulus object per ce. In other words, this 
approach joints out that behaviour toward a given object is a 
function of many variables, of which attitude toward the object 
is only one'^

H. F ishbein  op . c i t . , p. 81
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Prediction of behaviour is thus a very complicated business. 

Psychological measures from the most sophisticated attitude scaling 

to the simplest opinion polling may be equally wide of the mark. lor 

both attitude and behavioural intentions are measures abstracted from 

the situation where action will in fact take place. Behaviour will 

be the product not only of the orientation which the actor brings to 

the situation, but also of the pressures upon that actor within the 

situation itself.

An understanding and possible prediction of behaviour, therefore,

requires the reconciliation of psychological and sociological factors. 

Concentration upon meaning has let the author of this research, himself 

a sociologist, into a relative neglect of sociological or contextual 

factors. In further researching this area the author would attempt 

to more closely link psychological measures of self-image with 

appropriate and specific behaviours set in their sociological context. 

Samples would be more carefully structured to ensure useable numbers 

of subjects for comparative analysis. Closer attention would be paid 

to the organisations - both firms and unions - on whose activités 

individual adjustment depends. Particularly, the author would hope 

to study in detail the process of recruitment to the union as it 

oo cur rod i n the work place.

II is hoped tl at when the methodology of this research has been 

established and published resources will be available for <r larger 

and more detailed study. Attention to a wide range of analysis will 

prevent the labelling of behaviour a3 unrealistic or irrational. When 

nil factors ore known specific behaviours of individuals are bound to 

V>e votional in the sense of being the beat attempt of those persons
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APPENDIX A

STUDY OF CLERICAL WORKERS1 ROLE CONSTRUCTS

Hello. Ily name is Alan Brown, and I am doing research for a 

degree at Warwick University. The information I am collecting will 

be used for my research and is confidential to me. I am not connected 

in any way with the firm or the union. Your helping me is completely 

voluntary. Is thi3 OX?

I am going to show you cards which each liave the description 

of a person on them. These are the ten descriptions (shows list).

Each card will have one of them typed upon it. I would like you to 

think of a particular person to fit each description. In some cases 

this is straightforward (indicates family area of list). In other 

cases you will have to choose somebody (indicates work situation area 

of list). Perhaps you don't know anybody at all for some of these 

descriptions (indicates Industrial Relations area of list). In that 

case I would like you to think of the sort of person that it seems 

to you would fit the bill. I would like you to think of a different 

person for each of these descriptions, and for you to always think of 

the same person whenever you see the same description.

I will give you these cards three at a time, like this. How I 

would like you to tell me:

'How are any two of those people similar?'

Think about their personalities, the sort of things they might do, 

or wouldn't do - the sort of people they are. Anything that occurs to 

you. (Suibject gives pairing and characteristic)

1. Appendix D



'What seems to you to be the opposite of this (may specify)?'

1(Gives subject rating scale) . I would like you to imagine that 

here (Points to 9) we have people who are . . . (similarity characteristic). 

And here (points to 1) we have people who are . . .  (opposite characteristic) 

I am going to show you these cards one by one and I would like you to 

give each one a number from 1 to 9 according to how . . .  (names 

similarity and points to 9) or . . . (names opposite and points to 1) 

he is. (Shows cards one by one).

'Where on the scale would you place this person?'

This, then, is what we are going to do, several times more, starting 

with different combinations of cards. Is this OK?

Thank you very much for your help.

Appendix C
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APPENDIX a

ROLE DESCRIPTIONS

1. Self

2. Father 

3« Mother
k. Husband/Wife/Boyfriend/Girlfriend

5. Boss

6. Friend at work

7. Shop-floor worker

8. Union-member

9. Union representative

Family Area

Work situation area

Industrial Relations 
area

10 S t r ik e r
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Ko.y to Appendice3 B and F

Wm Workmindedness

P Potency

Eg Egocentrism

H Happiness

Um Unionmindedness

Ev Evaluation

id identity with self
not classifiable



APPENDIX E

REPERTORY CRIPS USED TOR RELIABILITY 
TEST

Subject ^9A

Constructs Classification

always looking for an easy way
dislikes reading
always on strike
unfriendly
hard hearted

out face up to problems 
enjoys reading 
no time for strikes 
friendly/sociable 
kind hearted

Elements
union representative 
striker

self
husband/boyfriend

Subject 10 

Constructs

volatile, bad tempered
x Ü O Û x - C i  *-*lil*

different tastes to self

sophisticated - believing in 
things going on today, not what 
is in the past
unsympathetic
unhelpful

Eléments

boss
striker

similar temperament to self/placid 
tolerant
same tastes in everyday things 
as self
sentimental, nostalgic type

soft - sympathetic 
like to help people

mother
friend

Classi ficet lor.

P
_P
id

P

P

SS



Subject VtA

Constructs Classification

happy go lucky attitude to 
life
same opinion as self about 
most things
same religious belief as 
self
have an understanding at 
work and co-operate
peaceful/?locid
never been bothered with 
unions
don't argue much
satisfied with things as 
they are

id
id

Y/m

P_
[Urn

P_
H

serious attitude
different opinions to self about 
most things
different religious beliefs to 
self
have no understanding or co
operation
violent
interested in union affairs

always arguing
always looking for a complaint 
to make

Elements

self
mother
huoband/boyfriend

union representative 
striker

Subject 19¡A

Constructs

violent
don't think much of 
family life
couldn't care less whether 
they please others or not
unhelpful to others
not bothered/unintcrested 
at work
different tastes to self 
inefficient
no respect for superiors

Vim

id

C lassification

peaceloving 
like the family life

eager to please

happy to help others 
conscientious at work

similar tastes to self 
like to be efficient 
have respect for superiors
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Elemente
shop floor worker 
striker

self
father
mother
hush? nd/boyfriend

Subject 19P

Constructs
knows about unions
does not understand 
subject (self)
believes in strikes 
no things in common with 
subject
incompatible with subject

Cla 3sif icatlon

Tin
id

Urn
id

doesn't know about unions 
understands subject

does not believe in strikes 
things in common with subject

gets along with subject

Elements
striker self

mother

Subject >°7P 

Constructs

happy go lucky
not much interested in 
union business
don't care too much 
about work
friendly
humble
would only strike if aha 
had to

C justification

serious
interested in union business

always bothered about work

unfriendly
big-headod
would strike for any reason

Elements

BO If 
mother
wife/girlfriend

boss
union representative 
striker
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Subject g8B

Constructs

artistic
non-violent
not bothered with 
unions
honest
have same sense of 
humour as self
uncomplaining 
not trouble-makers

Classification

Um

Sv
ici

not artistic 
violent
always concerned with union 
affairs
dishonest - crafty
different sense of humour to 
self
always complaining 
t rouble-makers

Elements
self
father
mother
wife/girxiriona

union member 
striker

Subject 22li

Constructs

like3 to shout
too concerned with, 
troubles to enjoy work
always arguing and 
causing bother
couldn't care less about 
doing a good job
always in trouble 

tight - stingy

Classification

VJr

Eg

qxiiet
can enjoy work

have no real interest in 
arguing about work
proud of the work we do

do as we are asked and stay out 
of trouble

Elements

union member 
striker

self
mother
wife/girlfriend
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Subject 8P

Constructs

likely to be in union
quick tempered
doe3 not mind striking
different temperament 
to subject
does not need help from 
a third party
different sort of work 
to subject

Classification

üm

Urn
id

Urn

id

unlikely to be in union 
easy going/worrier 
would not like to strike
similar temperament 
to subject
needs help from a third 
party
same sort of work as 
subject

Elements 

shopfloor worker 
striker

self
boss

Subject 55A

Constructs

precise and accurate 
hard v/orker
like to get on with the 
job in band 
reasonably satisfied 
with pay and conditions
like to be punctual for 
meetings
rAnp.nnablv intolli'vnh

Classification

Um
Um

Vim

vague
lazy worker
take years to complete a 
simple task 
unsatisfied with 
and conditions
always late 

a bit dim

El aments

self
father
boss

union member 
striker



Subject 1

Constructs Classification

follows others like 
sheep (weak-willed) P

make up your own mind (strong- 
willed)

immoral Ev moralistic

would strike for any Urn would strike only for a
reason good reason

miserable type H have a sense of humour

dishonest Ev honest
likes noise and din P likes peace and quiet

Elements

shopfloor worker 
striker

self
father

Subject 15B

Co: >4-

always bothered about 
other people's business
dishonest
wouldn't fight for 
country
don't appreciate 
value of money

C la ssifica tion

gg
Ev
Eg

mind your own business 

honest
would fight for 
country
appreciate the value 
of money

Elements

striker self
wife/ girlfriend



Subject 1

Constructs

follows others like 
sheep (weak-willed)
immoral
would strike for any 
reason
miserable type 
dishonest
likes noise and din

make uo your own mind (strong-
P~f willed)
Ev moralistic
Urn would strike only for a

good reason

Classification

H
Gv

0

have a sense of humour 
honest
likes peace and quiet

Elements

shopfloor worker 
striker

self
father

Subject 15B

Constructs

always bothered about 
other people's bxisiness
dishonest
wouldn't fight for 
country
don't appreciate 
value of money

Classification
mind your own business

Eg
Ev
Eg

honest
v/ould fight for 
country
appreciate the value 
of money

Elements

striker self
wife/girlfriend
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Sub.ject

Constructs Classification

agressive
prepared to stand up 
for their rights
knows what everyone 
wants and does his best 
to get it for them
finds fault
don't care that they are 
being noticed
doesn't seem to have the 
same sort of friendliness
disagreeable - always 
questions things

thoughtful
shy

doesn't know what others 
want and can’t help

overlooks faults
shy - thinks everybody is 
looking at them

friendly
likes the same sort of 
things - agreeable

Elements
union member
union representative
striker

self
husba nd/boyfr iend

Subject 8
Constructs Classification

like same thin;s as 
self/similar temperament
against unions
enjoy doing a lot of the 
same things ns self
admin work - running 
things together
unlikely to strike
not being in favour of 
being a union member
unlikely to be a member 
of a union

id
Urn

id

Wm

Urn
Urn

JÎEL

clash on temperaments
would join a union
not doing anything 
enjoyable
not working together

likely to strike
in favour of being a 
union member
likely to be a member 
of a union

Elements
self
husband/boyfriend

¡triker
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Subject 12B I
Constructs Classification II

don't like strikes 
enjoy meeting people 
v/ork hord for living 
happy go lucky
not interested in 
union affairs
peaceful people

3m
2g
Wm
II
Dm

E

like strikes
don't have a lot of friends 
take it easy - get a lot 
serious minded
interested in union affaits

violent types

Elements

self
mother

S ^ j j e c t  _13_P

Constructs

in charge of 
something
enjoy themselves 
quietly
different generation/ 
age to subject
different interests 
to subject
tells others uhat 
to do

Elements

boss
union member
union representative

union member 
striker

Classification

listens to others

Kg

id

id

out to enjoy themselves

same generation/ 
age as subject
same interests 
os subject
just hove to do 
v;hot told

self
husbond/boy friend 
friend





Subject 20

Constructs Classificat ion

admire skill in 
sport
similar outside 
interests to self
believe the. unions try 
to get a fair deal for 
their workers
believe that workers 
should have more 
responsibility
different methods of 
solving disputes

id

DM

admire sport for other 
reasons
dissimilar outside interests 
to self
believe that unions get 
more strength for 
themselves
not bothered about 
responsibility for 
workers
apathetic (no methods 
for solving disputes)

Elements

self
union representative

mother
wife/girlfriend

Subject 51A

Constructs

unconcerned with the 
welfare of others
socialist views
joined because they 
wanted to
never keep their word
willing to strike 
for anything
no sense of humour
'cold* type

Classification

Eg

Urn
Urn

Ev
"Ûm

H
Eg

care for others

conservative views
joined the union because 
they had to
keep their word 
unwilling to strike

have a sense of humour 
'warm' typo

Elements

union representative
striker

self
boss
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APPENDIX F

Examples of Content Analysis Classifications Given to One Jud?e 

Subject 71A

Constructs

very frank
too eager to skive 
off work
have no sense of 
humour
different outlook on 
life to self
agree with all strikes
devious/sly

Elements

union representative 
striker

Subject 't3A

Constructs Classification

sane likes and 
dislikes as self

id different lilies and 
dislikes to self

sense of integrity Ev no sense of integrity
easy to please p difficult to please
consciencious worker V/m unconsciencions
avoid violence P indulge in violence
Conservative thinker Um Socialist
serious minded H frivolous

Elements

self
father

Classification

Wni

id

Um

a little secretive
do a fair days v:ork 
for a fair days pay
have a good sense of 
humour
sane outlook on life 
to self
do not agree with all strikes 
very straightforward

self
father
mother

union representative
striker



Subject 39A

Constructs

excited manner
always on lookout 
for easy way out
concerned with 
union affairs
dishonest
unpopular
never think of the 
problems of others
not bothered with 
religion
willing to strike

Elements

chop floor workers

Subject 7A

Constructs
opposed to 
meaningless strikes
placid temperament
same tones as self
likes to got on with 
work in hand
animal lovers 
think before acting

Elements

self
mother

Classification

Ev

Urn

Ev
w
Eg

Urn

calm manner
never try to get 
something for nothing
never much concerned 
with union affairs
honest
popular
try to help others with 
their problems
religious

not willing to strike

self
father
mother
wife/girlfriend

CloSBificatlon

support silly strikes

easily excited 
different tastes to sel 
lazy/skiver

doesn't like animals 
make rash decisions

Urn

P
id
V/m

I>

union member
striker
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APPSNDIX G

ALTSHKATIV5 ANALYTICAL TSCICIIQBPS

When the content analysis of the principal components of the
subject's repertory grids had been accomplished it seemed to the researcher
that the pattern of responses approximated closely (ns indeed it did)
to what was subsequently called the 'clerical stereotype' of high
vorkmindedness, low potency, low egocentrism, high happiness, low
unionmindednes3 and high evaluation. It seemed worthwhile to see

1if these items constituted a scale as defined by Guttman.

A Guttoan scale is a special kind of index which has the 
property of being able to predict with some accuracy the pattern 
of a subject's responses from his total score on the scale. In
order that it. may do this the scale is required to be undimensional

2and cumulative. Nie, Bent and Hull define undimensionality as that 
'the component items must all measure movement toward or away from 
the same single underlying object', and say that 'Operationally, a 
cumulative scale implies that the component items can be ordered 
by degree of difficulty and that respondents who reply positively to 
a difficult item will always respond positively to less difficult items

fand vice versa. 1

1. L. Guttman,'The Cornell Technique for Scale and Intensity Analysis', 
Oducatior.nl and Psychological ;iensurenent, 19^7-

i . hie, V>. Rent and C.H. Hull, Statistical Pec'cage for tbi Social Rcionc 
HcGre.w-Hill, 1970, p. 197.



Using the SPSS program for Guttman scale it was found that high 

coefficients of reproducibility could be obtained for the application 

of the content analysis variables to groups of elements or characters 

by many of the sample/subsanples. This coefficient estimates the 

extent to which the subject's response pattern can be predicted by 

a knowledge of hi3 total score. The coefficient of reproducibility can be 

maximised by manipulation of the variable cutting points. These 

cutting points relate to the fact that part of the Guttman scaling 

process is the allocation to the subject of pass or fail on each of 

the items. The item score which constitutes pass/fail can be varied 

until the analysis yields its highest coefficient of reproducibility.

0.9 (out of 1.0) is normally taken to indicate a valid scale, and 

we had no difficulty in attaining this.

There are, however, certain other conditions to be satisfied.

Edwards explains like this:

If a coefficient of reproducibility of .90 or greater is 
obtained with any of the successive score matrices, this 
constitutes evidence for the scaleability of the set of 
statements. But this is not a sufficient condition, for 
the simple reason that the reproducibility of any single 
statement.jcan never bo less than the frequency present in 
tho modal category. For example, if we had a statement with 
only two categories of response and found that -9 of the 100 
subjects fell in one of the categories, this statement would 
have as its minimum reproducibility 90 per cent.' 1

1. In our case, that category of the two on either side of the 
cutting point which shows the highest frequency of response.

?.. A. Edwards, Techniques of Attitude Scale Construction, Appleton- 
Cer.tury-Crofts, New York, 1957» P* 191«
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Hence the further measure called minimum marginal reproducibility, 

which is calculated from the modal frequencies. It indicates the 

the extent to which we can predict the subject’s response pattern from the 

pattern of responses of the sample as a whole, and without reference 

to the score of the individual. A high minimum marginal reproducibility, 

therefore, demonstrates that the scale itself i3 not discriminating 

amongst the subjects.

Unfortunately, whilst our Guttman Scale analysis provided high 

coefficients of reproducibility it also produced high minimum marginal 

reproducibilities. In the SPSS package the difference between these 

two measures is given, and is called the per cent improvement. Ours 

were always low, indicating that using our content analysis variables 

as a cv."”.1'''-” -“ -sale was adding little to their predictive

ability. Finally, Hie, Pent and Hull present the SPSS user with the 

coefficient of scalability, obtained by dividing the per cent improvement 

by the difference between one and the minimum marginal reproducibility.

Of this they say ’The coefficient of scalability also varies from 0. to 

1. and should be well above .6 if the scale is truly undimensional and 

cumulative.’ Ours did not reach .6.

This is all very technical, but the reason our data did not 

satisfy the requirements for Guttman Scale is in essence quite simple. 

There is not enough variation in the data. The clerical stereotype is 

approximated closely by virtually all the subjects. Hence one does not 

need an individual score to predict an individual's response. It con 1

1. Hie, Pent and Hull, op. ett., p. 201.
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bo predicted by reference to the group's espousal of the clerical 

stereotype.

If the researcher had at the outset better understood the principles 

of Guttman scaling this outcome could have been anticipated. A3 it was 

a considerable amount of effort was expended only to find that 

Guttman scaling was inappropriate. Mo doubt an index not requiring 

the variables to be ordered and cumulative could be constructed and 

justified. The analysis reported in the main text would suggest that 

this i3 so. It was considered that such an index would have limited 

usefulness at that stage of the research for the scores would not 

indicate which of the variables were espoused and it was precisely 

this matter of the use of the variables which was at the centre of 

interest. After having pulled the principal components apart by the 

content analysis there would have been no point in immediately lumping 

them together again in such a crude fashion. Now that the individual 

variables are better understood there is a case for re-examining the 

possibility of on index.

After investigating Guttman scaling the researcher pursued the 

goal of summarising the structure of subjects' use of the six content 

analysis categories into the field of contingency testing. The contingency

coefficient seemed to hold promise. Siegel says of it:

The contingency coefficient C is a measure of the extent of 
association or relation between two sets of attributes. It 
is uniquely useful when we have only categorical (nominal 
scale) information about one or both sets of those attributes.
That is, it may used when the information about the attributes 
consists of an unordored series of frequencies.'

. S. Siegel, 't'onpnremetric Statistics for the Behavioural Sciences', 
McGraw-Hill, 195^, p. 19<S.

1



The contingency coefficient is calculated in a similar manner to 

chi-square. The latter determines only if two samples could have 

come from the sane population, ond is used to test such hypotheses.

It does not measure degree of association. The contingency coefficient 

does estimate degree of association, and seemed at first to be a good 

way of comparing subsamples and character or element groups on the way they 

used the content analysis catagories.

The first limitation discovered in practice was that only two 

subsamples, or two element groups could be compared at a time. If 

they were all introduced into the calculation a contingency coefficicient 

could be generated and its statistical significance checked (against 

the same critical values as chi-square). But such a coefficient could 

not be '»‘»---‘j’, the subsamples and element groups are not 

frequency categories of variables. The relationship of one subsample 

to another and one element group to another is completely problematic.

So too, at that stage of the research, was the relationship of one 

content analysis catej^ory to another. If only one dimension to the 1

1 . In order to handle more than one variable at a time it was necessary 
to use only the frequency for one ond (high) of each variable 
continuum. In an attempt to compare like with like adjusted fre- 
qtiencies, showing subjects scoring high as a percentage of the total 
scoring both high and low, were used. As will be seen from the text 
this did not actually change the fact that in making these kinds 
of comparisons across variables v/e were seeking to compare crude 
magnitudes, the significance of which was internal to each variable, 
whilst the contingency coefficient was distinguishing between 
distributions the significance of which is relative to each axis 
of the data matrix.
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matrix hod been problematic at any one time it could have been said 

that a given outcome was related in some fashion to the categorisations 

mode. This is precisely what the researcher tried ne..t to do. he 

related different character groups for the some subsa.raple, and the 

some character groups for different subsamples. Again the resulting 

contingency coefficient could not be interpreted. The measure wa3 just 

not appropriate to the data, or to put it another way, the data could not 

be cast into a form where the contingency coefficient could be legitimately 

applied. For the researcher had not realised the significance of certain 

key words in Siegel's statement quoted earlier. Firstly, there can be 

only two sets handled at one time. Secondly, these have to be sets of 

frequencies having a relationship one with another by virtue of being 

scores on the same variable dimension. Whilst it is true, as Siegel 

says , that +’ " co itinrarity coefficient is the same whatever tne ordering 

or place in the matrix of frequencies, it is dependent on distribution.

The measure-, for example, shows two sets as being alike where one is of a 

much greater mg-itude in every one of its cells, but where the two are 

similar in their relationship of cell to cell (i.e. there is the same 

proportional j. . or distribution of scores on each content analysis category 

for imc,. sample or set). It was at this stage that we gave up the search 

for a. measure of scores on all content analysis categories at once. For our 

experience hero seemed to indicate that in trying to do this we ware relating 

frequencies to e-ch other which -..ere not really related. This brought 

us to our prevent p o s it io n . These frequencies hod a relationship to 

the frequen cies fo r  the other end o<' each content a n a ly s is  variable 1

1 . . oiogol ov. cit., p. 196.
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variable dimension, and provided that we looked at no more than two 

variables at a time v;e could use the common nonparametric statistical 

techniques to test particular hypotheses.

It was in this way that we came to use a statistical technique 

which is arguably not altogether appropriate (see p.. 5^ ) on

statistical grounds, and which is very long-winded in its application. 

The node of analysis can clearly be improved, '.le had reached a stage 

in this round of research where so much tine had been spent fruitlessly 

that the conservative strategy of using a known and predictable instru

ment, despite its shortcomings, seemed preferable to looking further 

for analytical techniques which might in the end turn out to be 

in a p p ro p ria te . Advice taken from colleagues suggestsTthat, when 

fu r th e r  a n a ly s is  i s  undertaken, the newly developed techniques of
1

p r o f i le  a n a ly s is ,  c lu s t e r  a n a ly s is ,  o r d isc rim in ate  function  analysis , 

may prove to hold the answers to  our a n a ly t ic a l  problems. 1

1 .  B . E v e r i t t ,  C lu s te r  Anal y s i s , Heinemann, 197^•
li. B le ck ith  and d .  deyment, " u l t iv a r ia t e  Morphom e tries , Academic 
P re ss , London, 197"!.
J. Overall and C.J. Klett, .hi-lied ¡iultivariate Analysis, IlcGraw-
Hill, 197-7.



ABBREVIATIONS USED TO APPENDICES H TO M

CMU

CMN

CFO

CFN

MMU

MFU

IR

Clerical male union member 

Clerical male non-union member 

Clerical female union member 

Clerical female non-union member 

Manual male union member 

Manual female union member 

Industrial relations characters



APPENDIX H

Tests for I Significance of variables

Variable

Sample
Elements

i.LL
oEI.JT

0 E

work
mindedness

low 3 2 7 .5

high 52 2 7 .5

Significant - r 

Table 2.

Variable

t  b e tte r  tliari .0

Sample
Elements

WXUt bC
1

ALL
SSL?

0 E

impotence
low . 19  . kk

high 69 hk

C h i- s  q ua i-e/bitw 

Significant -

Table

Variable

im inl teat = 28.
t bettor than .0

Sample
Elements

H with 1 degree
1

ALL
GEi,r

0 E

solflesanens
low 29 .5

high 53 2°  •1)

missing

missing

m is s in g

i-squate/binoi* Inl-freat- = 3 7 with 1 degree of freedomChi
Significant - a t  b e t t e r 1 t iin n  .01
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Table if.
Sample
Elements

ALL
SELF i

Variable
0 E

happiness
low 1 15

high 29 15
missing = 70

Chi-square/bimwBiol toot » 26.13 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Table 5. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

ALL
SELF

0 E

low 9 371—Unionen xxiQcuiieöö

iigh
—

65 37
missing = 26

Chi-square/oA.wmiaOb- teg-» 3 ^2.38 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 6.
Sample
Elements

ALL
SELF

'
■ 0 E

Variable f

low 0 13
evaluation L -

high

1---------------

!
26 13

missing = 7b

Chi- 26.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - ot bottar tban -01

Æ J  ils if#» Ä '«* -
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Table 7. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

AIL
IR

0 E

low 52 27.5rkmindedness

high 3 27.5
raissing = ^5

Chi-square/binemial toot = ^3*66 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 8. AIL
Sample
Elements

IR
-

O s
Variable

impotence
low 75 te.5

high 10 , 3 ,  j
missing = 15

Significant - at better than .01
with degree of freedom

Table 9.

1

Variable

Sample
Elemente

ALL
IR

! °
___  »

E

low ke 28
selflessness (

high 10 28
missing = ^

C h i- s q u a t e / b -in o eHi a l - t e o fc = 2j5.1^ w i t h  -\ d e g r e e  o f  f r e e d o m

S i g n i f i c a n t  -  at better th a n  .01
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Table 10. 

Variable

Sample 
Elements 1

ALL
IE

missing = 70

O E

happiness
low 29 15

high 1 15

Significant - 

Table 11.

Variable

at better than .

Sample
Elements

01

ALL
IE

0 E

low
- ..... .. __  - _

70 35-5

high 1 35-5
missing = 29

Chi-squarg/»i*o*>:U»A - 67.06 1 degree of freedom
Significant - nt better than *01

Table 12.
Sample
Elementa

ALL
IE

Variable
0 s

luation
low 26

I
13

high
I---------------

0 13
missing = 71*

Chi-squate/binomial ¿»ob = 26.00 with 1 degree of freedom
_. .,.__ . at better than .01Significant -
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Table 13.
Sample
Elements

ALL
FAMILY -

Variable
0 E

rkmindedness
low 1 24.5

high 48 24.5
missing = 51

Chi-square/bii>omial tost- * ^5.08 with 1 degree of freed» .a
Significant - at better than *01

Table 14.

Variable

Sample
Elements

low
impotence

high

Aid.
FAMILY

11

65

38

38
\ missing 24

Chi-square/blnoraial ¡.cofr = 38.37 with 1 degree of freedoa
Significant — at better than .0 1

Table 15. 1
Sample
Elements

ALL
FAMILY

Variable
0 E

selflessness
low

9
24

high

l— ..... —  —
39 24

missing = 52

C h i- s q u a b e / b inom jnT. =  1 8 .7 5  w i t h  1 d e g r e e  o f  f r e e d o m

S i g n i f i c a n t  -  at better than .01

S r _»>■.
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Tahle -jg.

Variable

happiness

Sample
Elements

low

high

ALL
FAMILY

2k

E

12.5

12.5
missing = 75

Chi-square/binomiaL took = 21.16 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Table 17. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

ALL
FAMILY

0 E

low 2 5 1 .5
n-unionnundecinee ¡3

high 61 5 1 .5

missing = 37

Chi-squarc/bino^ial ton't = 55*25 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Table i«.
Sample
Elementa

AI
FAMI

L
XY

Variable
O s

evaluation
low 0 10

high 20 10
missing = 80

Chi-squate/Mm»ntL>l = 20.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01
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Table 19.
Sample
Elements

Ali
WORKFELLOWS

Variable
O E

workmindedness
low 3 6.5

high 10 6.5
missing = 87

Chi-square/binoaial tnst = 3.77 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - n°

Table 20.

Variable

Sample
Elementa

low
impotence

high

Ali
V/ORKEEIiOWS

12

1*t

13

13
missing 7^

Chi-square 
Significant -

= 0,15 with 1 degree of freedom

Table 21.
Sample
Elementa !

ALL
Y/ORKFELLOWS

Variable
0 E

Lflessness

low 11 8.5

high 6 8.5
missing = 83

C h i-squ a te/ b + n oH »a -3 r--i~ e »i = 1 .^ 7  with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - no
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Table 22.
Sample
Elements

ALL
WORKFELIOWS

Variable
0 E

happiness
low k -

high 2 -
missing = 9^

-Gki oquoro/binomial test * 0.688 with -j degree of freedom 
Significant - no in two-tailed test

Table 2^. .
Sample
Elements

ALL
WORKFELLOWS -

0 E
Variable

“•un ionm jlIiû c u a Kf öi
low

’
7 1 1

high LÜ__I 1 1 missing = 78

Chi-square/binoroial t*..1» = 2.91 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - no

Table !
Sample
Elements

ALL
V/ORKFELLOWS

! 0 rp

Variable

evaluation

.
low 1

high 3 -
missing = 96

Chi-squaie/binoraial test = - with degree of freedom
Significant - no

nt ,
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Table 2‘i. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

CLERICAL
SELF

0 E

low 0 11.5
plaaindedness

high 23 11.5 missing = 25

Chi-square/binoniial U st » 23.00 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Table

Variable

Sample
Elements

CLERICAL
SELF

0 E ;

low 10 25.5 ;
otence

high
I---------------

Vl 25.5
missing = 7

Chi-square/bieomiul fceot a l8.8Jf «ì^h 1 degree of freedoa 
Significant — at better than .01

Table 27- " 

Variable

Sample
Elemento

CLERICAL
SELF

0 E

low k 13-5
’lessness

high
-

23 13-5
missing = 31

Chi-squate/bi-ee-aial. t-eet = 13«37 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01
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Table 28. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

CLERICAL
SELF

missing =* Vl 
>f freedom

0 E

happiness
low 1 8.5

high 16 8.5

Chi-6quare/bi»e 
Significant -

Table 20. 

Variable

>miaj. teat = 13« 
at better than

Sample
Elements

2*f with 1 degree c
01

CLERICAL
SELF

0 E

non-unionm mueuaes
low 2 22

high k2 22
'1 missing = l*f

Chi-square/b:»noalaiL "fcwtift = 36.36 uit'a 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Significant - at better than .01
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Table 31.
Sample
Elements

CLERICAL
IR

Variable
0 E

rkmindedness

low 33 16 .5

high 0 16 .5
missing = 25

Chi-square/-w nomitl toot = 33-00 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Tabl«32.

Variable

impotence

Sample
Elements

lov

high

CLERICAL
IH.

25

25
missing

Chi-square/i>*noigiuI teat = 28.88 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Table 33. 

Variable

Sample
Elements *

CLERICAL
IR

°
E

low 22 13
flessness 'm______

high

—

k 13
missing = 32

Chi-squate/binorniT .. vest = 12.k6 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01
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Table
Sample
Elements

CLERICAL
XR

Variable
0 E

happiness
low 16 8.5

high 1 8.5
missing = Vi

Chi-square/binoaial boat = 13*2^ with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table ^5. CLERICAL
Sample IR
Elements

0 E
Variable

L-unionmindednesi
low

’
^3 21.5

high 21.5
missing = 15

Chi-square/binoiniaX toot = ^5*00 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Table 36.
Sa rapio 
Elements

CLERICAL
IS

Variable '
O

,
E

evaluation
low 1^

. ..

7

high ! 0 ' 
__________

7

_ missing =

Chi-squafre/binoraial taofc =1^.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at bettor than .01



Table 37» 

Variable

Sample
Elements

CLERICAL
FAMILY

0 E

low 0 15
workmindedness

high 30 15
missing

Chi-square/binot»i »I tost » 30.00 with -| degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 38.
Sample
Elements

CLERICAL
FAMILY !

Variable
0 E

jotence
low 7 23.5

high *K>
l_zl_ missing

Chi-squarc/biw»mlal-fc .«>»» = 23.17 with i degree of freedom 
Significant — at better than .01

Table 39. I
Sample j  
Elemento

CLERICAL J 
FAMILY

Variable

1

.
0

.
E

i k 12

high

—

20 12

Chi-squatc/birwwnial tust =10.67 with
Significant - at better than .01

1

________ j missing

degree of freedom
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Table *K).
Sample
Elements

CLERICAL
FAMILY

Variable
0 E

opiness
low 1 7

high 13 7
missing = 44

Chi-square/hinoinial tost = 10.29 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table .
Sample
Elements

CLERICALFAMILY

0 E ■
Variable

-unionmindednesi
low 2 19

high 36
19 i__________l missing = 20

Chi-sqware/hi>H»ii>:tal = 30.42 -j degree of freedom
Significant — at better than .01

Significant - at better than .01
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Table 1*3.

Variable

uorkraindedneas

Sample
Elements

low

high

CLERICAL
WORKFELLOWS

missing = 51

Ch-i-oqunee/binomial test = »227 with 1 degree of freedom
in one-tailed test

Significant - no

missing

Chi-square/Vlno.njol teat = 0.08 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - no

^5

Table 1*5.
Samplo
Elements

CLERICAL
WORKFELLOWS

Variable 1 ■
°

.
2

selflessness

|
| low

"______
high *

■ missing - 51

ghi-oq-uai'-e/binoiaial test
Significant - no

*5 with degree of freedom
in one-tailed test



Table lf6. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

CLERICAL
WORKFELLOVS

0 E

low
ippiness

2
. .

high 2 -

Chi-square/binomial test = - with degree o
Significant - no

Table/f7. CLERICAL
Sample WORKFELLOWS
Elements

0 E
Variable

low k 6
n-us - ̂ ¿«-¿ecP

high 8 LJ__

missing = 5^

missing = b6

Chi-sqw 
Significant -- no

= 1*33 uith 1 degree of freedom

E 1 E 3 1 K  -

Chi-squafce/binoraial teat a
Significant - no

with degree of freedom



Table l^q.

Sample
Elements

COT
SELF

Variable
0 E

rkmindedness

low 0 -

high 5 -
missing = 5

-C M . aquore/binomial test a 0.031 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - *°5 lerel in one-tailed test

Table 50.

Variable

Sample
Elements

low
impotence

high

CMU
SELF

missing - 2

Chi on»i»iv»/bino«iiai teat = O.Jikk with 1 degree of freedom
_ in one-tailed testSignificant — no

Table 5 1.
Sample
Elementa

COT
SELF

Variable
0 £

Lflessness

low 0 -

high 2 -
missing - 7

Chi-squafce/binomial test -

Significant - no
with degree of freedom
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Table q?. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

CMU
SELF

0 E

low 1
happiness

high 3 -
missing = 6

Chi-square/binoraial test = — with degree of freedom
Significant — no

Table c;̂ .
Sample
Elements

CMU
SELF

0 E
Variable

non- an xoxunxriaetinesi 1
-

high 8
L _ J missing = 1

Chi .oq»*»-r-/binomial test 3 °*°35 uith 1 degree of freedom 
Significant ~ at ,05 in one-tailad te3t

missing 5
.031 with 1 degree of freedom

Significant - at .05 lerel in one-tailed test'
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Table 55»
Sample
Elements

CMU
IR !

Variable
O E

workmindedness
low 5 -

high 0 -
missing = 5

C*i ut-uaro/binomial test =« 0 .0 31 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at .05 in one-tailed test

Table s6.
Sample
Elements

CMU
IE

Variable
0 E

impotence
low 6 -

high 1
- missing =

Significant - no
teat = O.O62 with ^

in one-tailed test
degree of freedom

3

Table *57. |
Sample
Elementa

CMU
IR

Variable
0 £#

li'lessnees

low
l

1 -

j high 1 -
missing =8

Chi-squate/binomial test =
Significant - n0

with degree of freedom
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Table 55»

Variable

workmindedness

Sample
Elements

low

high

CMU
IR

missing = 5

C-hi oquaro/binomial test = 0.031 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - »05 in one-tailed test

Table s6.
Sample
Elements

CMU
IR

Variable
0 E

impotence
low 6 -

high 1 -
missing = 3

Chrci|>a •'■*/'jlnomial test = 0.062 yith '1 degree of freedom
in one-tailed'test

Significant — no

Chi-squale/binomial test =
Significant - no

Table <57.
Sample
Elements

CMU
IR

Variable
o E

Iflessness L ~ __________
-

high 1 -
missing = 8

with degree of freedom

r
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Table 58.

Variable

happiness

Sample
Elements

low

high

Chi-square/binotnial test 
Significant - no

CMU
IR

missing = 6

with degree of freedom

Table 59.

Variable

Sample
Elements

low
non-unionmindednes

high

CMU
IR

missing

Chi-squi 
Significant — no

= 3.60 with 1 degree of freedom

J missing = 5

Chi-squaî /hlnomial test = 0.0J1 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at .05 level in one-tailed test

•a**4 ' ><| :<4> »trarr;Pi* h
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Tabl® 61.

Variable

workmindednesa

Sample
Elements

low

high

CMU
FAMILY

I missing = 5
Chi ocpiaro/binoraial test = 0.031 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at level in one-tailed test

Table

Variable

Sample
Elements

low
impotence

CMU
FAMILY

high
missing = 2

(•■»/binomial teat = te <̂ -£ree °r freedom
Significant — no

Table 63-
Sample 
Elementa

CMU
FAMILY

0 E
Variable

selflessness

Low
, i 1 ‘

high
missing = 7

Chi-squabe/binor.iial test -

Significant - no
with degree of freedom

.-H ■* ¡
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Table 6^.
Sample
Elements

CITO
FAMILY

Variable
0 E

happiness

low 1 -

high 3 -
missing = 6

Chi-square/binoraial test = ~ with degree of freedom
Significant - no

missing =

6 h»- cq * » / b  j noraial test = 0.035 aith degree of freedom
Significant - at *°5 level in one-tailed test

2

jissing = 6

C h i-squ n te/M n oraial t e s t

Significant - no
with degree of freedom
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Table A7
Sample
Elements

CMU
V/OfiKFELLOWS

Variable
0 E

rkmindedness
low 0 -

high 2 -
missing = 8

Chi-square/binoraial test =» 
Significant - no

*  Table 68 at end o f APPENDIX H

with degree of freedom

Table 69. ■
Sample
Elements

CMU
WOHKFEUXIWS

0 E
Variable

Lflessneas
low 0 -

high 1 -
missing * 9

Chi-square/binomiaX test * “ with degree of freedom
Significant - no

missing = 9

Chi-squate/binomial test = _ with degree of freedom
Significant - no



Table 71.
Sample
Elements

COT
WOBKFELLOWS

Variable
0 E

low 2 -

n-unionm indedne^
high 2 -

missing = 6
Chi-square/binomial test = with degree of freedom
Significant - no

Table 72.
Sample
Elements

COT
WORKFELLOWS

Variable
0 E

evalua.cj.on
low I °

-

high 1
missing =

Chi-squnre/binoraial test - “ with degree of freedom
Significant — no

9

Table 73-
Sample
Elements

COT
SELF

Variable

1

° i
2

workiaindeclnea3
low

1*

0 !/ 12

high 1*  i
12

missing - 13

Chi-sq uat-e/bi*w*nll1- _24 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at batter than .01
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Table 7b,
Sample
Elements

CFO
SELF

Variable
O E

potence
low b 16.5

high 29 16*5
missing = b

Chi-square/b>»e»i;>l ii»st = 18.9^ with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 75.
Sample
Elements

CFO
SELF

Variable
0 E

Lflessnesa
low 1 9

high 17 9
missing = 19

Chi-squarc/Mnomial = 1^.22 with -j degree of freedom
Significant — at better than .01

Table 76
Sample
Elemento

CFU
SELF

0 E
Variable . r

happiness

low

\n- . ! 0
6.5 J

high I

15

Í
6.5

missing =

Chi-squa ire/'» > i-not« i .■» 1 ■■¡-.•»et = 13.00 with q degree of freedom
Significant - at bettor than .01
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Table 77.
Sample
Elements

CFU
SELF

Variable
0 E

non-unionmindedne;
low

s ...- -
1 13.5

high 26 13.5
missing = 10

Chi-squarg/binwmiaX- fceefc- * 23.15 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than -01

Table 78.

Variable

Sample
Elements

CFU
SELF

evaluation
low

high
missing = 31

Ghi oqu^eg/binoralal test = 0*0^6 with  ̂ degree of freedom 
Significant - at *°5 loV0l in one-tailed test

Table 79.
Sample
Elements I

CFU
IR

Variable ! 0 E

worlcmindedness

low !II Zb 12
,

high 0 12

Chi-squate/biiiOi-ti a-V-t oat = 2^.00 w ith  1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better thin .01

13
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Table 80.

Variable

impotence

Sample
Elements

low

high

31 16.5

16.5 missing = k

Chi-square/b-inoroial tost =» 25.49 with -j degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Significant - at better than .01

missmg — 2 4.

Chi-squafre/bi -test = 13.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01
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Table fu_
Sample
Elements

cm
IB

Variable
0 E

low 27 13.5

high 0 13.5
missing = -jo

Chi-square/binonial tas-t * 27.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table fih-
Sample
Elements

ero
IB

Variable
0 E

llllàt iOil
low 6

high 0 -
missing =■ 31

Ghi nqenre/binomlal test -  0.016 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at .05 level in one-tailed test

Table 85. 

Variable

ISample
Elemento

cro
FAMILY

o E

rkraindedness

low
¡ 0

-

10.5

high i 21 10.5

Chi-squat-e/b-me* 
Significant - nt

oial test = 21.00 with 1 degree of 
better than .01

missing = 16
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Table 86. '■

Sample
Elements

CFU
FAMILY

Variable
O E ;

potence
low 2 1^.5

high 27 1^.5
missing = 8

Chi-square/b-inomial tost = 21.55 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant — at better than .01

Table 87. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

CFU
FAMILY

0 E

low 1 7.5
Ifle3snö3s

high 1 *+ 7-5
missing = 22

Chi-square/binotia.;; teat- = 11.27 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant — at better than .01

missing - 27

Significant - at better than .01
Chi-squat~e/bit>«M»iai- -beat = 10.00 with 1 degree of freedom
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Table 89. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

CFU
FAMILY

missing = 15

0 E

non-unionmindednea
low 1 11

high 21 11

•18 with 1 degree c 
01

CFO
FAMILY

»f freedom
Significant - £ 

Table q o .

Variable

it better than ,

Sample
Elements

0 E

evaluation
low 0 -

high 3 -
■ missing = Jk

Chi-square/binoraial t«at = ~ with degree of freedoa
Significant - no

Table q-).
Sampla
Elemento

C
WOBKF

FU
EILQW3

Variable
0 E

workinindedne3s
low 1 -

high
I missing = 33

Chi-squate/binoraial test =
Significant - no

with degree of freedoa
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Table 92.
Sample
Elements

CFTJ
V/0BKFELL0WS

Variable
0 E

impotence
low 2 -

high 5 -
missing = 30

Chi oquaro/binomial test = 0.227 with 1 degree of freedomin one-tailed test
Significant - no

Tableau
Sample
Elements

CFU
W0KKFELL0WS

Variable
0 E

selflessness
low 2 -

high 2 -
missing =33

Chi-square/binoraial test = - with degree of freedom
Significant - no

Table 9i*. I CFU
Scirapl.<5 a V/ORKFELLOWS ' 
Elemente»

Variable

1-----------------j
!■ 0 
!

E

ppiness

low < 1
j

-

I
high j 2 —

Chi-squate/binomial test = - with
Significant - no

missing = ÿf

degree of freedom
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Table qq_ 

Variable

Sample
Elements

CFO
WORKFEUOWS

0 E

l-unionmindednes

low 1 -

high 6 -
missing = 30

Chi-oquoi-e/binomial test » 0.062 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - no in one-failes test

Table 9 6 .

Variable

Sample
Elements

low
evaluation

high

Chi-square/binomlal test 
Significant — no

CFO
UOHKFEXiLOWS

missing « 3**-

with degree of freedom

m s s is g = 5

Chi-squate/binoraial teat
Significant - no

with degree of freedom



Chi « ^ « /binomial f a t  -  0.5on8l f a% d 

Significant - no

rj.r rs
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Table lr)1 

Variable

Sample
Elements

CFN
SELF

0 E

low 0
l-unionmindednet S

high 5 -
missing =

Chi .oquare/binomial test = °*031 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at .05 level in one-tailed test

3

Tabla 102- 

Variable

Sample
Elements

CFN
SELF

0 E

e valúa cxon
low 0 -

high 2 -

Chi-square/bino 
Significant -- n

Tabla 103- 

Variable

raial test = 
o

Sample
Elements

with

CFT
I 18

degree of

•
3

workraindedness
low 3

1 - - "

| high 0

Í - j

missing = 6

missing = 5

C h i- s q u a fc e / b in o r a ia l  teat =
Significant - no

with degree of freedom
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Table 10*».
Sample
Elements

CFN
IR

Variable
0 E

potence

low 6 -

high 1 -
missing = 1

Chi cqwav »/binomial test =0*062 with 1 degree of freedomin one-tailed testSignificant - no

Table 105*

Variable

seliles3nesa

CFN
Sample
Elements

IR

0 E

low 3 -

high 2 -
missing = 3

Chi-oqti/binomial teat = °*5 with 1 degree of freedomin one-tailed test
Significant - no

missing = 8

Chi-squafce/binomial test = _ with degree of freedom
Significant - no
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Table 107.
Sample
Elements

CFN
IR

Variable
0 E

non-unionraindednes
low

5
5 -

high 0 -
missing = 3

Chi- oqwiVbinoniial test = 0.031 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at »05 level in one-t.ailed test

Table 108. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

CFN i 
IR ;

0 E

low 2
Z  2 , * j Z a

high 0 -
_ _ I ______ !

Chi-square/binoraial test 
Significant -

with
missing = 6

degree of freedom

missing = 5

C h i- s q u a fc e / b in o m ia l  test = - with degree of fr e e d o m

Significant - no
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Table 110. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

CFN
FAMILY

0 E

low 1
potence

high 6 -
missing = 1

Chi cquTr»/binomial test * 0.062 with -| degree of freedom
Significant - no in one-tailed test

Table m .

Variable

s e l f le s s n e s s

Sample
Elements

low

CBN
FAMILY

high

E

missing = 3

S ig n i f ic a n t  -  no

t e s t  = .0 .5  u it h  i  degree o f  free d o a  
m  O ne-tailed t e s t

T ab le h j .

Sample
Elementa

CFN
FAMILY

V a ria b le

'

°
-

E

happiness

.
low

• ! 0
-

high

missing =

Chi-squafce/binomial test =
Significant - no

w it h d e g r e e  o f  f r e e d o m
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Table

Variable

Sample
Elements

CFN
FAMILY i

0 E

low 0
a—unionin indednej s

high 5 -
missing = 3

Gh4 oquaro/binoraial test = 0.031 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at .05 level in one-tailed test

Table i'i4. !
Sample
Elements

CFH ! 
FAMILY

Variable
O E

luaticn
low 0 -

high 2

Chi-square/binoraial teat = 
Significant - no

with

missing = 6

degree of freedom

Table I15.

Variable

worloaindednesa

Sample
Elemento

CFN
WOHKFELLOWS

.
0 ¿2»

, . , , . . 
low

",

1 -

high 0
missing = 7

C h i - s q u a t e / b in o m ia l  t e s t  =

Significant - no
with degree of freedom
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Table 116.
Sample
Elements

CFN
WORKFELLOWS

Variable
0 E

potence
low 2 -

high 0 -
missing = 6

Chi-square/binomial test = “ with
Significant - no

degree of freedom

Table 117.
Sample
Elements

CFN
WOHKFEUUOWS

Variable
0 E

selflessness
low

1
-

high 1
Blissing = 6

Chi-square/binomial teat = 
Significant - no

with degree of freedom

Table 118.
Sample
Elements

CFN
V/OJRKFELLOWS

Variable
O E

3pin93S
low 0

high 0

Chi-squate/binomial test = with degree oi
Significant - no

7 . . . .

missing = 8

f -I
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Table 119. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

CFN
W0HKFELLÖWS

0 E

non-unionmindedneE
low

? ... ... - -
1 -

high
0 - missing = 7

Chi-square/binoroial test = ” with
Significant - no

degree of freedom

Table -i?n.
Sample
Elements

c m
VOHKFSLXOWS

Variable
0 E

o vaina.z J.OH
low 0

. - _
-

high 0 -

Chi-square/binoraial test = 
Significant - no

with

missing = 8

degree of freedom

Table 121. MANUAL
Sample SELF
Elementa

0 E
Variable

low 1 1
workraindedness

high 19

!
1 1

missing = 20

C h i-s q u a t-e / b in o if l ia l  tost = 11.6^ with -| degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01
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Table 122.
Sample
Elements

MANUAL
SELF

Variable
0 E

impotence
low 9 13*5

high 28. 13.5
nissing = 5

Chi-square/binow ial-tost = 31*15 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Table 123*
Sample
Elements

MANUAL
SELF

Variable
0 E

selflessness
low 2 16

high 30
missing »... 10

Chi-squnre/blnoiaiol ietii = 2^.5 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - .01

Table 12̂ f. 

Variable

|
Sample
Elements

MANUAL
SELF

0 E

low 0 6.5
pinsss ■

high 13 6.5

Chi-squa te/bieei»ia-1 -teet = 13.00 with 1 degree of

missing = 29

Significant - *01
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Table 125. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

MANUAL
SELF

0 E

low 7 15

high 23 15
missing = 12

Chi-square/binomial test » 8 .53 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Table 126. MANUAL
Sample SELB’
Elements

0 E
Variable

low 0 6

high 12 6
missing = 30

Chi-square/liinoHiia 1 teat = 12.00 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant — »01

Table 12 7.

Variable

workmindedness

Sample MANUAL
Elements IR

°

n

s

low
I 15 11.

high

J----------
3

__________
1 1

missing = 20

C h i - s q u a t e / b in e » i « « 4 —teeê = 11.64 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant -

•*. -r , wm-’ ■
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Ta*!«* 128.
Sample
Elements

MANUAL
IR

0 E
Variable

low 31 17.5
impotence

high
17.5 nissing = 7

Chi-square/hinomial test => 20.83 with -| degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table -i?Q 

Variable

Sample
Elements

MANUAL
XR

O E i

flessness
low 2*f 15

high 6 15
missing 12

Chi-square/hinoinini *i-jnt = 10.80 with •) degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 130. ?
Sample
Elemente

MANUAL
IR

Variable
° s

piness

low
»

6.5

high 0 6.5 missing = 29

C h i- s q u a t e / b in o roi t>l  'ceoc = 13.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant -at better than .01
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Table 131. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

MANUAL
IK

0 E

non-unionmindedne£
low 2? 1*f

high 1 1*t
missing = 'lij.

Chi-square/b inom la1 test = 2^.14 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Tclblö /j75 ■ 

Variable

Sample
Elements

MANUAL
IK .

0 E

low 12 6evaluation .

! high 0 6

Chi-square/Vj-nemini ■'seat =* 12 .00 1 degree of
Significant - at better than .01

Table 133« MANUAL
Sample FAMILY
Elenento

0 E

Variable

workmlndedness

low 1 9.5

high 18 9.5

missing = jjq

missing = 23

Chi-sqtiate/bi»oia-l.»l = 1 5 .2 1 with degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01
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Table 13^.
Sample
Elements

MANUAL
FAMILY

Variable
0 E

potence

low if 1^.5

high 25 1^.5

missing = 13

Chi-square/binoruial tost » 15*21 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better thin .01

Table 135*

Variable

Sample
Elements

low
selflessness

MANUAL
FAMILY

high 19

E

12

12
missing = 18

Chi-square/binomi«-!- teat =» ®«'*7 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Table 136. :
Sample
Elementa

MANUAL
FAMILY

Variable
0 E

piness

low
.

0 5.5

high 1 1 5-5
missing = 31

Chi-squafce/binow\*-L~feest = 11.00 w¿th 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

H 'T a r r v F j . j i  is
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Table 13 7 .
Sample
Elements

MANUAL
FAMILY

Variable
0 E

a-unionnindedne;
low 0 12.5

high
25 12.5

nissing = 17

Chi-square/binomial test » 25.00 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant -At better than .01

Table 138

Variable

Sample
Elements

low

MANUAL
FAMILY

evaluation
high 10

missing a 32

Chi-square/b*>*oH>i»I = 10.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better tban.01

Table 139, 

Variable

Sample
Elemento

MANUAL
WORKFELLOWS

______________________

°
....

E

low
Í 1

-

I

high S 5
I-------------J missing = 36

Chi - tignabs/binoiaial test q .P18 with  ̂ degree of freedom
in'two-tailed test

Significant — no

MW) / ■. i ..
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Table 1*K).

Variable

impotence

Sample
Elements

low

high

MANUAL
WORKEELLOWS

6.5

6.5 missing = 29
Chi-square/binoroial tes» » 0.08 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - no

Table 1*f1.
Sample
Elements

MANUAL
WORKEELLOWS

Variable
0 E

Lflessness
low 8 5

higa
—

2 5
missing = 32

Chi-square/M n o inial t.-at = 3.60 with -| degree of freedom
Significant — no

Chi-squate/binomial tout = 
Significant - no

Table 1*1-2. r
Sample
Elements

MANU
WORKFE

AL
LLOWS

Variable
0 E

low 2 -

high
—

0 -
missing = *iO

with degree of freedom
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Table lito.

Variable

impotence

Sample
Elements

low

high

MANUAL
WOBKFELLOWS

6.5

6 .5 missing = 29

Chi-square/binoraial toe. » 0.08 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - no

Table 141.
Sample
Elements

MANUAL
W0RKFELL0W3

0 E
Variable

selflessness
low 8 5

high 2 5
missing = 32

Chi-square/him>iwia t w t  = 3.60 with  ̂ degree of freedom
Significant — no

Table r
Sample
Elements

MANUAL
WORKFELLOWS

0 E
Variable .

liappiness
low 2 -

high
—

0 -
missing -

C h i - s q u a t e / b in o m ia l  test = ” with d e g r e e  o f  f r e e d o m

Significant - no

hO
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Table-1^

Variable

Sample
Elements

MANUAL
WOHKFELIÖWS

0 E

non-uniorunindednaf
low 3 5

high
—

7 5 missing = 52
Chi-square/binoaial toot =< -j ̂gQ with  ̂ degree of freedom 
Significant - no

Table lVf.

Variable

evaluation

. MANUAL
Sample
Elements

WORKFELLOWS

O E

! iow
0 -

Mgh 0
missing =

Chi-square/binomlai test = _ with degree of freedom
Significant —

Table 1^5-
Sample
Elemento

MMU
SELF

Variable
O £

low
3 6

workmindedness
high

—

9 6
missing = 16

Chi-£
Significant - no

3,00 with 1 degree of freedom
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Table 1*f6. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

MMU
SELF

missing = k

0 E

low 8 12

high 16 12

Significant - 

Table 1V7.

Variable

no

Sample
Elements

MMU
SEEF

0 E

selflessness
low 0 11

high 22 11
missing = 6

Chi-squa re/bi»« 
Significant -

mjal— J&eajr =¡22.00 ^ith 1  degree of freedom 
at better than .01

missing = 20

test = 0.008 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at .01 in two-tailed test



Table -iZto
Sample
Elements

MHU
SELF

Variable
0 E

non-unionmindednes
low

3 ___
7 10

high i*f 11
missing = 7

Chi-square/binomial test = -| .gif with degree of freedom
Significant - no

Table
Sample
Elements

HMD
SELF |

Variable
0 E

e Vft i.uä w xOA
low 0 -

high
9 - missing a 19

tost = 0.002 with i degree of freedca 
Significant - at .0 1 in one-tailed test

Table 151♦
Sample
Elements

MMU
IK

Variable
0 S

worlonindedness
low

•
6

high
3

6
missing = 16

S i g n i f i c a n t  -  no

3.00 with -| degree of freedom



)
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Table 152> 

Variable

Sample
Elements

MMU
IB

O E

low 21 11.5
potence

high 2 11.5
missing = 5

Chi-square/binomial t»st = 15.70 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 153. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

•

MMU
IR

O E

low 16 10flessness
high

k 10 missing = 8

Chi-square/biiw aii+x--teat = 7.20 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

'fable 154>
Sample
Elementa

MMU
IR

Variable » r

E

piness
low

8 -

high
0

! - missing = 20

Chi-oqee-'ee/binomial test = 0.00^ with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at »01 in one-tailed test

*  - '̂ 1 1  fe
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Table 155.
Sample
Elements

MMU
1R

•

Variable
0 E

l-unionmindednec]
low 19 10

high 1 10
missing = 8

Chi-square/binomial teat — 16.20 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - Bt better than .01

Table 156.
Sample
Elements

MMU 
XR .

0 E
Variable

evaluation
low 9 -

high 0 -
missing = 1 9

GM -oqw-W Mnomial test = O.OCk with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant — at .01 in two-tailed test

Table 1 5 7 . j
Sample
Elements

MMU
FAMILY

0 2

Variable

workmindedness
low ■

_ . - 5__

high 9 5
missing = 18

Chi-s
Significant - .05

GJtO w i t h  1 d e g r e e  o f  f r e e d o m
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Table 158«
Sample
Elements

MMU
FAMILY

Variable
0 E

potence
low 2 8.5

high 15 •00
!

missing = 11
Chi-square/binoraial taefc- =9*9^ with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Table 159. > 

Variable

Sample
Elements

HMDFAMILY

missing = 13

0 E

selflessness
low if 7-5

.
high 11 7.5

nr, Mif'n „ n»crrea of freedom
Significant — 

Table 160.

Variable

no

Sample
Elemente

•c-l —  1 -O--

MMU
1 FAMILY

! 0
i

E
.

happiness
low

ii

0
-

high
1 7

-
missing - 21

test = .0 16 with
Significant - .05 in two-tailed test

d e g r e e  o f  f r e e d o m
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Table I6 1.
Sample
Elements

MMU
FAMILY

Variable
1 0 E

n-unions indedne;
low 0 8

high 16 8
missing =

Chi-square/b inomial toot * I6.OO with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant — at better than .01

12

closing = 21

Chi-aquare/binomial test = O.OO8 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - .01 in one-tailud test

Table 163• '
Sample
Elemento

MMU
WORKFELLOWS

Variable
O E

workmindedness
low

,
0 -

high 3 -
missing = 25

Chi-squate/binoraial test = - 
Significant -

with degree of freedom
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Table 164.
Sample
Elements

MMU
WOBKFELLOWS

Variable
0 E

impotence
low ‘f -

high 5 -
missing = 19

Chi-OBuaye/binomial test = 1-0 with -|* in two-tailed test
Significant - no

degree of freedom

Table -|65. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

m u
WOBKFELLOWS

0 E

flessness
low 7 -

higji o -

Chi rr ~ nomiai test = 0.008 with 1 degree o
missing = 21

Significant - at .01 in one-tailed test

missing = 27

Chi-square/binoraial test 
Significant -

with d e g r e e  o f  f r e e d o m
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Table 167.
Sample
Elements

MMU
WORKFELLOWS

Variable '
0 E

low 2 -

high
6 oissing =

Chi-oquaro/binomial test 
Significant - no

0.29 with 1 degree of freedomin two-tailed test

20

missing =
Chi-square/binomial test = “ with degree of freedom
Significant -

28

Table 169.
Sample
Elemento

MFC
SELF

Variable
• 0

E

low
¡

0 5

I high

[■---—  - --- - . ...

10 5
missing * *+

C h i-s q u a fc e / b i a o w i o l  t e a t  =  10.00 with 1 d e g r e e  o f  fr e e d o m

S i g n i f i c a n t  -  a t  b e t t e r  th an  .01
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Table 170.

Variable

impotence

Sample
Elements

low

high

MFU
SELF

12

6.5

6.5
missing = 1 r

Chi-square/binemial tef»t =* 9.31 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Table 171.

Variable

Sample
Elements

low
selflessness

MFU
SELF

high
missing * **■

Chi-s 
Significant - no

= 5.60 with 1 degree of freedom

Table 172.
Sample
Elements

MFU I 
SELF

Variable
0 2

happiness
low

°
I

-

high j ,
missing = 9

Ghi-pgoa-fre/binomial test = 0.062 with 1 degree of freedom-eq-
Significant - no in two-tailed test

%
■i'J7Vi
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Tabi i 173. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

MFU
SELF

0 E

low
0 -

high 9 - missing = 4

Ghi aquare/binomial test = 0 .0 0 k with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at .01 in two-tailed test

missing = 1 1

Chi-square/binomial test = - with degree of freedom
Significant —

Table 175.
Sample
Elements

MFO
IE

Variable
o A

irkmindedness
low I

10
: . .. ....

5

high .
0 5

missing = k

Chi-squat-e/bineraial test = 10.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01
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Table 176. 

Variable '

Sample
Elements

MFU
IR

0 E

low 10 6

high 2 6

Chi-square/bi*«unial teat ■ 5.33 with 1 degree oJ
Significant - at .05

Table 177. MFU
Sample IR

' Elements
O E

Variable

selflessness
low 8 5 |

high 5

missing = 2

Hissing = k
Chi-square/binowi»'i teat = 5*60 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - no

Table 1 7 8.
Sample
Elements

MFU
IR

Variable
iI O E

happiness
low

•-
5 -

high 0

missing = 9

Clii-nquatw»/binomial test = °-°31 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at in one-tailed test

'•o
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Table 179. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

MFÜ
IB

0 E

low 8
a-unionmindedne :3

high 0 -
missing = 6

Chi oquaro/binoralal test = 0.00^ with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at *01 one-tailed test

Table 180. . MFD
Sample
Elements

IR

0 E !
Variable

iluation
low 3 -

high 0 - missing = 1 1

Chi-square/binomial test = “ with degree of freedom
Significant -

missing =

Chi r.qwafee/binomia 1 test = *00if with 1 degree of freedom
Significant -at .01 in two-tailed test

5
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Table 182.

Variable

impotence

Sample
Elements

low

high

MFU
FAMILY

10
missing = 2

Chi-square/binomial toafc =* 5.33 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at -°5

Table 183.
Sample
Elements

MFU i 
FAMILY

Variable
0 E

selflessness
low 1 -

high 8
missing -- 5

test = 0,0if with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - * °5  in  tw o -ta ile d  t e s t

Table134. I
Sample
Elemento

MFU
FAMILY

Variable

i
•

1
0 E

ipines3

. I
low j 0

J__________ -
_

.

high 4
missing ss 10

Chi-souate/binomial tost = “ with degree of freedom
Significant -
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Table 185.

Variable

non-unionmindednes »

Sample
Elements

low

high

MFÜ
FAMILY

missing = 5

C i n o r n i a  1 test * O.OQlf 4with degree of freedom
Significant — at •0”' in two-tailed test

Table 186.

Variable

Sample
Elements

low

MFtJ
FAMILY

evaluation
high

Chi-square/binoraial test = 
Significant -

with

missing = 1 1

degree of freedom

Table 187.
Sample
Elements

HFU
WORKFELLOWS

......
I

• 0 E
Variable

low 1
worlcrainJedness I

high i
2

Chi-squate/binoraial test = with degree of

missing = 11

Significant -
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Table 188.
Sample
Elements

MFU
UORKFELLOWS

Variable
0 E

potence
low 2 -

high 2 -
œissing = 10

Chi-square/bj'.iomial test = “ with degree of freedom
Significant -

missing = 1 1

Chi-square/binomial teat = ” with degree of freedom
Significant -

Tabla 190. !
Sample
Elemente

MFU
WORKFELLOWS

• 0 E
Variable . ■

happiness
low 2 -

high
° l J

Chi-squate/binomial test = 
Significant -

w i t h d e g r e e  o f  f r e e d o m
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Table iqi. 

Variable

Sample
Elements

MFÜ
WORKFELLOWS

0 E

low 2 0
n-unionmindedne; s

high 0 - nissing = i2

Chi-square/binoraial test 
Significant —

with degree of freedom

missing *

Chi-square/binoraia1 test = - with degree of freedom
Significant -

Vt

Table '68 '

Sample
Elemento

CMU
WORKFELLOWS

. °  !
E

Variable .!

low
2 ! - _impotence

high
2 missing -

test = w i t h  d e g r e e  o f  fr e e d o m

6

Significant - no
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Tests for II A selective comparison of variables a) within clement group
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Table 193.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable
ALL/SELF

ALL/
HIGHLY

SELF
(iOHKMINDED

0 E

impotence
low

5 23

high t̂1 23
missing = 51

Chi-square/biworaial took = 28.17 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Table 19^.

Sample
Elements
Variable

selflessness

Sample
Elements
Variable
ALI/SELF

low

high

ALL/ 
HIGHLY WO ¡I 1

0 E

2 15 .5

29 15 .5
missing = 6?

Chi-squarc/l>iaewia ■ t-eob = 23 .5 2 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant at better tlian .01

Table 195-

Sample
Elements
Variable

happiness

Sample highly workminded
Elements •
ALL/SELF 0 E

low 1 9

high 17 9
missing = 81

Chi-squarc/b->fie<n-i-a-l— toot- = 1^.22 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant** better than .01
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Table iqi.
Sample
Elements

KFU
WORKFrlLOWS

Variable
0 E

non-unionmindedne; 3
low 2 0

high 0 - missing = i2

Chi-square/binoraial test = - with degree of freedom
Significant -

>I

Table iq?_
Sample
Elements

MFtJ
WOHKEEXXOWS

0 E
Variable

evaluation
low 0 -

high
L A _

- missing *
Chi-square/binoraia'L test = - with degree of freedom
Significant -

Vt

missing = 6

inoraial test =
Significant --

with degree of freedom
no
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APPENDIX J

Tests for II A selective coranarison of variables a) within clement group

Table 193.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable
ALL/5ELF

A l V
HIGHLY

SELF
WOBKMINDED

0 E

impotence
low

5 23

high
23

missing = 51

Chi-square/binoraial toot = 28.17 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 19;l-.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable
ALX/SELF

all/
HIGHLY WO

SELF
HXMIMDED

0 E

selflessness
low 2 • 15.5

high 29 15.5
missing = 67

Chi- 23.52 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant at better tlian .01

missing a 81

Chi-squarc/binami-aL tco-t- = 1^.22 with
Significant51̂  better than .01
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Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

HIGHLY WORKMINDED

AIVSELF 0 E

non-uhion-
mihdedness

low 1 20.5

high 40 20.5
missing = 57

Chi-square/binomiol toot = 37.10 with -| degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 197.
Sample
Elements

ALL/SELF
HIGHLY WOBKMINDED

Sample
Elements
Variable

Variao^e
AII/SELF 0 E

low 0 . 8

evaluation
high 16 8

Chi-square/b-t - n o m i a l = 16.00 with degre

Significant at better than .01

Table 198. ALL/SELF
Sample HIGHLY IMPOTENT
Elements _______ 1

Sample Variable
EElements ALL/SELF

u
Variable .

low 4 19.5
selflessness

high 35 19.5

missing = 84

missing = 49

Chi-squarc/Mnocni.-»! toot = 24.64 with degree of freedom
Significant at better than .01
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Table 199-

Sample
Elements
Variable

happiness

ALL/SELF

Sample
Elements
Variable

low

high

A H  SEIF 
HIGHLY IMPOTENT

21

11

11
missing = yk

Chi-squareA i n oaial tost =* 18.18 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Table 200.

Chi-ci 
Significant

I
Sample
Elements

ALL/SI 
HIGHLY IÎ-U

IF
=0TENT

Elements
Variable A U j/SEIF 0 E

non-union-
mindedness

xOW 3 2^.5

high k6 2^.5
missing -35

! 37*73 with 1 degree of freedom
at better than .0 1

S i g n i f i c a n t  at better than .01
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Table 202.

Sample
Elements
Variable

happiness

ALL/SELF

Sample
Elements
Variable

low

high

AU/SELF 
HIGHLY SLETLESS

lfi
missing = 82

Chi-square/biwoaial test * 16.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant — better than .01

Table 203.

Elements
Variable

non-union-
mindedness

Sample
Elements

ALI/SEL 
HIGHLY SE

F
LFLESS

1
ALI/SELF 0 E

low 6 • 18

high 30 18
missing 3 60

Chi-square/l»-w«»®i»i—teofc a 16.00 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant nb better than .01

Table 20*f.

Sample
Elements
Variable

evaluation

Sample
Elements
Variable
ALL/SELF

low

high

ALL/SELF 
highly selfless

0 E

0 8

16 8 missing = 83

Chi-squarc/binomta-lr-te-st = 16.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant at bettor than .01
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Table 205.
Sample
Elements

Sample
Elements
Variable

variaoie
ALL/SKLF 0 E

non-union-
mindedness

low 0 9.5

high 19 9.5

ALL/SELF 
HIGHLY HAPPY

missing = 3o

Chi-square/binomial tu*t = 19.00 with 1 degree of freedom 

Significant - at better than .01

Table 206.
Sample
Elements »

Sea tujvjLC "aria
Elements 0
Variable ALL/SELF

low 0 •
evaluation

high 9 -

ALL/SBLF 
HIGHLY HAPPY

missing = 90

3g)jcpu^iuuci</binouiial test = 0.002 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant a<: better than .01 in one-tailed test

Table 207-

Sample
Elements
Variable

evaluation

Sample HIGHLY NON-U
Elements
Variable ---------------------- -— --------------------

ALL/SELF 0

low 0

high 20

10

10
missing = 80

Chi-squnrcA 'MHHfrvil tost = 20.00 with 1 degree of freedom
S i g n i f i c a n t  at better than .01
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Table 208.

Sample
Elements
Variable

impotent

Sample
Elements

ALL/IR
ILOW ON WORKMINDEDNESS

AiVlR 0 E

low hz 23

high if 23
missing = 5 1

Chi-square/binoaial toot = 31.39 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - a* better than .01

Table 209.
Sample

ALL/IR[LOW ON WORKMINDEDNESS
Elements 1

SacipjLC
Elements
Variable

Variable
ALL/IR 0 E

selflessness
low 29 • 15.5

high 2 15.5
missing = 67

C h i - s q u a r c / b i n o t n i a l — i.-eel> = 2J5.52 with  ̂ degree of freedom 
Significant at better than .01

Table 210.
Sample
Elements

A L L /ir 
LOW ON WORK!- indedness

Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable

ALL/IR
0 E

happiness low f? 9

high 1 9

S i g n i f i c a n t  at better than .01

81
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Table 211.
Sample
Elements

ALL/Iß
'10W on WOBKMINDEDNESS

Sample
Elements
Variable

Vanaoie 
ALL/II? 0 E

low M 20.5

non-union-
mindedness

high 0 20.5

C h i- E q u a r e / b-irKWttia l  -t e & t =

Significant - at better than .01

missing = 57

vith 1 degree of freedom

Table 212. ALL/ m
Sample LOW ON WORKMINDSPNESS
Elements
VgrisVls

Elements AIVIR 0 E
Variable

evaluation
low 16 • 8

high 0 e

C h i - s q u a r e / b i n o i e i a l  teefc a -j6 witb degree of freedom
Significant at better than .01

Table?‘.5.LÜ21 5 .

Sample
Elements
Variable

selflessness

Sample
Elements
Variable
ML/1R

low

high

ALL/TR
LOW ON IMPOTENCE

33 20.5

£0*5
missing = 51

Chi-squar e/Wm omî -l-iesb = 15.2'l with 1 degree of freedom
S i g n i f i c a n t a t  better than .01



Table 21*f.

Sample
E lem ents
V a r ia b le

happiness

all/ ir

Sample
Elements
Variable

low

h ig h

ALL/IH
LOW ON IMPOTENCE

22 11.5

11.5
m iss in g  = 7^

Chi-square/binomial to o * = 19.17 w ith  1 degree o f  freedom

S ig n i f i c a n t  -  a t  b e tte r  than .0 1

T ab le  2 1 5 .
Sample
E lem ents f

Sa ù p .c
E lem ents
V a r ia b le

ALI/Ifi 0 E

non-union-
mindedness

low 5̂  • 27.5

h ig h 1 27.5

ALL/IR
LOW ON IMPOTENCE

missing

Chi-square/biiiouiial -U^rt = 5 1 .0 7  w ith  1 degree o f  freedom 

S i g n i f i c a n t b e t t e r  than .0 1

Table 216. ALL/IR
Sam ple LOW ON IMPOTENCE
Elem ents 1

Sample V a r ia b le
EElements

V a r ia b le
ALL/IR

e v a lu a tio n

low 16 8

h ig h 0 8
m iss in g  =

Chi-squarc/binominl tesyfc =16,00
Significant at better than .01

with 1 degree of freedom
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Table 217

Sample
Elements
Variable

happiness

ALVXR

Sample
Elements
Variable

low

high

AU/IR
LOW ON SELFIJ2SSNESS

16

missing =  82

C h i - s q u a r e / b i n e a i a l  test- = 16.00 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - better than .01

Table 218

I
Sample
Elements

ALL/ 
LOW ON SELF]

ER
LESSNESS
_ ___iSample

Elements
Variable

ali/ xr 0 E

non-union-
low 29 15

raindedness
high 1 15 missing = 62

Chi-square/binomial tent = 26.13 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant at better than .01

Table 219.

Sample
Elements
V^iriable

Sample
Elements
Variable
ALI/IK

ALL/
LOW ON SELFI

''IR
J3SSNESS

0 E

evaluation
low 15 7.5

high 0 7.5 nissing - 8^

Chi-squarcAi"«"» ^ - »*»*- = 15.00 with 1 degree of freedom
S i g n i f i c a n t  at better than .01

mt*
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Table 220.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

ALI/] 
IOW ON HAPP]

[R
’NESS

missing = 80

Ail/IR 0 E

non-union-
rnindedness

low 19 9.5

high 0 9.5

_ A,i---^ _«---«■ 9 10.00 with deieree of freedomV/iu-eqwc/ fcr*
Significant -

Sex rnjjxe
Elements
Variable

at better than .0

Sample
Elements
Variable

Ali/IR

1

Ali/ 
IOW ON Hj

IR
\PPINES3

0 E

evaluation
low 9 •9

high 0 - missing = 90

nnmial test = 0.002 with 1 degree of freedom

Significant at better than .01 in one-tailed test

Table ¿2? ,
Sample
Elements

Ali/ 
IOW ON NON-rTl

MINDEDNSS
XR
;II0N.- . j. 
1 __ 1

Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
Ali/IR 0 E

evaluation
low 20 10

high 0 10

Chi-nquarc/birioroicil- teet = ?0.00 degree of freedom

S i g n i f i c a n t  at better than .01

with 1
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Tsblc pp-̂
Sample
Elements

ALL/FAMILY 
HIGHLY WORKi-IIiroSD

Sample Variable
Elements
Variable ALL/FAMILY 0 E

impotence

low 4 21.5

high 39 21.5
missing = 56

Chi-square/binomial boot = 28.49 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Table 224.

Elements
Variable

selflessness

Sample
Elements
"ariabl?
ALL/FAHILY

low

high

ALL/FAMILY 
HIGHLY WORKMINDED

25

14

Chi-square/ltj-nomiol' tests = 17.29 with 1 
Significant better than .01

14
missing = 

degree of freedom

Chi-squai c/binwainl toot = 'll»2? with 1
Significant at better than .01

degree of freedom



Table 226.

Sample
Elements
Variable

non-uniön-
mihdednesa

-ZZb-

ALI/FAHILY

Saraple
Elements
Variable

low

high

ALL/FAMILY
HIGHLY WOBKMINDED

37

18 .5

18 .5
missing = 62

Chi-squareA *««*»!»! test a 37.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant — h®tter than .01

Table 227.

O C M U p -J L -C

Elements
Variable

evaluation

Sample
Elements
V» ~ " n «

ALL/FAMILY 
HIGHLY W0HKiir©SD

ALL/FAMILY 0 B

low 0 • 7

high 1k 7

Chi-squarc/L*«+eiit-ial-be<*fc = 1*t.00 with
Significant at better than .01

missing = 86.

degree of freedom

Significantat better than .01

m i s t  w.
IUA JGmM
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Table 229.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements

AU/FAMILY 
niGHLY IMPOTENT

ALI/FAMILY 0 E

low 1 9-5

happiness
high 18 9-5

Chi-square/binonial test =» 15.21 with degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 250.
Sample 
Elements

St*LDpo.<?
Elements

V*» ». C» * AJ- »
ALI/FAMILY 0 E

Variable

hoa-union-
mindedness

low 2 ' 23-5

high **5 23-5

ALL/FAMILY 
HIGHLY IMPOTENT

missing = ^3

Chi-squarc/Li mim*.'*-!--tretet = 39.3^ with -| degree of freedom 
Significant at better than .01

Table 2 3 1.
Sample
Elements

AU
HIGHLY I!

./family
¡potent

1
Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
ALL/FAMILY 0 E

evaluation
low 0 6-5

high 13 6-5

Chi-squnre/Hi*ian;inl teat = 13-00 with
S i g n i f i c a n t  a t  better than .01

degree

missing =85 

of freedom
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Table 232.

Sample
Elements
Variable

happiness

ALL/FAMILY

Sample
Elements
Variable

low

high

ALL/FAMILY 
HIGHLY SELFLESS

0 E

0 6

12 6
missing = 87

Chi-square/binonial test = 12.00 with -| degree of freedoa
Significant - at better than .01

Table 233.
Sample
Elements

ALL/F-\1 
HIGHLY SI

1ILY . 
7LFLESS _________ 1

Elements
Variable ALL/i’AHILY 0 E

non-union-
low 1 ' 13.5

mindedneaa
high 26 13.5

missing = 67

Chi-square/bj**>»ij»l̂ -tetri = 23.13 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant at better than .01

Table 23A.

Sample
Elements
Variable

evaluation

Sample
Elements

all/f
HIGHLY SE

AMILY
LFLESS

1vanaoie
AIJ,/FAMILY 0 E

low 0 6

high 12 6
missing = 87

Chi-squarc/bifwoi.tl-test = 12.00 with 1 degree of freedom 
S i g n i f i c a n t  at better than .01

- . :,r /  fj
Mi «ki mb i
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Table 235»

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

ALL/FAMILY 
HIGHLY HAPPY

ALI/FAMILY 0 E

non-union-
mihdedness

low 1 8

high
I -----------

15 8

Chi-squAre/binonial-test = 12,25 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 236.
Sample
Elements »

Elements
Variable ALL/FAMILY 0 E

evaluation
low o • -

high 6 -

ALL/FAMILY 
highly happy

missing = 93

«KÏÂiihXùôÆ/binomial test = 0 .16  ..with 1 degree of freedom 1 in one-taxled test
Significant no

Table 237.
Sample
Elements

ALL
HIGHLY NON-U 

MINDED
/FAMILY
NION-

Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
ALL/FAMILY 0 E

evaluation
low 0 8

high 16 8
missing = ft1*

Chi-square/biwowial toct = 16.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant at better than ,01



Table 238.
Sample CLERICAL/SKLF

HIGHLY WORKMINDED
Sample
Elements

Elements
Variable

CLERICAL/SELF 0 E
Variable

impotence
low 4 14.5

high 25 14.5 missing

Chi-square/binonial test = 15.21 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at Matter than .01

Table 239» CLERICAL/SELFSample HIGHLY WORKMINDEDElementsv«s qV>1 O --------- 1
Elements CLERICAL/SELF 0 E
Variable

low 1 7.5
selflessness

high 14 7.5

Chi-square/le Î7 with 1 degre

Significant at better than .01

Table 240. CLERIC A L/333LF
Sample HIGHLY WORKMIMDED
Elements »

Sample Variable v
Elements CLERICAL/SELF O
Variable

happiness
low 1 5.5

high 10 5.5

missing

missing

Chi-square _ 7 .36 with 1 degree of freedom

S i g n i f i c a n t  Qt better than *01
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Table 2^1.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

CLERIC 
HIGHLY VC

:a l/self
JRKMINDED

CLERICAI/SELF 0 E

non-union-
mindedness

low 1 13

high 25 13
missing = 32

Chi-square/binomial tost = 22.15 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant — at better than .01

Table2^2.

Sample
Elements
Variable

evaluation

Sample
Elements_i -v>»

CLERICAI 
HIGHLY WOf

/SELF
iKHINDSD
_________ t

CLERICAL/SELF 0 E

low o • ^.5

high 9 ^•5
missing

•€hi ■ nquare/i’inomial test = 0.002 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant1*̂  better than .01 in one-tailed test

Table 2^3.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

CLERICAI,/SELF

CLERICAL 
HIGHLY E

0

VSELF 
IPO TENT

»
E

missing

ealflessness
low 3 9.5

high 16 9.5

Chi-squ-Tt gAinemi *1— te-̂ t = 8.89 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant nt better thaa *01
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Table 2¥f.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

CLERICAI/SELF 
HIGHLY IMPOTENT

clericaV self 0 E

low 1 6
happiness

high 11 6

Chi-squarcA * n ° « i " *  ^  = 8 *33 - i « >  1 decree o f freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 2^5. CLERICAL/SELF
Sample \ HIGHLY IMPOTENT
Elements i

c- — " » Vat'i •'it*! ? — --------- V
*-'c‘ — ~ 
Elements CLERICAI/SELF 0 E
Variable

low 2 15
non-union- _
mindedness '

high 28
i

15 missing — 20

Chi-square/ = 22.53 wikh degree of freedom

S i g n i f i c a n t  at better t h a n  .01

Tabi c; 2^6.
Sample
Elements

CLERICAL/SELF 
HIGHLY IMPOTENT

. . --- 1
Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
CLERICAL/SELF °

E

low 0 -

evaluation
high 6 -

» M O T A l n c i a l  t o «  -  O.OI6 w i t h  ,  

S i g n i f i c a n t  nt *°5 in one-tail tost
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Table 2>+7.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

HIGHLY SEIFLESS

CLERICAl/oELF 0 E

happiness
low 0 -

high
i --- -

6 -
missing = 51

^fJgqtS^C/binoaial tost = 0.016 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at *°5 in one-tail test

Table 2*f8.
Sample

CLERICAL/SELF 
HIGHLY SELFLESS

Elements
_________  JSample

Elements
Variable

CLERICAI/SELF 0 E

non-union-
low 1 8

mindedness
high 15 8

r*i * - A —  - * -  ip pc with •j degre<
Significant at better than .01

Table 2*1-9.
Sample
Elements

CLERICA I 
HIGHLY SI

j/o£LF 
ILFLESS

1
Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
CIjERICAL/SELF 0 E

evaluation
low 0 -

high 7 -

missing = kO

missing » 50

¿&¥Y;0$W-cAinomial test = 0.008 with 1 degree of freedc 
Significant *01 in one-tail tost
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Table 250.
Sample

CLEHICAI/SELF 
HIGHLY HAPPY

Sample
Elements
Variable

Elements
Variable

CLEHICAL/SELF 0 E

low 0 5.5
non-union-
mindednesa

high 11 5.5

Chi-square/binoainl tout * 11.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

k6

Table 251.
Sample
Elements

CLEHICAI/SELF 
HIGHLY HAPPY

__lSet ilijpxC
Elements
Variable

CLEHICAL/SELF 0 E

low 0 . -
evaluation

high 5 -
missing = 52

i nom ial teat = 0.031 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant at .05 in on«-tail test

Table 252.
Sample

Significant at bettor than .01

Elements -t
Sample
Elements
Variable

Variaoie
CLESICAL/SELF 0 E

evaluation
low 0 6

high 12 6

Chi-oquare/b-isestet— fc-eftrfe = 12.00 with 1 degre

CLERICAL/SELF 
HIGHLY NON-UifIOfiMINDEl

missing 't6
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Table 253»
Sample
Elements

CLERICA!/ IS 
LOW ON WORKMINDEDNESS

Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
CLERICAL/IR 0 E

impotent
low 27 1^.5

high 2 1^.5 missing = 29

Chi-square/binoniol to&fc =21.55 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Table25^.

Sarapj-e
Elements
Variable

selflessness

Sample CLERICAL/XR
LOW ON UORKMINDEDNSSSElements

•V» -•* i V  » _________ 1
CLERICAL/IR 0 E

low * 7-5

high 1 7-5 missing = k-3

Chi-square/h-i-aamiol boot- = 11.27 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant better than .01

Table 255-

Saople
Elements
Variable

happiness

Sample
Elements

CLERIC) 
LOW ON W0RK1

1L/IR
'ilNDEDNESS

1VanaDie
CLERICAL/IR 0 E

low 10 5-5

high 1 5-5
missing = k7

Chi-squni
Significant at better than .01

= 7-36 with 1 degree of freedom
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Table256.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

LOW ON WORK! INDSDNESS

CLEBICAVIH 0 E

non-union-
low 26 13

mindedness
high

I

0 13
missing = 32

Chi-squareAinoainl Verxt = 26.00 with degree of freedom
Significant - a* better than .01

Table 257.
Sample
Elements

Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
CLERICAL/IR 0 E

evaluation
low 9 -

high 0 -

CLERICAL/IR 
LOW ON WORKMINDEDNESÎ

missing =A9

«MO^Xi&ife/binomial test = 0.002 with •, degree of freedom
Significant at better than .01 in one-tail test

Table 253. CLERICAL/IR
Sample LOW ON IMPOTENCE
Elements 1

Sample Variable
EElements CLERICAL/IR

Variable

low 16 9.5
selflessness —

high 3 9-5
ninsing = 3 5

Chl-squaroAineminl-^s* = 8'89 with 1 °f freed0n
Signif icant at bettor than .01

T
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Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

CLERICAVIH

LOW ON II-iPOTEMCE

0 E

happiness
low 13 7

high 1 7
missing = t

Chi-square/binonii»! ’coat = 10.29 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Table 260.

-'»
Elements
Variable

non-umon-
mindedness

Sample
Elements

ft

clerical/ir

CLERIC 
LOW ON XH

AL/IR
POTSNCE

t
0 E

low 32 • 16

high 0 16
missing = 21

Chi-;.quarc/l>i»t>»ttial betrt = 32.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant at better than .01

Tab! e 2Ö1.

Sample
Elements
Variable

evaluation

Sample
Elements
Variable
CLERICAL/IR

low

high

CLERICAL/IR 
LOW ON IMPOTENCE

missing =

test = °*00lf with 1 degree of freedom
Signif icant at bettor than .01 in one-tail tost
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Table 262. CLERICAI/IR
Sample LOW ON SELFLESSNESS
Elements

Sample Variable
Elements CLERICAI/IR 0 E
Variable

I low 6 3
happiness

high

I
0 3

missing = 51

:j?ĵ vs5̂ 'Wca/binoraial test = 0.016 with degree of freedom
Significant - at .05 in one-tail test

Table 263.
Sample
Elements f

C - » -------- Uk

Elements
Variable

CLEHICAL/IR 0 E

low 15- 7.5
non-union-
nindedness

high 0 7.5

clskicai/ ir
LOW ON SELFLESSNESS

missing -

Chi-square/binoainl ■ teat = 15 .OO with -, degree of freedom
Significant at better than .01

Table 26'+.
Sample
Elemente

CLERI 
LOW ON SELI

CAL/1R
■’LLSSNESS

_ „ __I
Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
CLERICAL/Ifi 0 E

evaluation
low 7 -

high 0 -
missing = 50

gfflfX3^£We*/binominl test = 0.008 with -| degree of freedom
Significant at *01 in one-tail test
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Table 265.

Sample
Elemente
Variable

non-unxon-
mindedness

CLERICAL/IR

Sample
Elements
Variable

low

high

CLERICAL/IR 
LOW ON HAPPINESS

11

5.5 missing =* /fg

Chi-square/binomial toot * 10.00 with 1 degree of freedom 

Significant — qt better than .01

Table 266.

Sa-li
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable
CLERICAL/IR

low
evaluation

high

CLERICAL/IR 
LOW ON HAPPINESS

missing = 52

3&ixiaaMJt*jr;i/l)ino«iial test = 0.031 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant at *°5 in one-tail test

Table 267.
Sample
Elements

CLERICAL/IR 
LOW ON I.'ON-UNIQNHI! LED |IsAOO 1

Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
CLERICAL/IR

0 E

evaluation
low 12 6

high 0 6
missing

Chi-squarc/bjnomini- test 12.00 with 1 degree of freedom
S i g n i f i c a n t  at better than .01

i-*r i ' min i "1------ ■-— '________  ? ____
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T a b le  2 6 8 .

Sample
Elements
Variable

impotence

Sample II IGELT WORKMINDEDElements
Variable

CLERICAI/FAMELY 0 E

low 2 13-5

high
i

25 13.5
missing = 21

Chi-squareAinoraiol toot = 19.59 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - hotter than .01

Table 2 6 9 .
Sample
Elements

CLERICAL/FAMILY 
HIGHLY WORKMINDED

. _________lOuui ¿/xC
Elements
Variable CLERICAL/FAMILY 0 E

selflessness
low 1 6 .5

high 12 6.5

Chi-aquare/W-w r i - W M r  = 9.31 with 1  degre

missing = 45

Significant at better than .01

TableSyO.

Sam ple
Elements
V a r ia b le

happiness

Sample
Elements

CIjERICA 
HIGHLY WOR

L/FAMILY
KMIKDED

tvanaoie
CLERICAL/FAMILY

0 E

low 1 -

high 8 -
missing = 49

S h ijf* « : t tc < jix e A ii> o m ia l t e s t  a O .035 w i t h  1 d e g r e e  o f  f r e e d o m

Significant a t  * °5  in o n e - t a i l  t e s t
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Tablc 271.
Sample

Sample
Elements
Variable

Elements
Variable

CLERICAI/FAMILY 0 E

low 0 II.5
non-union-
mindedness

high
i

23 11.5

CLERICAL/FAMILY
HIGHLY Y/ORKMINDED

missing =

Chi-square/bino.uial =» 25*°° with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 272.

Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements

CLERICA 
HIGHLY W01 ¡I

missing

CLERICAL/FAMILY 0 E

evaluation
low 0 • -

high 7 -

xKfc>ife<xjofi<Dö/b i 
Significant

noinial test = 0.008 with 1 degree of freedom 

at .01 in one-tail te3t

Table 273.
Sample
Elements

CLERICAI 
HIGHLY IMI

-./FAMILY
’OTENT

__t
Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
CLERICAI/FAMILY 0 E

selflessness
low 3 9

high 15 9

Chi-squnrc/hinemi«l teat = 8.00 with -j degree of  freedom

Signif icant at better than .01

36
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I E B î274.

Sample
Elements
Variable

happiness

CLEEICAL/FAHILY

Sample
Elements
Variable

low

high

CLERICAL/FAMILY
HIGHLY IMPOTENT

10

5.5

5.5 missing = 1̂ 6
Chi-square/binoaia l too* = 7.36 with 1 degree of freedom

Significant - at batter than .01

Table 275«

Sampxe
Elements
Variable

non-union-
mindedness

Sample
Elements

CLERIC/
HIGHLY

lL/FAMILY
IMPOTENT

1

CLERICAL/FAMILY 0 E

low 2 • 14.5

high 27 14.5

ip,ni'il test = 21.55 with 1 degre
missing =23

Significant at better than .01

Table 276.

Sample
Elements
Variable

evaluation

Sample
Elements
Variable
CLERICAL/FAMILY

low

high

CLERICAL/FAMILY 
HIGHLY IMPOTENT

nissing = 50

«ttaz*«**/bino..i.l test = 0 . 0 1 6  with 1 degree of freedom
S i g n i f i c a n t  at .05 in one-tail test
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Table 277. CLERICAL/FAMHJ

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

HIGHLY SELFLESS

CLEKICAL/FAMILY 0 E

low 0 -

high 3 “
missing =

Chi-square/binooial test = with deeree of freedom
Significant -

Table 278.

Chi—square/binomial—be«t -  9*31
Significant at better than .01

with

Sample
Elements

HIGHLY SEI.FLS3S
1

ca='le
Elements
Variable CLERICAL/FAMILY

0 E

non-union-
low 1 ' 6.5

mindedness
high 12 6.5 missing = kj

degree of freedom

Table 279-
Sample
Elements
Variable

CLERICAL/FAMILY

CLERICAL, 
HIGHLY SE

/"FAMILY
LFLE3S

Sample
Elements
Variable

0 E

evaluation
low 0 -

bigh 5 -
missing = 52

(jy^^^SWfie/bi-nomial test = 0.031 with -| degree of freedom
Signif icant at -°5 in one-tail to3t



of freedom
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28 0.

Sample
Elements
Variable

non-union-
raindedness

clerical/family

Sample
Elements
Variable

low

high

CLERICAL/FAMILY
HIGHLY HAPPY

missing =^9

xyMpiiKpiari/binomial test = 0.062 with 1 degree of freedom
in one-tail testSignificant - no

Table 281#
Sample
Elements

CLERICAL
HIGHLY

/FAMILY
HAPPY

_[
SÄü«pa.ö
Elements
Variable CIERICAL/FAMILY

0 E

evaluation
low 0 • -

high 3 -

Chi-square/bi noraial test 3 with degree

missing =

Significant

Table 2Ö2.
Sample
Elements

CLERICAL/FAMILY 
HIGHLY NON-UÌIIONMINDED

1 1Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
CLERICAL/FAMILY

0 E

evaluation
low 0 -

high 8 -
missing =50

x m * < . ^ * A i n o m i a l  test = 0.00<f with n degree of freedom

Significant at .01 in one-tail test



Table 283. MANUAL/SELF
Sample HIGHLY WORKMINDED

Sample
Elements
Variable

Elements
Variable

MANITAL/SELF 0 E

impotence
low 1 8.5

high 16 8.5
missing = 22

Chi-square/i>i>K>raiol teat = 13.2*f with 1

Significant - at better than .01

degree of freedom

Table 28k .

Elements
Variable

selflessness

Sample
Elements

MANUAL/ 
HIGHLY WORK

'SELF
MINDED

1

MANUAL/SKLF 0 E

low 1 8

high 15 8
missing = 2 k

12 .2 5 with -, degree of freedom

Significant at better than .01

Table 285.
Sample
Elements
Variable

MANUAL/SELF

MANUAL// 
HIGHLY Wt

3 ELF
>REMINDED

__1Sample
Elements
Variable

0 E

happiness
low 0 -

high 7 -

^ ^ j ^ / b i n o m i a l  tost = 0.008 with n degree of freedom
S i g n i f i c a n t  at .01 in one-tail test
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Table 286.

Sample 
Elemente 
Variable

non-union-
mihdedness

MANUAL/SELF

Sample
Elements
Variable

low

high

MANUAL/SELF 
HIGHLY WOHKMINDED

7.5

15 7.5
missing = 25

Chi-square/binoaiul teat = 15.00 with 1
Significant — at better than .01

degree of freedom

Table 23?.
Sample
Elements

MANUAL/ 
HIGHLY WOI

'SELF
ÍKHINDED

t
Elements
Variable MANUA1/SELF

0 E

low 0 . -

evaluation
high 7 - missing =

»BKf^hipitivVi-Ainomial test = 0.003 with 1 degree of freedom
S ign ifican t at .01 in one-tail test

Table 238.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements

MANUAL 
HIGHLY I

s
i

w 5 
I

missing =

Variable

MANUAL/SELF
0 E

selflessness
low 1 10

high 19 10

Chi-r,quarc/V»
Significant

naoi-1 with 1 degree of freedom 
at better than .01

degree of freedom
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Table 289.

Sample
Sample
Elements
Variable

HIGHLY IMPOTENT

Elements
Variable MANUAL/SELF 0 E

happiness
low 0 5

high 10 5 missing = 30

Chi-square/b*m»Mjtal bout = 10.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 290.
Sample
Elements

MANDAI/SELF 
HIGHLY IMPOTENT
_ - _________ lSample

Elements
Variable MANUAL/SELE 0 E

non-union-
low 1 9.5

raindedness
high 18 9.5

Chi-square/bi*? OTt irT-i—fc-e-ftt =t 15 .2 1 with 1 degre

missing = 15

Significant at better tin n .01

Table 291.
Sample
Elements

Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable

MANUAL/SELF
0

. J

E

evaluation
low 0 -

high 8 -

MANUAL/SELE 
HIGHLY IMPOTENT

missing =

Ck*x#^ic!&e/binoniial best = 0.004 with 1 degree of freedom
Signif icant Rb bettor tin n .01 in one-tail tost
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Table 292.

Sample
Elements
Variable

happiness

Sample
Elements
Variable

MANUAL/SELF
HIGHLY SELFLESS

MANUAL/SELF 0 E

low 0 5

high
1

10 5
missing = 31

Chi-sqnare/binominl tae*  * 10.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 293.
Sample MANUAI/SELF 

HIGHLY SELFLESSElements
1

Elements
Variable MANUAL/SELF

0 E

low 5 10
non-union-
mindedness

high 15 10

- - - r-, nt1 with 1 degre«-/ irjIlVUIAwr»
Significant at better than .05

Table 29^.
Sample

MANUAL/SELF 
HIGHLY SELFLESS

Elements t
Sample Variable

ßElements
Variable

MAHUAL/SELF

low 0
evaluation

high 9 -

missing = 20

missing =33

&hjtt«W^Ainomial test = 0.002 vith <| decree of freedom
_ . • at bettor than .01 in one-tail testSign a licans
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Table 292.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

MANUA]
HIGHLY

b/SELF
SELFLESS

missing = 31

MANUAL/SELF 0 E

happiness

low 0 5

high 10 5

rv-< uitb 1 decree of freedom

Significant - 

Table 293.

SaiL
Elements
Variable

at better thin .0

Sample
Elements

1

MANUA]
HIGHLY

[/SELF
SELFLESS

MANUAL/SELF
0 E

non-union-
mindedness

low 5 10

high 15 10
missing = 20

Chi-:.quar c/b-inowini ■ H r =» 5.00 with -] degree of freedom 
Significant at better than .05

Table 29k.
Sample
Elements
Variable
HAIIUAL/SELF

MANUAL/ 
HIGHLY SJ

/SELF
tfJXESS

Sample
Elements
Variable

0 E

evaluation
low 0 -

high 9 -

^j^p^Hecf/binomial test = 0.002 with 1

Signif icant better than .01 in one-tail test
degree of freedom
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Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

HIGHLY HAPPY

MANUAL/SELF 0 E

low 0
non-union-
mindedness

high 8 -
missing = 31*

CtpiMS^^aSiS^AjinoBiial test = O.COb with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01 in one-tail test

296.
Sample
Elements

KANUA1/SELF 
HIGHLY HAPPY

fC ---- A
Elements
Variable MANUAI/SELF

0 E

low 0 •
evaluation

high b -

jßWiii:i¥ii<t!«i«/l)inomiai test = with degre
Significant

Table 297. MANOAL/SELF
Sample
Elements

HIGHLY-MON-UNIONMINDE
{

Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
MANUAL/SELF

0 E

evaluation
low 0 -

high 8 -

missing = 38

missing =

Oh®rar*XJceAi™mial tcst = °*00i  ̂ with 1 degree of freedom
; rinnf nt better than .01 in one-tail, tostS 1 KH 111 O* u 1»



Table 298.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

MANUAL/IR
IOW ON WORKMINDEDNESS

MAHUAL/IR 0 E

impotence

low 15 8.5

high 2 8.5

Chi-squareA - n em'nl = 9m9>* witb 1 decree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 299.
Saçiple MANUAL/IRIOW ON WORKMINDEDNESS
Elements

St*&P ic
Elements
Variable MANUAL/IR 0

f
E

selflessness
low 15 • 8

high 1 8 oLlmissing =

Chi-t;quare/trww»«fial" tetrt = 12*25 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant at better than i01

Table 500.
Sample MANUAL/IR

IOW ON U0RKMINDEDNES3
Elements ,

Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
MANUAL/IR 0 E

low 7 -
happiness

high 0 -

Ctod^o^sitAinou.ial test = °-0 0 8 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant at .01 in one-tail test
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Table 301.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

MANUAL/IR
LOW ON WORKHINDEDNESS

MANUAI/IR 0 E

non-union-
mindedness

low 15 7.5

missing = 25
high 0 7.5

Chi-square/binojiial tee» = 15.00 with decree of freedom
Significant - at bett®r than .01

Table 302.
Sample
Elements

MANUAL/IR 
LOW ON WOHXMXIlDEDNESi

C % *—
Elements
Variable

Va
MANUAL/lR 0 E

evaluation
low 7 • -

high 0 -

BKf*W¥GWfe/b 
Significant a

Table 303.

Sample
Elements
Variable

nomial teat = 0.0( 
t .01 in one-tail ti

Sample
Elements

)3 with 
set

MANUAL/] 
LOW ON IMP01

1 degre 

lR
TSHCE :

Variable
MANUAL/IR 0 E

seltlosaneas
low 17 11

high 5 11

missing = 35

missing = 16

C h i - s q u n r c / hi na wi nl  t e s t =6.55
S i g n i f i c a n t  .05

with -| degree of freedom
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Table 30^.

Sample
Elements
Variable

happiness

Sample
Elements
Variable

HANUAL/IR

low

high

MANUAVIRLOW ON IMPOTENCE

missing = 30

3b£tt->a!mxxAinomial test = 0.002 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01 in one-tail test

Table 305.
Sample
Elements

MANUAL/ 
LOW ON 11

IR
POTENCE

- iSample
Elements
Variable IIAMUAL/IR 0 E

non-union-
low 22 ' 11.5

mindedness
high 1 11.5

missing = 17

Chi-square/U > "nuii a l —trerrt = 19.17 with 1 

Significant at better than .01
degree of freedom

Table 306.
Sample
Elements

MANUAL/I 
LOW ON H-

R
POTENCE

-i
Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
HANUAL/IR 0 E

evaluation
low 8 -

high 0 -

XJtncxsquigwAinoaiial test = O.OOtf with degree of freedom

S i g n i f i c a n t  at better than .01 in one-tail test



Table 30?.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

MAHUAI/IR
LOW ON SELFLESSNESS

manuai/ ir 0 E

low 10 5

happiness
high 0 5

C h i - s q u a r e / b - h i u j i i a l  tee* =  1 0 . 0 0  with 1  degree of freedom
Significant - at better than . 0 1

Table 308.

Sc.—
Elements
Variable

non-union-
mindedness

Sample
Elements

MANUAL/] 
LOW ON SKLt

□?
TiESSNESS

MANUAI/IR
0 E

low 1*f * 7.5

high 1 7-5
missing =21

Chi-square/bi.iuuiiat- teot = 11.27 with 1 
Significant at better than .01

degree of freedom

Table 309.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable
MANUAL/Ili

low
evaluation

high

MANUAL/IR
LOW ON SELFLESSNESS

... .1

0 E

8 -

0 -
missing = 3*t

test = 0*°°'+ with 1 degree of freedom
S i g n i f i c a n t  flt better than .01 in óne-tail test
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Table 310.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

MANUAL 
LOW ON HAi

/IR
PINESS

MANUAVIR 0 E

non-union-
mihdedness

low 8 -

high 0 -
missing = 3*t

S^Cgq*i9<e/binooiial test = 0.004 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at tetter than .01 in one-tail test

Table 311.
Sample
Elements

MANUA1 
LOW ON HA]

u/IR
PPINESS

rr ~ —  - 2.IWUUJ a -C

Elements
Variable

MANUAI/IR 0 E

evaluation
low k . -

high 0 -

Chi-squai e/binoinial test = 
Si gnj ficant

with

missing = 38

degree of freedom

Tabic 3 12.
Sample
Elements

MANUAL/IR 
LOW ON NON-UNION

MINDEDNESS ,
Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
MANUAI/IR 0 E

evaluation
low 8 -

high 0 -

(jfĵ ofjifSRCjfe/liinomial test = O.OOV with 1 degree of freedom
S i g n i f i c a n t  at better than .01 in one-tail test
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Table 313. HANUAL/FAMILY
Sample HIGHLY WORKMINDED

Sample
Elements
Variable

manuai/ family 0 EElements
Variable

impotence

low 2 8

high

L_________________
1*t 8

Chi-square/b' nomial toe-t = 9.00 with 1 decree of freedom 
Significant - at .01

Table 31^«

S- vTip * a
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements

MANUAL 
HIGHLY WO

/FAMILY
REMINDED

1

missing = ^

MANUAI/FAMILY 0 E

sleflessness
low 2 7.5

high 13 7.5

Chi-squa z-a/M i.jininl Leu. = 8*07 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant at ,01

Table 315*

Saropl e 
Elements

Sample 
Elementc 
Variable
MANUAL/FAMILYVariable

low
happiness

high

HANTIA L/FA H ILY 
HIGHLY VORKMINDED

0 E

0 -

6 -
missing

C^x^cfooan:/binomial test = °*016 with 1 deerec of freedom
Significant at .05 in one-tail tost

35
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Tablc 316.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

MANUAL/FAMILY 
HIGHLY WORKHIMDED

MANUAL/FAMILY 0 E

non-union-
miftdedness

low 0 7

missing = 27
high

— - -
1if 7

Chi-square/binominl teefc = 1^.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Taoie^i/.
Sample
Elements

MANUAL/FAMILY 
HIGHLY WORKHINDED

>_ 1Sasple
Elements
Variable

MANUAI/FAMILY 0 E

evaluation
low 0 . -

high 7 -
missing = 35

xCbWrti9»i^/))inouiial test = 0.008 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant at .01 in one-tail test

’fable 318.
Sample
Elements
Variable
MANUAL/FAMILY

manual/family
HIGHLY IMPOTENT

__ lSample
Elements
Variable

0 E

selflessness
low if 8.5

high 13 8.5

C h i- s q u a r e / ').; ne '.ii -i'! iierr t  = ,+ .76 with 1 degree of freedom
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Table 319-

Sample
Elements
Variable

happiness

Sample
Elements
Variable

MANUAL/FAMILY

low

high

MANUAL/FAMILY 
HIGHLY IMPOTENT

8
missing = 52

Æbd™*mRâAinomial test = O.OO^ with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01 in one-tail test

Table320.
Sample
Elements

MANUAL/ 
HIGHLY 3

'F/VMILY
IMPOTENT

C »
ElementG
Variable MANUAT/FAMILY

0 E

non-union-.
mindedness

low - 0 9

high t8 •9
missing = 20

Chi-square/bi'-m-rial teat = l8.C0 with ) degree of freedom
Significant at better than .01

Table 321.
Sample 
El eitcnts

Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable 
MA NUAL/FAM ILY 0

L
E

evaluation
low 0 -

high 7 -

MANUAL/FAMILY 
HIGHLY IMPOTENT

missing = 35

afcbrtHSöBitfAinomial test = 0.008 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant Rt .01 in one-tail test

. "V * A  -r a g a r a r ' ^--- IdUMÉTl‘ ¿Il m Sti Sit ;riY 8b .
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Table 322
Sample manual/family
Elements HIGHLY SEIFLESS

Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
MANUAL/FAMILY 0 E

happiness

low 0 -

high

1

9 -
missing = 33

ISii^dtfuaOK/binomial test = 0.002 with -\ degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01 in one-tail test

Table 325*

Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements

MANUAL/FAMILY
HIGHLY SELFLESS, 1

MA HUAL/FAM ILY
0 E

-----—---

low 0 7
non-union-
mindednes3

high 1'+ 7
missing =

Chi-nquare/binomiol toe*: = I't.OO with •] 
Significant at batter than .01

degree of freedom

Table 32'+.
Sample
Elements

MANUAI./FAMILY 
HIGHLY SELFLESS

-----1Sample
Element**
Variable

Variable

MANUAL/FAMILY
0 s

evaluation
low 0 -

high 7 -

WxSiwqattutff/biriominl test = 0.008 with 1
Significant at -01 in one-tail tost

degree of freedom



Table 325.
Sample MANUAI/EAMILY

HIGHLY HAPPY
Sample
Elements
Variable

Elements
Variable

MANUAL/FAMILY 0 E

low 0
non-union-
mindednsss

high
t

8 -
missing - 3^

CteSo851%«QcAinod>ial test = 0.0C& with 1 deRree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01 in one-tail test

Table 326.

Elements
Variable

evaluation

Sample
Elements
lfo v■? o"K 1 rt

HA MIA L/FA HII,Y

MALTJAL/FAMILY 
HIGHLY HAPPY

low

high
missing = 39

Chi-nquare/binoinial test = 
Signi f icant

with degree of freedom

Tab)« 327.
Sample 
Elements

! MANÜAI/FAMILY 
¡HIGHLY N0N-TJK10II-

Sample 
Elements 
Var ia b le

V a r ia b le

MAHUAL/FAMILY

1'l.LUUa
----- I

°  I

u._________ t
E

evalu atio n
low 0

h igh 8 -

___________ — misoing -34

/, . . , , . 0.00^ with 1 degree of freedom/binomial test = wren u'-o‘
S i g n i f i c a n t  at better than .01 in one-tail tost

»aarra--jrgs
*
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APPENDIX K

Tosta for IT A selective comparison of variables b) between clement ~ s uz.

Table -528.
Sample
Elements

ALL/SELF
HIGHLY W0RKMINDED

Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
ALL/XR 0 E

. low 52 26

worlanindedness

high 0 26
'

Chi-square/b inomini to-s-fc = 52.00 with 1 degree of freedoa
Significant -at better than .01

Table 329. ALL/SELF
Sample HIGHLY W0RKMINDEDElements

e«— *»o Variable __________1
Elements ALX/FAMXLY 0 E
Variable

v/orkmindedne ss
low 0 • 23.5

high k7 23.5
missing = 51

Chi"squarc/bi*><.B»»*Xr- feeat = 1? with 1 degree of freedom
Significant at better than .01

Tabie 330.
Sample
Elements

ALL/SE] 
HIGHLY IÎÎIX

J?
3TEHT

____iSample
Elementi»
Variable

ALL/IR 0 E

impotence
low 65 33

high 1 33

Chi -r.qviarc/iiw - w n - t o -i>t = 62.06 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant ot battor than -01
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Table 351•

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

ALL/SELF 
HIGHLY BiPOTENT

ALI/FAMILY 0 E

low 2 30

impotence

high

I__ — -------------

58 30

Chi-square/biiioi-rial tot* = 52.27 with 1 decree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 332.
Sample
Elements

ALL/SKi 
HIGHLY SI

JF
ÏLFLESS

f
òCtili y -*-<ì
Elements
Variable AlVlR

0 E

sèlflessness
low 46 . 25

high 4 25
missing = 44

degree of freedom

Significant at better than .01

Table 333. ISample
Elements

ALI/SEL 
HIGHLY SEI,

F
LESS

Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
ALL/ÎAHILY 0 E

selfloesness
low 4 21

high 38 21

Chi-squnrcAi -***■ = 2?.52 « U h  1 degree of freedom
Signif icant at bettor than .01

52
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Table 33^-

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

ALL/SELF 
HIGHLY HAPPY

missing =

ALL/IR 0 E

happiness
low 29 1*t.5

high 0 1^.5

. .... .A.* . -j- 1  ■<- —  ̂ - 2 9 .0 0 with 1 depxe e of freedomuni-square/ ers
Significant - 

Table 335-

SampLi
Elements
Variable

at better than .01

Sample
Elements
Ifn y i Vil p
ALI/FAMILY

ALL/SSLF 
HIGHLY HAPPY

0 E

happiness
low 0 12

missing -
high zb 12

• ■ ■ _ 2*t»00 with 1 decree of freedomChi-square/**
Significant

Tab ! <; 336.

Sample
Elements
Variable

at better than .01

Sample
Elements
Variable
ALL/IR

ALL/SEL 
HIGHLY NON-D 

MINDED
INION-
___ J

0 E

non-union-
mindednesG

low 63

I

ei 
i 

^
 
i

missing =
high 1 32

75

29

Chi-squa 
Significant at better than .01

_ 6O.O6 with ] degree of freedom
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Table 337.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

ALL/SEI
HIGHLY-IJON-

MINDED

F
UNION

ALI,/FAMILY 0 E

low 1 28

mindedness high

i -----------
55 28

missing = 37

Chi-squareAi«««*«i-t^t « 52.07 „Ith 1 degree of freedom

Significant - at better than -01

Table 338.
Sample ALL/SELF
Elements HIGH ON EVALUATION
lf*> *« * fj Vi c* f

Elements ALL/IS 0 E
Variable

low 26 . 13
evaluation

high 0 13
missing =7^

26.00 with 1 degree of freedom

Significant at better than .01

Table 339.
Sample
Elements
Variable
ALL/FAMILY

ALL/SELF
HIGH ON EVALUATION

Sample
Elements
Variable

0 E

evaluation
low 0 10

high 20 10

Chi-aquare/14 

S ign ifican t

numi 'il It M  = 20.00 with 1 

at better than .01

degre

missing - 80
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Table 3^0.

Sample
Elements
Variable

workmindedne at

Sample
Elements
Variable

ALL/FAMILY

low

high

ALL/IR 
LOW ON WORKMIIIDEDNESS

b7

23-5

23.5
missing = 51

Chi-square/b-inomiol teofc- = ^7.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 3^1.
Sample
Elements

ALL/IR
LOW ON IMPOTENCE

__________1
ßcxCjy LÖ
Elements
Variable

ALL/FAMILY 0 E

impotence
low 2 32

high
r1

32

Chi-square/iri noinial t-Cftfc « 56.25 with 1 degrc
missing = 27

Significant at better than .01

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable
ALL/FAKILY

ALL/IR 
IjOW ON s elFLESSNESS

0 E

selflessness
low 1 18.5

high 36 18 .5
missing = 55

Chi-aquarc/biiieni.nl test = 33-11 with 1 degree of freedom

Significant at better than .01

ai- A
-2* A-JM*
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Table 343-

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

ALL/IR
LOW ON HAPPINESS

ALL/FAMILY 0 E

happiness

low 0 12

high 24 12

Chi-square/blnomlal trat- = 24.00 with 1 decree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 344.

C ----"* *IwU u.̂ >a w
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements

all/:
LOW ON N0N-1 

MINDH

02
JNION-
JNE5S

ALL/FAMILY 0 E

non-union-
mindednes3

low 1 30

high 59 30
missing -40

Chi-r-quare/Uinoiain l te.tt  = 56.07 with 1
S i g n i f i c a n t  at better than .01

degree of freedom

Table 345-
Sample ALL/IH

LOW ON EVALUATIONElements
Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
■ILL/FAMILY

0 E

evaluation
low 0 10

high 20 10

C h i -  s q u a r e/b-i-no ut i o ■t— = 20.00 with 1

S ign ifican t at better than .01

degree of freedom
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Table 346.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

CLERICA 
HIGH ON WORK

L/SKLF
MNDEDNESS

CLERICAL/H? 0 E

workmindednesi
low 33 16 .5

high
------------------

0 16.5
missing = 25

Chi-square/binomial loot- = 33«C 
Significant - at better than .01

>0 with 1 degree

Table 3V 7.
Sample 
Elements 
Variabl «?
CLERICAL/FAMILY

CLElilCAL/SELF j 
HIGH ON V/ORKMINDEDNESi 

1So— le
Elements
Variable

0 E

workmindednesa
low 0 15

high 30

.  -

15
missing = 28

Chi-square/Vir.omi«! frettfc = 30.00 witli 1 degree of freedom
Significant at better than .01

Table 3W.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

CUERXCAL/IR

CLERIC,V 
HIGH ON IM

i/SELF
POTENCE

missing -8

0 E

impotence
low 4o 20

high 0 20

Chi-square/M naminV teat = 40.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant at better than .01
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Table 3^9,

Sample
Elements
Variable

impotence

Sample
Elements
Variable

CIEHICAI/FAMILY

low

high

CLERICAL/SSLF 
HIGH ON IMPOTENCE

38

19

19
missing = 1 1

C h i - s q u a r e / b i n o m i o l  tee» = 38.00 with 1 d e g r e e  of freedom

Significant — at better than .01

Table 350.
Sample
Elements

3 CLERÏCAL/SELF 
j HIGH ON SELFLESSNESS

Saûip-.e
Elements
Variable

1 f —h vi — ~ ; 11 *1 ■'O
CIFRICAL/IR 0 E

selflessness
low 22 ■ 11

high 0

1 .. -

11
missing = 32

Chi-:quare/ = 22.00 vith -I degree of freedom
Significant at better than .01

Table 3.51. *Sample
Elements

CLERICAL/SELF 
HIGH ON SETFLSSSNESS 

. aSample
Elements
Variable

Variable
CLKRICAL/FAMILY 0 E

low 0 10

high 20 10

Chi-squarc/hi nomini t-mmb = 20.00 wi>.h 1 degice of

missing
freedom

s 3*t

Signifitaa^ at better than .01
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Table 352.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

CLERXCAL/SEXjF 
HIGH ON HAPPINESS

CLERICAI/IR 0 E

low 16 8

hapoiness
high 0 8

Chi-square/kii'ioiaiul te*»V = 16.00 with 1 decree of freedom

Significant - at better than .01

Table 353»
Sample
Elements

CLERICAL/SELF 
HIGH ON HAPPINESS

. f

Elements
Variable CLEIilCAL/FAMILY ° 2

happiness
low 0 6.5

high 13 6.5
missing = ^

Chi-nquare/biimmiol teofc- - 13.00 with 1 degree of freedom

Sigrii ficaut at better than .01

Tab!e 35^

Sample 
E lemento 
Variable

Sample
Elemente
Variable
CLEKICAL/IR

CLERICAL/. 
HIGH ON NON 

MINDE

3SLF
•UNION-
5NESS

0 E

low b?. 21
non-union-
nindodness high ' 0 21

Chi-squnrc/bi nuiei «-1— = ,f2*00 wxth 1
Significfint at better than .01

i.

missing =s 15

degree of freedom
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2̂ 1« 355.

Sample
Elements
Variable

non-imion-
mindedness

Sample
Elements

CLERICAL/SELF 
HIGH ON NON-UNION- 

MlfiDEDNESS

Chi-square/binoi.iii'l test = 32.11 with 1 
Significant - at better than .01

Variable
CLERICAL/FAMILY 0 E

low 1 1 8

high
i ---------

35 1 8
missing = 20

degree of freedom

Table 356.
Sample
Elements

CLEKICAL/SELF 
HIGH ON EVALUATION

1

Elements 
Variable CLEHlCAL/in 0 E

eva luation
low I'f 7

high 0 7
missing

Chi-square/bi-eomi^r-^fe = ^ - 0 0  with 1 degree of freedom
Significant nt better than .01

Table 357- _ 1 CLERICAL/SELF {Sample HIGH ON EVALUATION !Elements .1
Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
clericai/Eamily 0 E

evaluation
low 0 5

high 10 5
L

Chi-square/binomi»-!—tenfc = 10 .0 0 with 1

Significant at better than .01

degree of freedom
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Table 355.
S am p le
E le m e n te

Chi-square/bitiouial tee»« = 32.11
Significant - at better than .01

with 1

Sample
Elem ents
Variable

Variable
c l e r ic a l / fam ily

0 E

non-union-
mindedness

low 1 18

high 35 18

CLERICAL/SELF 
HIGH ON NON-UNION

MINDEDNESS

missing = 20

degree of freedom

Table 356.
Sample
Elements

CLERICAL/SELF 
HIGH ON EVALUATION

. ... aO - — —
Elements
Variable CLEKICAL/IR 0 E

evaluation
low 1*f ■ 7

high 0 7
missing = Vt

Chi-square/bv-nominl ■■ tt-afc -  1^.00 with 1 
S i g n i f i c a n t  nt hotter than .01

degree of freedom

Table 357-
Sample
Elements
Variable
CLERICAI/FAMILY

CLERIC 
HIGH ON EV,

JAL/SELF
LLUATION

Sample
Elements
Variable

0 E

evaluation
low 0 5

high 10 5

Chi-squarc/V>i-m>mi^-V-tesb = 10.00 with 1
Signif icant  at better than .01

degree of freedom
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Table 358.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

CLERICAL/ 
LOW ON IVOR}

'IR
CMINDEDNESi

CLERICAL/FAMILY 0 E

low 0 15

high

i

30 15
missing

Chi-square/binuminl fcett»- = 30.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Tablai 359»
Sample 
E lem ents

C ---" ̂
Elements
Variable CLERICAI,/FAMILY

____ _ . , -----
0

t
E

low 1 20
impotence

high 39 20

CLERICAI/IRLOW ON IMPOTENCE

missing

Chi-square/i.jnoininl fceab = 36.10 with 1 degree of freedom
S ign ificant at better than .01

Table 36O.
Sample
Elements
Variable

CLERICAL/FAMLY

CLERICAL/IR 
LOW ON SELFLESSNESS

Sample
Elements
Variable

0 E

low 0 9.5

selflesaneoa . . ......----
high 19 9-5

Chi-aqua re/bi
Significant

a 19.00 with 1 
at better than .01

degree

missing
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Table y 6lm

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

CLERICAL/IR 
LOW ON HAPPINESS

CLERICAI/FAMILY 0 E

happiness

low 0 6.5

high
t

13 6.5 . . hh,missing =

C h i - s q u a r e / b i n o n r i a l  = 1 3 * 0 °  « « 1  1  decree of freedom

Significant - at better than .01

Table
Sample
Elements

CLERICAL/IR 
LOW ON NON-UNION

MINDEDNESS

Elements
Variable CliERICAL/FAiMIL 0 E

non-union-
mindedness

low 1 1 8 .5

high 36 1 8 .5
Hissing =  21

Chi-square/i.i nowtoV-Wrt = 33.11 with 1 i e e r e e  of freedom
Significant at better than .01

Tabic 363.

Cample
Elemento
Variable

evaluation

Sample
Elements
Variable

low

high

CLERICAL/IR 
LOW ON EVALUATION

CLKRICAI./EAHILY

10

5

5
missing

..,10.00Chi-squnr 
S i g n i f i c a n t  at better than .01

d e g r e e  of freedomwith 1



Table

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

MAN1JAL/SELF 
HIGH ON VORKMINDEDNES

MANUAL/IB 0 E

workmindedness
low 19 9-5

high

L- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0 9.5

missing

Chi-BquareAino'«*«! "****■ = 19*°° with 1 ieeF9a °f freedoa
Significant — at better than .01

Table 365.
Sample
Elements

MANUAL/SELF 
HIGH ON W0HKMINDJ3DNES

oaiL
Elements
Variable

KANUAI/FAMILY 0 E

v/orkmindedness
low 0 8.5

high

------------•■»---■

17 8.5
missing

Chi-squaro/lH-nomifti-teat » 17-00 with 1 d e g r e e of freedom

Significant at better than .01

Table 366.

Saraple
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable
MANUAL/IR

MANUAL/ 
HIGH ON IMI

SELF
OTENCE

missing

0 E

impotence
low 25 13

high 1 13

Chi-squnrc/M „■...lijl tcct =• 22*15 viith 1 degree of freedom

Signif icant at better than .01
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Table 367.

Sample
Elemente
Variable

impotence

Sample
Elemente

MANUAL/S1ÜF 
HIGH ON IMPOTENCE

MANUAL/FAMILY 0 E

low 2 11

high

J------- ---------—
20 11 nissing = 13

Chi-square/binomial t w t  = ^ - 7 3  with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 368.
Sample
Elements

Sàùijt'-A-O
Elements
Variable

~ VI 0

MANUAL/IR
0 E

selflessness
low 24 . 14

high 4 14

MANUAI/SELF 
HIGH ON SELFLESSNESS

missing = 12

Cbi-r.quare/hinemiol beet = V+.29 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant »t better than .01

T a b le  3f>9«

Sample
Elements
Variable

selflessness

Sample
Elements
Variable
MANUAL/FAMILY

MANUAL/SELF
S HIGH ON SELFLESSNESS jj liiun on .

low

high 18

11

11
nissing = 18

Chi-square,
S i g n i f i c a n t  at better than .01

* = 8.91 with 1 degree of freedom

à
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Table370.
Sample MANUAl/SKLF
Elements HIGH ON HAPPINESS

Sample
Elements
Variable

Variable
MANUAL/IR 0 E

happiness

low 13 6.5

----- mm-

high

!__________________

0 6.5

Chi-square/binomiai = 15*°° with 1 deßree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Table 371.

Elemento
Variable

happiness

Chi-square/

Sample
Elements

MANUAL/SELF 
HIGH ON HAPPINESS

MANUAL/FAMILY 0 E

low 0 5.5

high 1 1 5.5
missing = 31

_ 11.00 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant at better1 than .01

Tabie 372.
Sample
Elements
Variable

MANUAL/IR

MANUAL/SELF 
HIGH ON NON-UNICN- 

MINDEDNESS ___ tSample
Elements
Variable

0 E

non-union-
nindedne3s

low 21 11

high 1 11

Significant at better than .01

degree of freedom
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Table 373«
Sample
Elements

Sample
Elements

Variable

Variable MANUAL/FAMILY

low
non-union-
mindetlness high

MAMJAL/S 
HIGH ON KOI 

MINDEDNE

ELF
-UNION-
ss

0 E

0 10

20 10
missing = 17

Chi-squa 
Significant -

-  20.00
at better than .01

witb degree of freedom

Table 37^*
Sample KANUAXj/SEW 

HIGH ON EVALUATION
Elemente i

Elemente HAIIOAI/IH 0 E
Variable

evaluation
low 12 • 6

high 0 6
missing =

Chi-square/ 12.00 with degree of freedom

30

Significant at better than .01

Table 375»

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable
MANUAL/FAMILY

MANUAIi/.l 
HIGH ON EVA

ELF
LUATION

missing = 32

0 E

evaluation
low 0 5

bigb 10 5

Chi-squarc/beJLlflinl 1 — f - 10.00 with 1 der.rce of freedom
S i g n i f i c a n t  at better than .01
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Table 376.

Sample
Elements
Variable

Sample
Elements
Variable

MANUAVIH
IOW ON WOHKHINDEDNESi

MAIIUAL/FAMILY 0 E

workmindedness
low 0 8.5

j high 17 8.5
missing = 23

Chi ^ w 'l.ini-ulnl jii.th 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

missing = ^5

Chi-square/bi.,om ini - 20*1? with 1 degree of freedom
Significant at better tlian .01

Table 378. KANUAL/IR
Sample LOW ON SELFLESSNESS
Elements
Variable i

Sample 0 sElements MANUAI/FAMILY
Variable _________

selflessness
low 1 9

high 17 9

Chi-square/ = 1*1.22 with degree

missing 

of freedom

Signif icant  at better than .01

20



Table 379.
Sample ranual/i r

LOW ON HAPPINESS
Sample
Elements
Variable

Elements
Variable

MANUAL/ FAMILY 0 E

happiness
low 11 5.5

high
1
L------------------

0 5.5

Chi-squareA i n o « 1“1 tea* = '•'I*00 wifch 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

Table 380.
Sample
Elements

HANUAL/IR 
LOW ON NON-UNION-

_ MTUDEmiSSS___-1Sample
Elements
Variable

» ci I i.c* <j w

MANUAL/FAMILY
0 E

non-union-
mindedness

low 0 • 11.5

high 23
.

11.5

Chi-square/binomial tea» = 23.00 with 1 degree

missing 

of freedom

Significant at better than .01

sie 3 8 1.
Sample
Elements

HANUAL/IR
LOW ON EVALUATION

. j
Sample Variable

0 EElements HAHUAL/i’AMILYVariable __ _ _____

valuation
low 0 5

high 10 5

Chi-r.qunre/
Significant *»t better than

io.oo
.01

with 1 degree of freedom
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APPENDIX L

Testf: for III A comparison of subsamples

Table gfte.
SELF

Elements

Variable
Sample CLERICAL MANUAL

workmindodness
low 0 3

high 33 19
-

Chi-squar e/Eisherl-sc Elastic = 
Significant - no

2.bd with 1 degre

Table 383.

Elements SELF

Variable
Sample CLERICAL MANUAL

low 10 9
impotence

high *n 28

missing =25/20

missing = 7/5

Chi-equare/Pi®ber*«xExa«:fc = 0.0? with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - no

Table /,pb. 

Variable

Elements
Sample

SELF

CLERICAL MANUAL

missing = 31/10

selflessnens

low 2

high 23 30

Chi-square/Eishsrisx'iaiectt = 0.^5 with -] degree of freedom
Significant - no
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Table 385-

Variable

happiness

Elements SELF
Sample CLERICAL MANUAL

low t 1 0

high 16 13
nissing 4l/2<i

Chi-square/?inbcr«:j Sxaob = Ò.02 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - no

Tabla 386.

Variable

non-union-
mindedness

u SELF
I Elementa
I Sample CLERICAL MANUAL

I low
•Ü

2 7

I j
I high

______
if 2 23

- 1I Hissing - 14/12

„  _^̂ .3. 4.27 -Jith‘ 1 degrGivi—square/ r-i* * °
Significant - at •05

■Labia 387. **• r SELF sij Elementa i j

Variable I
Sacrala Íj

CLERICAL MANUAL
J

:i:■ lev.’ .
(;
j o

ij
0

evaluation Í 11 —  ------1j:h
1 high f

ij
14

I
12

! . J. _______! Massinging = 44/30

Chi-square/Fieher’s Exact =
Signif j.cant -•

with degree of freedom
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Table 388.

Vo riable

workmindedness

IR
Elementa
Sample CLERICAL MANUAL

low 33 19

high 0 . 3

Chi-square/Tiaher1 u Sxao» = 2’hS with 1 degree 
Significant - no

Tb.bla389.

Variable

impotence

Chi-square/Si-she-e* 
Significant « no

Elementa
Sample

IR

CLERICAL MANUAL

I lew
■

31 I]
i

j high
6 I '* ij

O.O-V uich 1 degree

S S i E  390. , IR I
« Elements 5
| Sample • ! CLERICAL MANUAL |

Variable !  ______ I j
I -3

lea 22

selflessne3£

high

2b

_ J
b I 6

I

Chi-square^Fieher’ o Ditas«"» 0.01 a ith  1

Significant - no

missing = 25/20 

of freedom

missing - 8/7 

of freedom

missing = 3?/l2
degree of freedom
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Table * ji .

Variable
Elements
Sample

IR

CLERICAL HAÎ1UAL

happiness
low 16 13

'
high 1 0

Chi-square/Tiuhe v ' s Bxatrt = °*02 with 1 degree
Significant - no

Table 392.

Variable

! Elements 
Sample

IR

CLERICAL MANUAL

— '*3 27
il

niindednes.s ! 1high 0
1 ! ___________ 4

Chi-square/Fiehe*-1 a Sxnct = 0.05 1 degree
Significant - no

Table
t Í IR  ̂ Elements )
8 Sample • 3

Venable Í ! CLERICAL
!

MANUAL ?

1
i

M O tc _s -p* t
12‘

evaxuaLion j—— ...... J
high 0 

< 1 ----- LI
Chi-square/Fieher'a Sxact - with ciogr
Significant -

nissing = 41/29 

of freedom

missing = 15/1^ 

of freedom

aissing = Uk/JO 

i of freedom
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Table 3 9 7.

Variable

happiness

FAMILYElementa
Sample CLERICAL MANUAL

low i 1 0
_______

high 13 . 11 : missing = ^/31

Chi-square/Fiaher ’ a Exact- = 0.02 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - no

Table 398. ' ‘

Variable

Elements
Sample

FAMILY

CLERICAL MANUAL

low ! »
• . -..

I
higa 56 j

25 ¡Biasing = 20/17
Chi-squarr:/?i;;h--.-■ j Exact = °*19 with ' 1 degree of freedom
Significant - no

Table 399.

Variable

. FAMILY
Elements |
Sample • j CLERICAL MANUAL

a 1 I
!  i o w  • 1

° i 0

! . . .  I 1 Ìj high 10 fI _ J  missing = ̂ 8/32

Chi-square/Fisher’s Exact = with degree of freedom

Significant -
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Table ^00.

Variable

workmindedness

WORKFELLOWS
Elementa
Sample CLERICAL MANUAL

low 2 1

high 5 5
missing 51/56

CM^qcare/Fisher'n Exact = viti degree of freedomno significant difference
Significant -

foW-i» 401.

Variable

impotence

Elementa W0RKFEI10WS
Sample CLERICAL--- a-- MANUAL

I  ^
6 !A *

6

J \ j
M3h 7 ■ I 7 f missing = 4-5/29

Chi*is«iare/Eisber«o Exact = . with' degree of freedomno significant difference
Significant - 

fo.**?. 402. f „„ , 9  WOHKFELLOWSSlomenco 3
Sample • | ii

Variai! e ! t CLERICAL MANUAL ii
j

selflessness
low 5

higb - 4 J 2 missing = 51/32

Cblc.-sqnare/Fisher’s Exact = with degree of freedom
. no significant differenceSignificant -



Table ^03.

Variable

happiness

Elementa
Sample

WORKFi

CLERICAL

2LL0WS

MANUAL

low 2 2

high 2 . 0 aissing 5V*«o

efcUsqcare/Fisher'a Exact = with degree of freedom’
no significant difference

Significant - 

Sable t*0k»
WORKFELLOWS 3

Variable

Elementa
Sample CLERICAL MANUAL ¡

non-union-
mindednsss

low if 3
*

high
8 - !

j
7 Biasing ^ k6/kZ

s/?’ioaer• a Exact = with ' degree of freedom“ ** no significant diftersnn
Significant -

Table if03-
1

Variable 1

j- 3 WORKFELLOWS J j Elements | §
! Sample • | CLERICAL MANUAL j

1 —  -----  ---- r
f1 1 j
i5
i - f i rilow . 1 J O .

evaluation f___________5 I

1

j j
high ¡ 3 0

< « 1 a-]issing - 5 V ,f2

SMixs^r-e/^isher’s Sxaot = nQ ei(̂ | c a n t  diffidence 
Significant -

degree of freedom
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Table í+06.
SELF

Elementa
Variable

Sample CITO MMU

low « 0 3

high 5 9 missing 5 /16

fiJjàsKîUftre/Fisher's Exact = with degree of freedom
no significant differenceSignificant -

Ttxblu ^07.

Significant - no

Table V08.

Variable

P . 8  SELF j Elements I
Sampia ■ | CMU lm

V — ... •

selflessness
I 1 I I

1 2 i 22 i

Chi-square/Finbe..*1 e -.xaefe = 1 .^2 w-vth 1 degree
Significant - no

missing = 7/6

of freedom
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Table ¿»09.

Variable

happiness

Elements
Sample

low

high

SEIT

CMU . MHU

missing = 6/20

jSha^SflSiWS'isher's Exact = with degree of freedom
no significant difference

Significant -

IMble ^10.

Variable

non-union-
tnindedness

Elements SELF I
Sample CMU MMU...... —■£

low 1 7
! ! - _______ I
] t i
J high

8 i missing 1/7

Chi-E . 
Significant - no

0.66 uith 1 degree of freedom

Table Vl1.

Variable

evaluation

ft SELF !
Elements
Sample

'I
i: ■
i

CMU
f

HMU

low
j

jj
o !

?
o I 

!
i j

high i
j

5
f

f;
I

xßicheccjc&rs/^f'isher’s ¿¡»xact ~
Significant -

with

( missing = 5/19

degree of freedom



Table
Element» IR

Variable
Sample CMÜ mmo

workmindedness
low 5 9

high 0 . 3

^»iP®#*e«e/i'isher's Exact = 
Significant -

with degre
no significant diff

Table ^13*

Elements IR
•

Variable
Sample

CMU MMU

low 6 1 21
.5impotence

high 1 - I 2 !
l ! f___________1

missing 5/16

l. missing = 3/5

Chi-sc 
Significant - no

A  = O .08 vjith 1 degree of freedom

Table ifi/f.
vlement3

Variablo i

I 51- ..
I Sample ■

IR
CKU HMU

low 16

selflessness r
f high 
I missing = 8/8

Chi-squar 
Significant - no

0.00 with 1 degree of freedom
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Tabla **15»

missing =

Oriwequate/Fisher'a Exact = 
Significant -

with degree of freedom
no significant difference

6 /20

Tabla **-16. 

Variable

on-union-
indednoss

IR
Elementa
Sample CMU MMU

low
I

8 19 !

I high ° i 1 i missing - 2/8

hi-square/f

Table ^17- n ft

Variabl"

! Elements 
I Sampla ■
«

ili
{ CMTJ

IR
MMU

évaluation
1 - !! 5

5
j J L _ |

jI high i
i?

0
\
■j

£

0 S missing a 5/19

Ctfixscquaes/Eisber's Exact - no
with

cignili
degree of freedom 

cant difference
Significant -
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Table ^1 8 .

Variable

workmindedness

FAMILY
Elements
Sample CHU MMO

low 0 1 ■ 1

high 5 . 9 missing = 5/18

^CH^square/Fisher• a Exact = with degree of freedom
no significant difference

Significant -

Table >19-

Elementa

Variable
Sample CMU MMO

' low 2 2
impotence .

Í
high 6 • 15 S

FAMILY

missing =

Chi-square/í'-L'
Significant - no

~ O .07 uitb 1 degree of freedom

Tabla 'f?0.

Variable

selflessness

f IIj momenta |

a io  I • i

FAMILY

CMU MMU

J low

! 2
I 11 J missing - 7 / 1 3

xQtf>iS4\»i*/Fisher’s Exact = with _ degree of freedom^  no signmcant difference
Significant -



Tabla ^21

Variabla

happiness

FAMILY IElementa
Sample CMU MMU

low 1 0

high 3 . 7 missing 6/21

eniweçceEe/Fisher’s Exact no significant didegree of freedomif ¿Fence
Significant -

Table ,f22- -
v Elementa FAMILY

Sample CMU MMU■ —■

• low 1 0
non-union- -, •
mindednsss

i
high 7 16

missing = 2/12

Chi-square/r-'i-^ -r*¡a-Exee» = 0-13 with ' 1 degree of freedom
Significant - n0

Table k?.'> •

Variable

FAMILY
« Elementa 
I Sample • CMU MMU

low
evaluation

{ high J missing = 6 / 2 1

XJhd^aqsaamr/Fisher's Exact -
Significant -

with degree of freedomno sii^nifiaant difference



- 2 9 1 -

T a b l e  t e k .

Variable

workmindedness

W0BKFELX/3WS
Elements
Sample CMU MMU

low i 0 0

high 2 . 3 missing 3 8/25

■Chi^w^oacta/Fisher'a Exact - with degree of freedom
no significant differenceSignificant -

Table ^25.

missing 3 8/19

ehî jsaçxaire/î’i.sher’s Exact 3 
Significant -

with degree of freedom
no significant difference

ïabla /+ 2 6 .

Variabl

selflessness

WRKFPXLOVS j
Elements 
Sample • !iCMU MMU

low o ‘ .Í 7
Jj

high i 1
Î
K 0 Ï1 ? I missing = 9/21

^ix^ixstspe/Fisher’s Exact
Significant -

with degree of freedom
no significant difference
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Table U29.

Variable

evaluation

VJ Elementa 
1 Sample ■

ÏJ0RKFEU.0'.i3 

C!1U MMU
i »

0 1 0 
i •

1 I 5 i
1

1
1 j 0 missing = 9/23

>Carit«afnuir«/£'iGher,e Exact = with degree of freedom
. .. no significant differenceSignificant -

Table if 28.

Variable

non-union-
mindedneas

Elements
Sarnie

low

high

^ C h ÿ ^ v ô fï'if/Ï 'isb e r” 3  E xact  

Significant -
with ’ degree of freedom

no significant difference

Elements
Sample

happiness
low

high

Chi^SQnare/I’isher ' s Exact 
Significant -

with degree of freedoa
no significant difference

WORKFEUOWS 
CMU HMU

missing = 9/27

missing « 6/20

W0RKFELL0W5

Table ^27.

Variable

C.’IU MMU
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Table

Variable

worktnindedness

SELF
Elements
Sample CFU MFÜ

low 0 0

high 24 10

Chi-square/Fishar’a Exact = 
Significant -

with

missing = 13/4

degree of freedom

missing = V i

Chi-square/?l:>b-ir*-J = 0.01 with’ 1 degree of freedoa
Significant - no •

gabl-J 1+32.
.5 Elements 
3 Sample • Jj 

•iable j___________ IVari.'
j low

selflessness 5______
\ high

snXF

CF(J MFU

-■

17 J missing = 19/^

Chi-square/Eluln-i's 0.30 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant ~ no



Table *+33

Variable

happiness

SELF
Elements
Sa tapie CHJ MFU

low 0 0

high 13 5
missing » 2*+/9

Chfesq-uare/Fisher's Exact 
Significant -

with degree of freedom
no significant difference

Tabla *+3*+.

missing -* 
of freedom

10/5

Table *+35.

Variable

evaluation

? Elements ] . SELF
Sample ■

9 CFU _ _ _ I

low . ;3 0 '
I

i
! II I

high 0
«

6
i 3 Î missing =31/11

xChPi—SBiKtre/yisher's Exact
Significant -

with degree of freedom
no significant difference
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Table ̂ 36.

Variable

workmindedness

IR
Elementa
Sample

CFU HFH____

low Zk 10

high 0 . 0

Chi-square/Fisher’a Exact = 
Significant -

with degree

Significant - no

Tabla ̂ 8*

Variable
Elements 

j Sample ■
5
i
j

IR
CFU KFU

{

selflessness

.

low .
1

• !
«Ü - T 8

ft
I

:_______!

! M g k
i
V

i
* 2

I
,:

.. i

Chi-square/Txaher1- - 0.30 with 1 degr:

Significant - no

missing = 13/4 

oí freedom

missing » V 2
of freedom

missing = 19A  

! of freedom
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Table ^39,

Elemento IR

Variable
Sample CEU MFU

low 13 5

high 0 0
missing = 2V 9

x̂ ítííiBq̂ aafOí/i’ishár’a Exact = 
Significant -

with degree of freedom
no significant difference

Table lflf0-
. Elementa IR

Variable!
Sample

CFU MEO

low 27 8
non-union- .1 
nindedness

* 1

high
0

0
1 missing » 10/6

Chi—square/ï'i'Sber’s Sract ~ 
Significant -

degree of freedom

Table if'+1. <**ft Elements !
I • II?

Variable ! Sample • I CEU MFU {
Si

low i
j 6 i

!
I

3 . -

I

evaluation 5 !I
5
!

high
4!
"«

0
4

0 J
jgfifaawßäQta/Eisher’s Exact « with

no significant difference
Significant -

degree of freedom



Tabi» Mf2.
FAMILY

Elemento

Variable
Sample CFU MFU

low 0 0

high 21
9 _j missing = 1b/5

Chi-square/Fisher’s Exact = 
Significant -

with degree of freedom

Table ¥*3.

Variable

impotence

Elements
Sample

FAMILY

CFU _ MFU

1 lov 2
,

2
! • . .

1 high 27 10s J missing = 8/2

Chi-square/gioL».."c Bi.-ast = °-15 with' 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - no

Tabla W k
 ̂ Element 
I Samolo

Variable I ________

lo-.
selflessness

^  i

Chi-

I
Ì
I CFUl)

FAMILY

MFU

5
g

• J 1 J
1

! I___ I
T ~
« i4
(<

I 3
j
5

i

_ 0.15 with 1 degc

mi63ing = 22/5

e of freedom

Significant - no

r
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Tublo Vf5.
FAMILY

Elements
Variable

Sample CFU MFO

low 0 0

high 10
missing = 27/10

ßhis*jBHBace/Fisher • s Exact = with degree of freedom
no significant difference»Significant -

tfabla ^6.
1 Element« FAMILY
Sample

Variable 1 cfit MFU I
1 low ! 1 ■ 0 I

mindedness
j

high
21 i 9 j

.0.22 1 degrChi-square/FisK
Significant - no

‘fable ^ 7  • i
Elements FAMILY j

Variabla
Sample • j

o -5 i ̂ MFU |

i
evaluat ion I

low ! ’ 0 il
]

0
I

>
high 3 5 3 i

missing *» 15/5

i i missing = 3V11

3<0Kl-«Kqaar«/Fisher1 a Exact = with degree of freedom
no significant differenceSignificant -



Tabla Mf8.

Variable

workmindedness

WOHKFELLOWS
Elementa
Sample CFU MFU

low 1 1

high 3 2
missing = 33/11

Chi^sçnare/Fisher’ 3 Exact = with degree of freedom
Significant - no difference

Table f̂ 9* • '

Variable

impotence

V/ORKFELLOWS
Elementa
Sample

CFU MFU

I low 2 2

i higa 3 2 missing 3 30/10

«hisgMKffltra/í'isher's Exact = with' degree of freedom
no significant differenceSignificant -

'fable 450.

Variable

I Elements j
W0KKFELI.0W3

Sample Í CFTI MFIJ

I low .
se lfle ssn e ss  Ç

<

12

J

2 Jft
Ì high 
i

i
■
!t

J
2 It

iV
missing = 33/11

Cjiiife/iöö-^/l'isher’ a Exact s with d e g r e e  of freedom
no cl iTiificint differenceSign ificane -
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Table ^51.
VORKFEELOVS

Elements

Variable
Sample CFU MFU

low 1 1

high 2 0 missing = ÿi/13

Clriwwiuctt-e/Fisher's Exact = with degree of freedom
no significant difference

Significant -

Table 't-52.

Variable

non-tmion-
mindedness

Elementa
Sample

WORKFELLOWS 

CFU I3FTJ

low 1 2

I high 6 i ° ! aisaiag = 3 0 / 12

eMat»p«oríf/Í’isbsr,Q Exact = with degree of freedom
Significant - no significant difference

Tabla '»53-

Variable

evaluation

i Elements 3 WORKFELLOWS jI Sample • !R I) CFO MFU
4 •! 
I l o w .

1 .  !
0  I

! h i g h  j! =  ! 01 _ _ L _ ! missing = 3V1^

CVvixos^tmce/Fisher1 3 Exact — with degree of freedom
Significant - no significant difference
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Table b̂ k.
SELF

F.leaents

Variable
Sample MALE FEilALE

low 3 0

high 15- 37 I missing =* 23/22

Chi-sq 
Significaci - no

= 3*69 with 1 degree of freedom

rrable ^55-

Chi-squarc/ 
Significant - at .01

Variable
Elements
Sample KALE

SELF

FS-IALE

low 13 6

! high 22 b? iais3ing = 6/S

= 6 .8 5 -jitb " 1 degree of freed on

■fable b%.

Variable ?

Xilene at a ’
Sampla ■ 5 malk

SELF

FEMALE
___V-

s e lf 'lc se n e sa
low 1

I 1I
I— -----  ̂ I
j hlah j 25 ! 28 \ missing =15/26

Chi-sqnare/PX f.-.ei- 1 a = 0 .9 9 with 1 degree of fret-don
Significant - no



Table ^57

Variable

happiness

Chi-s 
Significant -

SELF
Elements
Sample MALE FEMALE

low 1 0

high 11 18
missing = 29/^1

s O.Ô f with 1 degree of freedom
no

Tabla ^58.

Variable

Elements
Sample

SEL

HALE

F

FEMALE I

non-union-
mindedne33

8 1
*,-

high
___________ 25 I

/fO missing = 8/18

Chi-squaro/Fiahsir * a S a te» => 6*22 with ' 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at .05 •

Table ^59-

Variable

SKIP
, Elements 

Sample • HALE FEMALE )

evaluation
! •-°w . T 0

i■
•

?
0

i
it»
j high

j

j
15

■ jj
i

i
1 1 j

i J i missing = 26A8

Chi-square/Fisher’s Exact = 
Significant ~

with degree of freedom
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Table ̂ 60.

Variable

v/orkmindedness

Iß
Elements
Sample MAUS FEMALE

low 15 37

high 3 0
nissicg _ 23/22

Chi-square/Fiahei1 * a Evict- = 3.69 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - no

Table **6 1. • ’

Variable
Elements
Sample

IK

MALE_____.__FEMALE

-
impotence' . .*!

low 28 W?

missing = 8/7
high 5 • s

'

Chi-square-/--' iah n  1 a Sara et = 0.18 with -) degree of freedom 
Significant - no

Table '+62.

Variable

7 Elements ¡ 
Sample ■ j

IK
:
I MALE FEMAL

selflessness

ft
!
1}

!
low . I

18 j 28.

5"
!!

h l Ä Íalga
fl

1
5 I 5

Clii-square/PrstreT a-3 ¿Tragt = 0-08 with 1

missing = 1o/26

Significant - n°



Tabi* **-63

Variable

happiness

Chi-s

IR
Elements
Sample MALE FEMALE

low 11 18

high 1 0
missing = 29A1

= 0.0k with 1 degree of freedom

Significant - no

Tabla h6h.

Variable

non-union-
mindedness

Elementa
Sample

IK

MAI.E FILÍALE .. .

i a 30 holow
■

ij !
1

0 i missing 10/19

Chi—square/Ti-vi-'r8o Bxee-t = °’0?- with' 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - no •

Tabla hS$. ... ! IR
Elementa /!

j Camola • >1 MALE FEMALEVariahi ï Í
1
I5 i«» 1 15 S 11

!evaluation ;j
5
1
I

high
1

0 j 0

Chi—squars/Fi sher’s Exact - 
Significant -

with

-
missing 26/ m

degree of freedom



Tabla k66.

Variable

workmindedness

FAMILY
Elementa
Sample MALE FEMALE

low 1 0

high 15 • 33 missing = 25/26

Chi-e 
Significant - no

= 0.1^ with /| degree of freedom

Table 1*67.

Variable

Ele meata 
Sample

impotence

FAMILY

MALE , FEMALE
T

! icw 6 5

I high 22 , ! irissing a 13 / 11

Chi-squarc/Fiaber * g Sxr>et = O.96 vith ' 1 degree of freedom
Significant - no

Txhl > ¿f68a
T

ÌVariable (

Elemento j 
Sample ■ j1 MALE

FAMILY
FEMALE

*;i
ih

low j
.1 5

i
<
Ì- 1

k
;

• !selflessness j— ------- i
Ü_>
i

high 1A 1
25 missing = 22/30

Chi-square/Pions5“ -3-foseei « 0.50 with 1 degree of freedom

Significant - no
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Table ^69.

Variable

happiness

FAMILY
Elements
Sample MALE FEMALE

low i 1 0

high 10 • 1*f

Chi-square/Fiaher' a E*acfe = 0.02 with 1 degree of freedom' 
Significant - no

•Pabla ^70. • ‘
Elements FAMILY

Variable
Sample MALE--- — i— FEMAIE

non-union- .1 
mindednesa

low 1 1

high 26 .
. 35 í!

Chi-squarcv'Fi-ehe r - Exagfe- - °*27 with ’ 1 degree of freedom
Significant - no

Table ^71.

Variable !

evaluation

Î
3 Elements s<1 .

FAMILY

í1
Sampla •

1
KALE FEMALE I

;]•• low 1 0 ! 1
1

i Í 1 V
? high 12 3 8
I I ___________!

Chi-square/Fisher's Exact = with degree of freedom
Significant -

j  _ misaing = 1^/23
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Tabla k7?..

Variable

workmindedness

WOEXFELLOWS
Elements
Sample FEMALEMAIJJ

low 0 3

high 5 • 5 missing =* 36/51

ChT-'^tiS^/Fisher • a Exact = with degree of freedom
no significant difference

Significant -

Table ¿+73.

Variable

impotence

WOHKFSLLOWS
Elements
Sample MALE FEMALE

low 6 6

I high 7
7

Chi-squaro/e'isher* s Exact = 
Significant -

with

missing = 23/46
degree of freedom

Table **7*K

Variable

Î _  , 3  V/CfiKFELLOW.l5 Elements jj
h Sample * MALE FK-ÍALE
ft .J 5 «Í
I

selflessness
! low .
I 3 7

- >....
if «I0

i

I
I high ii

ÜÍ
1 I 5 Í

missing =  33/50

GhiaiSttnaxe/Fj Eher’ s Exact - with degree of freedom1  ' no significant dilference
Significant -•
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Tablo 475.

Variable
Elements
Sample

VORKFEJU

MALE

JO v/s
FEMALE

liappiness

low 2 2

high 0 • 2 missing 39/55
CJsi-EQuwe/f’isher' s Exact 
Significant -

vith degree of freedom
no significant difference

Table ^76.

missing = 29A 9 

of freedom

Significant - no 

Table '+77.
3■■ifn !Elements 

Sample
Variable

evaluation

WORKFELLOW3 

MALE FEMALE__ i

low

j high ! missing = h0/5&

Chi-rs:5.B2xe/Fisher’s Exact * with degree of freedom
no significant differenceSignificant
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Tabla 478.

Variable

workmindedneas

SELF
Elements
Sample CMTF CFO

low 0 0

high 5 24

Chi-square/Fisher’a Exact = 
Significant -

missing = 5/13

with degree of freedom

Tabla ^79-

|_ missing =» 2/4

Chi-square/Pisbgr*a Exact = 0.14 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - no

Table i|̂ °* V Î SELF' Elements ?
5 Sample ■ 'i•i n M  >» S CIOT CFÜ
:
j loy •

selflessness ?
1
Í

1 j 1
!_______- j

I j ! ]
jj high 2 3 1?
« 1 » j missing = 7/19

C h i- s q u a r e / T ia V iaj.' 1 a  In n  a t  = 0 .2 1  w i t h  1 d e g r e e  o f  f r e e d o m

Significant - no



•3 10 -

Tabl» .

Variable

happiness

SELF
Elements
Sample CMÜ CFU

low 1 0

high 3 • 13 missing = G/zb

ieher1 a Exact — 
Significant -

with degree of freedom
no significant difference

Table ^82.

missing = 1/10

degree of freedom

Table '+83 •

Variable

evaluation

■c
Elements > SKIiF

| &Sample CHU ufu

1--------------- f 5

j 0 . |1 low
! '

0

t !j high i 
i !

5
j

! 6 !j missing = 5/31

Os.iXÄftötr.e/Fisher’s Exact = with degree of freedom
, no significant differenceSignificant -
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Table 484.

Variable

Elements
Sample CMU

IR

CFU

low 5 24

jnindedness
high 0 0

Chi—square/Fisher *s Exact = 
Significant -

with

missing = 5/13

degree of freedom

Table 485.

Variable

impotence

Elements
Sample

low

CMU

high i

IR

I . 31

:

CFU I

Chi-square/Firn'icr 1 a '¿bai eg = °*00 with 
Significant - no

missing " 3/4

degree of freedom

Table 486.
? Elements 
\ Sample •

Variable
Î ■
I CMU

IR

c m

!
i5

n
9
t! lov? 1 i 17 S

j ¡j
| hi£h
f 1 )5 1 I

____]

Chi-square/Txsf-er-13--teita«t
Significant — no

_ 0.56 with 1 degr

missing = 8/19
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-feblo W7.

missing = 6/24

- „„ „ g S w  J S S Ï "  I” *40“
Significant —

-feble Zf88-

Variable

! Ëlexenta 
Sample CMU

IR

CFU
.

non-union- .i 
mindodness

lev
8 27 S 

____ Ü

high
.!

0

1 1

o

Chi-square/Fisber* s Exact = ui.ih degree

aisaing - 2/10

of freedom

Significant -

Variable?

IH
'iuxeaenc
Sample Ci-iXJ CFU

evaluation

S ■
l • 5 5

í
i;

, Í

{ \ 
! M g h  
<

0
í

}
•<
¡ missing = 5/31

• Cïiî 'b'bSHjCb/Ficfccr»s S:-:ast * with degree of freedom
no cirnifionnt difference

Significant -
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Tabla ^90.

Variable

workmindedne 3

FAMILYElements
Sample CMU CFU

low 0 0

high 5 ■ 21

Chi-square/Fisher’s Exact = 
Significant -

with

sussing 5/16

degree of freedom

Tabla ^91.

Variable
Elements
Sample

FAMILY

CMU _ CFU
-------- > -

ä Iĉ #
1  ______ 2

2
high

6 1 27 1S Qissing =» 2/8
Chi-square/F label1 « a Saart ■ a °-67 with’ 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - no

Table '+92.

Variablle j
 ̂ Elemente « 
!¡ Samrjia ■ î

low
selflessness *_

§
high

FAMILY

CMU CFU

I 1^ I missing = 7/22

Chi-square/Fisher's Exact = vritb degree of freedom
no significant differenceSignificant ~
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Tablo 4 9 3.
Elementa FAMILY

Variable
Sample CMTJ CFtI

hajjpiness
low 1 0

high 3 10 missing 6/27
•GHi-sqtiaS'éy'S'isher’s Exact = 
Significant ~

with degree of freedom
no significant difference

Tabla *+94.

Elemento

Variable
Sample CMU C.FU

low 1 1non-union- •! - ------ 1
mindedness I

high
7 Í

\
s

_ J 2 _____ I

FAMILY

Chi—square/FrrrtnrrHs-Snrct =* 0.00 With 
Significant - no

I _ missing = 2/15

degree of freedom

Tabl-a 493.
? ,Elementa FAMILY
ii Sample • «1 ‘

Variable Í J CMU CFU
Í

low
1
i
1

1
\

j 01 0 !I..

1
j high S  4

3
jj 3

"1
l1

.3— « - * - II missing = 6/?**

jShi«9̂ ars/r*isher»s Exact = with degree of freedom
no significant differenceSignificant *•
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Table **96.

Variable

workmindedness

WORKFELLOWS
Elements
Sample CMTJ CFU

low 0 1

high 2 3 missing = 8/33

Cbirrsquec-e/Fisher > a Exact = with degree of freedom'
Significant - no significant difference

Table ^9?. •

Varilló

Elements
Sample

WORKFELLOWS 
CMU CFU. ... ...... ..... M

. ' • !
"
low 2 2

I « -------c
high

2 ¡ 5 ! missing a 6/30

Shfetayotre/Tisher's Exact a with' degree of freedom
_, ... . n o  significant differenceSignificant -

Table '*93.

Variable ¡
t Elemento 
I Sample •

t/Oi «FELLOWS 

CMU CFÜ
î XoV7

selflessness *. i $ ---ÍÍ»
I hi6h j 1 j

V
2

! missing » 9/33

¿Cft&usqtoore/?isher’s Exact ~ 
Significant -

degree of freedom
no significant difference

¿1*1 ir-g —Jf+v.
I wMà —  *•*/' F J *  IT! M M B M H M K  J ' .*  j*. -v.



Tabla ^99

Variable

Elements
Sample

VOHKFELLOWS 

CMU CHI ;

low 1

high 0 2
aissing = 9/3̂ f

JCidbaianpocse/Fisher's Exact = 
Significant ~

with degree of freedom
no significant difference

Table 500.

Variable
Elementa
Sample

non-union-
Eicdedness

WORKFELLOWS 

CMU CHI

I !! a  I
I

1

fc-------------------------- 1

I b i s *

1 i 
2

1 »!

H
I 6 ! Kissing » 6/30

xCtebi®rotK>D//i'ir,her*s Exact = with" degree of freedom
no significant differenceSignificant -

’fable 5 0 1.
Elements !£ ’

ii

W0RKH3I1OWS 3
i(»

Variable ,
Sample ■

CMU CHI
il-I

— I
SIs low .

I
I

§
I

0 i
1 ][

evaluation A - \
I

!
high I

I

jj
1 5

_J__
2 1

i__>

x^jtíoíígcüQafe/Fisher's Exact s with degr

aissing - 9/3^

Significant ~ no significant difference
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Tabla 502.

Variable

Víorkmindednsss

SELFElements
Sample MMU KFU

low 3 0

high 9 10 Hissing =

Chi-square/Fiaher * a B*act =1.16 with 1 degree of freedom' 
Significant - no

Table 502«

! Elements 
\ Sample 

Variable j MMU
SELF

MFU

S low 8 ! 1

i .
à

I high ! 16 !♦5 12
missing a h/1

Chi-squareAijber^sHjiœgt- = 1 .7 8 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - no

Tabla 50^.
y Elemente 
i Sample • \ 

Variable ! Mí-IÜ
SELF

Î3U !
--- 1

1 low 0 1
;1

2 f
!

l
1 high
» . 1

22
I
i 8 ?

I missing = 6 A

Chi-square/F-iahey1 o-Exaet = 1 .8 2 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - no



Tabla 505'

Variable

happiness

SELF
Elements
Sample MMU MFU

low 0 Q

high 8 5 Hissing - 20/9

lar's Exact 
Significant - no

with degree of freedoa

Tabla 506.

Variable
Elementa
Sample

SELF

MM0 MFU ! . . 7

non-tinion-
mindedness

low 7 0
.

aissing = 7/5
high

I
14 ■N

I
9

Chi-gquare/F.taher * s' B twt = 2.27 with ' 1 degree o? freedom
Significant - no '

Tnbl> ^07.

Variable

evaluation

Elements
f» SELF

5
Sample ■

! MMU MFU |

low I
3

0
* I . m
Ï 0 « •

high I
îa

9 j 3 missing •- 19/11

B^pq^&iSi^/Fisher’s Exact 3
Significant ■»

vith degree of freedoa
no significant difference
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Table 503.

Variable

Elements
Sample

IR

MMD MER____
low 9 10

.
high 3 0

missing = i6/4

Chi-square/Fisliei1 3 Ixact =1.16 with 1 degree of freedom' 
Significant - no

Table 509.

| _ missing = 5/2

C'ni—square/Ti-ehs!“" rÄAob - 0.02 1 degree o. freedom
Significant - no ' ' •

Table 510.

Variable
j Elements 

Sample •
? MMÜ

E lov?
seifle.ssness

16

f V-fr
1

IR

tarn

» O2 missing = 8/4

Chi-square/?iahcr1 j gxee* = 0.23 with 1 a-^'ee °r rrcedoa
Significant ••
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Tabla 5 1 1 .

Variable

happiness

Elements IR I
Sample MMU MFU

low 8 5

high 0 0 missing =* 20/9

jBHiessqaase/P'isher’s Exact = 
Significant -

with degree of freedom
no significant difference

Tabla 512.

Variable

non-union
mindedness

missing a 3/6

Chi-square/Tislwr ' a Psaot = 0.25 with ' 1 degree of freedom
Significant - no

Table 513«
Elements |

13 1
Variable

Sample • J MMU MTU ]

evaluation

i
r

low .
49  1 3 -  1

high 0 0 missing = 19 /11

XJbd—oguarv/Fishej.'’ s Exact -
Significant -

with degree of freedom
no significant difference
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Table 51^-

Variable

v/or’cnindedness

FAI ill,Y
Elements
Sample

MMTT Î TVTT

low 1 0

high 9 . 9 missing * 1°/5

?C&£^à^/Fisher*s Exact = with degree of freedom'
Significant - no significant difference

Tabla 515-

Varlabia

impotence

Elements FAMILY
Sample taro MFtJ

i low 2 2
i .

J high
15

10 missing » 11/?.

Chi-squarc/Fi/'h e r ^ - E ^ *  = °'°3 wit* * 1 degree of freedom
Significant - n o

Tabla 516-

Vartable

sel fienoness

fJ Elements 
Sample ■

FAMILY

MMU MFU

Chi-square/Fi 
Significant - no

,

I 1W i * !
j

__L
1 • ■

: high
i

I
Î „  
!

i
I 8 missing = 13/5

, = 0.1? with 1 degree of freedom
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Table 5 1 7 .

Elements FAMILY

Variable
Sample MMU MFU

happiness
low 0 0

high 7 ■ it missing = 21/10

tni^^ùare/Fisher'a Exact 
Significant -

with degree of freedom
no significant difference

5 18.

Variable
Elementa
Sample

FAMILY
taro taro

non-union-
mindedness

low
• ! . 0

missing = 12/5high
-  I 9

Chi-square/Fisber's Exact = with" degree of freedom
Significant -

Tabla 5 1 9 .

Varinole

evaluation

rf. <■ FAMILY I
Elementa J Ij

i Sample • 5
. ’• - MMU MFU i

» low ■ i  
E ?

0
:
i ° -  i

!

! l i\
S high 
i »

7 il;
] missing = 2 1/ 1 1

GH5'—Ŝ fiöä<e/i’ißber,s Exact =
Significant -

with degree of freedom
no significant difference
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Tablo 5 2 0.
WORKFELLOWS

Elements
Variable

Sample MMU KFÜ

low 0 1

high 3 2
missing = 25/1l

Cüi—Sfjtiare/Fisher ' s Exact = 
Significant -

with degree of freedom
no significant difference

Tabla 521.

Variable

impotence

WORKFELLOVS
Elements
Sample MHU MFU

low it 2

“ ** ; » 2 I missing 19/10

isha r * S 
Significant -

Exact = with" degree of freedom
.no significant difference

Tabla 522. j
[ Elements « . w o r k f e u /owo !

Varinbl0 !
I Sample ■ y

I Milj m r I

I iow I4
7 1

II: .

selflessness i ! 3
¡ high «

i»
0 2ft i missing = 21/11

= with degree of freedom

Significant - no significant. difference
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aissicg = 27/13

Chi~sç.care/Fisher ' b Exact = 
Significant -

with degres of freedom
no significant difference

Table ' *

Elementa woiacrauows

Variable
Sample m w  MFD

low
2 i 2* • .

mindedness
high 6 ! 0

I ... I *! ! missing =» 20/12

Chfc*sqaacra/J'isber'a Exact 
Significant -

with degree of freedom
no significant difference

'■foble 525.

Vacjable

évalua lion

3 W02KEELL0WS jl
k Elementa 3 s

Sample q! s! MMÜ MFU tf—
i
]

loy .
i■
1 0

1Ñ§
S 0 •) - __

1h

i

í high ►
ít

0
1

0
I ! missing = 28/ 1k

G T ii-^ iU iü ^ P S / í icher’s Exact -
Significant -

with degree of freedoa
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T a b le  5 2 6 .

Variable

Elements
Sample

SELÏ
UNION

MEMBER
NON-UNION
MEMBER

low 3 0

high W  • 4 I missing = 38/7

Chi-sq 
Significant - no

= 0.^2 with 1 degree of freedom

Table 527.

Variable

impotence

SELF
îaement3
Sample

Í • •
UNION
MEMBER

NON-UNION
MEMBER

ÎOV 15
. 4 !

I S
high

63 , 6 i missing a 11/1

Chi-square/ri-; 
Significant ~ no

_ 1.20 with ' 1 degree of freedom

Tabla 528.

Variable

selflessness

5 SELF
• ? l eB* a t a  J UNION NON-UNION S
| -ampia ' f méMBER MEMBER

low

j high
j  missing = 36/5

Chi-square/Fiahor* s Ejw»«b - with
Significant ™ no

1 degree of freedom



Tabla ̂ 29

Variable

Elements
Sample

■MET.T
UNION
MEMBER

NON-UNION
MEMBER

happiness

low 1 0

high 29. 0

Chi—square/Fisher ’ 3 Exact — with degree
Significant -

Significant - no

Tab!) 531.

Variabl i-i

evaluation

ì Elements ; 
I Cample • J

s h ut

I UNION NON-UNION ! 
MEMBER MEMBER

j io* !

i T"
0 * 0

i • I
M h  I« high »

i «

a i

23 I 3
I .. . !

Chi-square/JTisher ’ is Exact * with degre*
Significant -

missing =59/H 

of freedom

missing = 23/3 

of freedom

missing = 66/8 

of freedom
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Table 532.
IR

Variable

Elementa
Sample UNION

MEMBER
NON-UNION
MEMBER

low w if • c

high 3 • 0 raissing = 38/7

Chi-square A tañer '.3 Sxaet = O.kZ with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - no

■Tabla 533-

Variatolo

Elementa
Sample

IR
UNION
MEMBER

NON-UNION
MEMBER

low 68 7
ience *

}

I high 7 3 !
Chi-square/Pirf 
Significant - no

missing => "lif/1

1 »91 with " 1 degree of freedom

Tabla 53'+.

Variable

_  . I IRElementa l
Samóle ■ ¡ UNION NON-UNION

I MEMBER MEMBER
_w-r

selflessness
r

high

k ?

i 3 *

|
8 ü ?.

i ? I missing = 39/5

Chi-squareA'ioher ■ 3 Exact =0.23 vith 1 degree of freedom
Significant - no
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Table 535*

Variable

Elemento
Sample

IR
UNION
MEMBER

NON-UNION
MEMBER

low 29 0

high
—---- 1

1 0
missing - 59/11

Chi-square/Fisher's Exact - 
Significant -

Tablo 536. '

with degree of freedoo

Variable

Elements
Sample UNION NON-UNION 

MEMBER _ MEMBER

I non-unxon- 
mindedness

—
lov 62 I 8 -

0 !high 1

IR

salsa ing =s 26/3

Chi-square/Fialwi! « a B xact = 1-52 with* 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - no

Table 537- IH
| Elements * aflI0W NON-UNION
| ' | MEMBER MEMBER Variable ! *

•j ■
r

23 5 •

f high 
f

0
_ . ° missing = 66/8

Chi-aqua-e/Fieher’s Exact =
Significant -

With degree of freedom

f j m



Tabla 538.

Variable

vjorkmindedness

Elements
Sample

FAt
UNION
MB-iBER

IILY
NON-UNION
MEMBER

low ' 1 • 0

high kk k

Chi-sqaare/Fitihe j ‘ o Fxa-> v — 2*38 ulfcb 1 decree
Significant - no

Table 559- FAMILY
I Elements 
! Sample

UNION
MEMBER

NON-UNION
MEMBER

imxx>tencs
low

I 8 . 5 Ir-----------
high

___________
58 ■ j 7s

I
Cbi-square/f^tibe^ o  K*»c* = 1 -05 with ' 1 degree 

Significant - no

‘fable 5^0-

Variable

selflessness

i

31 joe its 
Sample •

low

Ch i-squar o/lFit

?
5 UK ION
(,’ i na-! dei:

FAMILY
NON-UNION
MEMBER

---j.------ •—

55

— 0 , 1 8 'viiii clegvoe

missing = W 7  

of freedom

missing - 23/1 

of freedom

missing = 47/3 

: of freedom
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Tablo 5^1.

Variable

Elementa
Sample

FAM]
UNION
MEMBER

CLY
NON-UNION
MEMBER

low i 1 0

high 24 0
axssxng 64/11

Chi-square/Fioher'a Exact 
Significant -

with degree of freedom

Tabla 542.

Variabla

non-union-
mindedness

Elementa
FAMILY

UNION NON-UNION
Sample MEMBER MEMBER

low 2 1 0 Í
J 1 - ?
II I Í 31 high 53 I * I missing = 34/5

Chi—square/Fioli-x'* a Exact = °*28 with ' 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - no

Tabla 54.3.
t  , FAMILY

Elements ? ur}:[0N NON-UNION
Sample • | j.¡a-iBER MEMBER

1 0

t
a low }

3
0

{
;i

high
j

! 17

I
i

■ -, * - -
3 i

i

Chi-cquare/FiGher11> Exact - 
Significant -

u;.ih

I missing = 72/8
degree of freedom

' l*VSPV S" llíáni *  # Sfl.1 ,FJ,JI



Tabla 5Mf

Variable

worlanin<isdne33

Elements
Sample

WORKFELLOW3
UNION NON-UNION 
MEMBER . miBEH

low 2 1

high 10 0 missing - 77/10

Chi^wœe/Fisher’s Exact = -iitb degree of freedom
S'5 gnifleant — no significant difference

Table 5^5-

Variable

Elements
Sample

UOKKFKLLOVS
UNION NON-UNION 
MEMBER _ i-K-iBSR

I low 10 S * i
impotence -'j

I

f - _____!

high 1*f •
i
i 3

i 0 i missxng « 65/9

Chi-square/giobe»«a Eawet = 0.73 with’ 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - no ■ .

’fable

Variable !

.. 5 WORKFFIXOWS
? f l ''“ *r'ta I 'UNION i:o::-ij ;ion ! 
Í ^  ■ s MEMBER i iïïi ; t’iifi

eelflo au n esc
!

3 *5 /"se.r
j x o

---- I
' <
Ü 10

1
.1

1
j

1 I 
• _ j

i •1
jj
1

t
‘f

;I h igh (!

! 5 1¡ Blissing a 7 V ?

i'Ghiítsspcare/Fisher’s 3/.aei¿ = 
Significant -

with da rrne of freedom
no significant difference
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Table 5 ^ 7• •
WORKFELLOVS

Variable

Elements
Sample union

MEMBER
non-union

MEMBER

happiness

low 4 0

high 2 . 0 missing 83/11

Chiwsajuare/Fisher's Exact — with degree of freedom
Significant -

Tabla 5^8.

Variable

non-union
mindedness

1 WORKFELLOWS
! Elements 
5 Sample UNION

MEMBER
NON-UNION
MEMBER

8 low 6 r ~ is L_;________J
high

1___________
15 . I° I missing => 68/10

Chi-5quare/T 1J"! rTa F.'-'.e-t -= 0.16 with 1 degree of freedom

Significant - no

Tabla 5 1'.1-

Variable

evaluation

f 5 WORKFELLOV/S
i Elements í

Samóle • ! UlilOîJ NOH-BUION
iMEMBER MEMBER

g Î 1
I lo-; . Î 1 ? 1

j Í
high i

s' *
^-Cbi-squaxe/i'iGher's Exact •-
Significant -

with

_ aisoing = 83/11

degree of freedom
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Tabla550.

missing 13/5

Chi-sqnare/Fisher’s Exact = 
Significant —

Table 551-

with degree of freedom

Variable
Elements
Sample CFU

SELF

- - \ CFIl

! 1

high___ 29 16_I missing , V  1

Chi-square/?’:ljlie.'H a £>*st - e*22 with ' 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - no

fabl'i 552.

Variable

Elements 
Sample • | CFU

SELF
CFU

II • J l |I
selflessness j

j low I 1 ( . ) 2 !
_____:___S

| high
j
i <7 1

I
1•

J
J ____ f missing = 19/3

Chi-square/Fishe^ a  = 1 *62 with 1 degree of freedom
Significant - no

\kmt
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Table 553-

mxssxng = 2'+/8

e3tti-cqi!«ce/E'isher,s Exact = 
Significant -

with degree of freedom

Table 55^-

missing =■ 10/3

Chi—square/F'âîeher*'?̂ —.CU'ac. .. — ^»93 wits 1 degree of i*eedoa
Significant - no

Table 555---« <£• j*
» Elements jj 
1 Sample • j1 

Variable ¡ CFU

SELF

CFt

! low
i 1

0
!
j

evaluation ! .... .
j high 6

~ x ~
st¡ 2 missing = 31/6

xewix^cq'uare/FiGher’s Exact •- with degree of freedom
no airmificont differenceSignxixcant -
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Table 556.

Variable

v/orkmindedness

IR
Elements
Sample CFU CFÏI

low Zk 3

high 0. 0
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - J

Chi-square/Fisher's Exact 
Significant -

aissing = 13/5

with degree of freedom

Tabla 557-

Variable
Elements
Sample

IR

CFU .CFN

impotence

Chi-squara/Fiak

low 31 6

uissing => h/1
high

1

=» 0.00 with ‘ degree of freedom
Significant - no 

Table 558. IU

Variable

?

11

5Elementa | 
Sample ■ jj CFU CFH

i T J
i! lo-J . i 17 «

i 3 -
eacnesa s g

I high i 1 uisaing = 19/3

Chi-square/Tiobex*1 j Exec* = 1.i>? with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - no
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missing * 2V 8

Chìr̂ qua-r e/Fisher ' a Exact - 
Significant —

with degree of freedoa

Table 560.

Variable

Elements
Sample CFU c r :

low
! !

27 5
• -

roindedness
fcish 0

I 0 I missing = 10/3

Chi-square/?isher*s Exact - with
Significant -

degree of freedoa

Table 561.

Variable

T

I
1

Elemento 1 
Sample • 1

I
Cell

1R

CFN

evaluation

f-
\
* low r0 I

! 2 -
r
1

high
1 0 |

1
01 missing _ 31/6

Chi^sqnare/F’ifiher's tococfc 
Significant -

with degree of freedoa
no eignifionnt difference
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Tabla 562.

Variable

wor¡anindedne3.3

FAMILY
Elements
Sample CFU CFN

low 0 0

high 21 3

Chi-square/Fisher's Ejwact - 
Significant -

with

missing = 1^/5

degree of freedom

Table563.

Variable

impotence

FAMILY
Elements
Sample CFÜ CFÎJ

low 2 1

high 27 • 6 I

Chi-square/F-a 
Significant - ri°

missing 8/1

= 0.02 1 degree of freedom

Tabla ljCh.

Variable

t 5S Elementa j 
3 Sample • 5

FAMILY

era CFM

I low 1
s e l  rios.sness

I high
i

Í missing = 22/3

Chi-squara/Fiaher1 a Estos» = 1-13 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - no



Tabla 565.

Variable

happiness

FAMILY
Elements
Sample CFIT CFN

low 0 0 • '

high
________-— I

1° 0

iChicsqaare/Fisher'a Exact - 
Significant -

with

missing = 2"/®
¿legres of freedom

T&ble 5r>6. FAMILY ' ,
Elements j

Variable
Sample CFU CFN

non-union-
raindednoss

I

low 1
0 I

high
--------------- 1

21
»

5 j _ missing - 15 /3

Chi-squarc/Tishi^a 2 » w 4  » °-68 with ' 1 âes?«« of freedom 
Significant ~ no

'^c-A 5C7. FAMILY
Elemento 
Sample ■

Variable ¡ CFU

5 low
evaluation

CFN ;
I

0
i

I M g h  ¡ 3 . • 3^/6¡ missing =

XJS'hxítxtucra/iFishor* s Exact = with degree of ficedom
. . with no significant differenceSignificant -
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Table 5 6 8. WORKFELLOWS

Variable

Elements
Sample CFU CFN

low 1 1

high 3 0
missing 33/7

«hSCBqs^/Fisher'a Exact = with degree of freedom
no significant differenceSignificant -

Table 56?*

Variable

Element»
Sample

VORKFELLOWS 

CFU _ CFN

;ence fi
low

I ____
2

high
5' i 0 missing a 30/6

JShSwsasaw/frisher'B Exact = with" degree of freedomno significant differenceSignificant -

Table 570. WORKFKLLOV/S 

CFU CFN I
j

Variable

Elements 
Sample •

- ! 1

selflessness
low . 2 | 1

| I l
high

I
2 j 1

? f

jCfaiiioqouas/Fisher’s Exact = with degree of freedom
„ . ... , no significant differenceSignificant ~
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Tabla 571.

Variable

happiness

WORXFELLOWS
Elementa
Sample CFI) CFN

low 1 0

high 2 0

Chfesquawe/Fisher's Exact 
Significant -

missing = j&/8
with degree of freedom

Table 572.

Variable

Elementa
Sample

WORKFELLOWS 

CFU CFN

non-union-
mindedness

1 1* ____ I
high

6

4
Io !0 | missing ~ JO/7

jeödataiWöwA'isber’s Erect = with' degree of freedom
Significant -

T a b le  575-

V a r ia b le  

evnluati on

no significant difference

t Elemento ] V/OBKFELLOWS 5it

i Sample •
CFU CFN j

‘r »R \low 1 i 0

I
i high 2 I 0 i

i_j missing = 3 V 8

ßfa±Msqt»xe/S'isher,s Exact - 
Significant -

with degree of freedom



APPENDIX M

Data for IV Characteristics of Sample a) description 

Table 57*1.

Sample ALL N=100 •

Occupation Manual kz Clerical 58

Union-membership Member 89 Non-member 11

Sex Female 59 Male *f1

Service
adj. Freq.

not given 11
Short 52

58/J
.Long

37

Age
adj. Freq. Young 61 Old

28 S '

/  y\f>

key: adj. Freq. = adjusted Frequency (%) 
Table 575.

Sample CLERICAL 11=58

Occupation Manual Clerical

Union-membership Member Non-member

Sex Female ' + 5 X ^. X 78?;
Male 12X

/  22JS

Service
adj. Freq.

Short 28
V ö o i

Long 19 > XyXlOîi

Age
adj. Freq.

Young 30 / Old 17 > x

X 5est

Kcy; adj. Freq. ■» adjusted Frequency (%)
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Table 5?6.

Sample MANUAL N=*f2
• -

Occupation Manual Clerical

Union-membership Member kz
100%

Non-member Û

Sex Female Vf
33/j Male 23

yVTfo

Service Short 2h

' 57A
Long 1 8 /

y / ^ O

Age Young 31
7 W

Old
1 1  S '

y S  Z(f/0

Table 5 7 7.

Sample MALE N=41
CMU
CMW
MMU

Occupation Manual 28
^■''XSO Clerical 13

^s'yzj'o

Union-membership Member 38 Non-member 5 ^  
7%

Sex Female Male

Service
adj. Freq.

not given 2

Short 19 Long 20

/ 5 1 Î -

Age
adj. Freq.

not rriven ?

Young 23 y /
/ 7 ; v:

Old 11 /

y/?z:>

Key; aclj. Freq. =» adjusted Frequency 00
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T a b le  578.

Sample FEMALE N= 59 rm
 o

Occupation Manual Clerical b5 ̂ s '

?6£

Union-membership Member 51
^•'"'86 '%

Non-member 8 /

Sex Female s ' Male

Service
adj. Freq.

tint given 9 •

Short 35
. S '  &&;? -

17 y'
3^î

Age
adj. Freq. Young 33 Old

17

key: adj. Freq. = adjusted Frequency (%) 
Table 5 7 9 -

Sample mi IOII MEMBI a' n=89
CMU
CFU
MFU

Occ<ipa tion Manual Clerical ^7

Union-membership Member s ' Non-member

Sex Female 51^ ^ 5 7 , ' i
Male 38 y / '

Service
adj. Freq,

not civen c>

Short i+?
S ^ W t

Long

Age
adj. Freq.

Young 55
/ i ?  ■

Old 25 /  

51/ •

Key; adj. Freq. ** adjusted Frequency C?0



Table 530

Sample UÎITON
NOH-MEMBE

N= 11
?

• cun
CFM

Occupation Manual 0 Clerical 11
y/VXl/, ■

Union-membership Member Non-member

Sex Female
8
ySiitt* Male

3
/ Z T »

Service
adj. Freq.

not given 2.

Short
5 /

Long
if /

Age
adj. F’req.

ncit ''_2

Young 6
67> >

Old
1

key: adj. F’req. = adjusted Frequency (%) 
Table 581 -

Sample Gi 1XJ . N= 10

Occupation Manual Clerical

Union-membership Member Non-member

Sex Female Male

Service
ndj. Freq.

not gi ven 2

Short ì> Long
/ ( < %

Age
adj. Freq.

nut, given 2

Young

—

Old

Key; adj. Freq. » adjusted Frequency (%)
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Table 532.

Sample CMN N=3
• -

Occupation Manual Clerical

Union-membership Member Non-nember

Sex Female Male

Service Short long 2 /
/ b?»

Age Young 1
53-'

Old 2 /
/ b 7 / °

Table 583.

Sample CFU N=37

Occupation Manual Clerical

Union-membership Member Non-member

Sex Female Male

Service
adj . Frrq.

not civcn 7

Short 20
7/'

Long 10 > y

Age
adj. Frcq.

not ¡riven 7

Young 19
6y/>

Old 1 1 z '
S y r A

Key; adj. Freq. *» adjusted Frequency (Z)



Table 58*+.

Sample CFN N=8 -

Occupation Manual Clerical

Union-membership Member Non-member I / ' :

Sex Female Male

Service
adj. Freq.

not niven 2 .

Short
o7>;

2 /

Age
adj. Freq.

not Riven 2
Young 5 Old

key: adj. Freq. = adjusted Frequency (%) 
Table 585.

Sample MMU N—23

Occupation Manual Clerical

Union-membership Member Non-member

Sex Female Male

Service
adj. Freq.

Short 15
y /  5'K

Long 13 y /

X ®

Age Young 22

79?i
Old 6

ySZV/,

Key: adj. Freq. = adjusted Frequency (%)
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Table 586.

Sample MFtT N=1ff •

Occupation Manual 1/ Clerical

Union-membership Member Non-member

Sex Female Male

Service Short 9
-

5 /

y' 36ÿ»

Age Young 9

6¥/o
Old 5

Table

Sample

Occupation Manual Clerical

Member Non-member

Female Male

Short Long

Young Old

Un ion-membership

Sex

Service
adj . Fret].

Age
adj . Freq.

Key; adj. F ref]. r’ adjusted Frequency (7.)
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Pata for IV Characteristics of Sample b) Selected Comparisons 

Table 587.
Sample ALL

Chn ra cterist ic 0 E

manual 42 50
occupation

clerical 58
1 ' '

50

Chi-squ-ure/frlohon At not too-fe =2.56 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - no

Tü M-GL 588>

Sample ALL

Characteristic 0 E

non—member 11 50
union membership

member 89 50

Chi~Bqunre/Fiohcr Erect tco-fc =60.84with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant - at better than .01

589. Sample ALL

Characteristic 0 E

male 41 50
sox

female 59 50

Chi—féour rc/Ei-oher lb?1 - et—teat - 3.2 A with 
Significant - no

1 degree of freedom



Table 5 9 0,
Sample ALL

Chn ra c t e r i s t i c 0 E

service short 52 44.5

long 37 44.5

Chi-.square/i'~li_b'<r Exact .test =2.53 with 1 decree of freedom 
Significant - no

Table. 591.

Sample | ALL

Characteristic 0 E

age
young 61 44.5

old 28 44.5

Oii.-cuvtre/i'.icl*.r il-' ' t best = 12.24v/ith 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

01 it racterifitic

Sample
CLERICAL MANUAL

0 E

non-member 11 0
me nber 47

L ü ____ J

C hi—tv.1tv!r <:/')■ ' 11 hcc E a -»t—boot - 7 . 1 2  w ith 1 degree o f  freedom 
S ig n if ic a n t  -  at »01
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Table 5 9 3,

Characteristic

Sample CLERICAL MANUAL

0 E

sex
male

female

13 28

45 U '

Chi-sqxiore/l'fohor Kxo.ot toot- = 17.93v/ith 1 degree of freedom
Significant - at better than .01

Sample j
CLERICAL MANUAL

P.lin rncteriijtic
0 E

short 28 24
service

long 19 18

Cbi-oqu.nx-e/yj»b«-»-K::«-.o<>••»««)* = O.OO'-'ith 1 decree of freedom 
Significant - no

595. Sample CLERICAL MANUAL

Cl iracteristic
0 E

young 30 31
age

old 17 11

Cbi-ti-rareA'i.:'!.>r )>»'0b~t-ecrU- 0.61 with 1 decree of freedom 
Significant - no

1
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T a b le  596 .

Sample

Characteristic 0 E

union membership
non-member 3 8

member 38 51

CVti-squorü/Vn.Vioy K a not too-6 =0.43 with 1 degree of freedom 
Significant -no

Table 597.

-■*; OT'i fit 1 c

Sample j MALE FEMALE

0 E

short 19 33

long 20 17

Cl.i-squnro/F-ii¡1 )ev Bxnot- te e» = 2 .0 3w ith  1 degree o f freedom 
S ig n if ic a n t  -  no

T».y-e. 598. Sample
MALE FEMALE

Characteristic
0 E

age
young 28 33

old 11 17

Chi-gqt.nrc/Ptaher l>v et teot- q.13 with 1 degree of freedom
S ig n if ic a n t  -

WT'frj.x m
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NOTES ON THE ADMINISTRATION OF T ig  REPERTORY GRID

Subjects are usually tens^ and concerned to answer In the 'correct' 
way. Some ask at frequent intervals 'Is this the sort of thing 
that you want ?' Others may try to repeat the same construct for
various role elements and finally dry up altogether, saying, 'No I 
cannot think of any way in which two of these people are similar'.
This is obviously not true, and represents a breakdown of the interview 
proceedure.

Various devices may be used to put the subject at ease. An 
informal manner may help. At various points it may be appropriate 
to tell the subject not to put too much thought into it - that great 
precision is not really important. This may be particularly the 
case when it comes to grading the role elements on the construct, when 
it seems to often become enormously important to the subject that he be 
completely accurate and fair.

For the purpose of analysis it is desirable that all role elements 
be used. Therefore, if a subject says that he has not got one of 
these persons e.g. husband/wife/boyfriend/girlfriend, or that his 
iatner nas oeen dead twenty years, the interviewer must ask something 
like :-

'Would you mind imagining the sort of person he/she would be if 
-• you did have a ........ ?'
or

'Would you mind imagining how your father would be if he was still
alive ?'
If the subject declines to operationalise a role being used in a 

sort, that sort must be abandoned. If the subject declines to opera
tionalise a role being graded, a grade of 5 must be given (Mother may 
frequently be seen as unconnected to work matters, and thus not
gradeable).

A typical interview starts off with the subject in difficulty with 
knowing how to respond. It is appropriate to stress at this point 
that the whole purpose of the procedure is to find out what the subject 
thinks, and not to put words into his mouth, Nevertheless, the inter
viewer should answer any questions put to him as best he can. An
exception to this would be the request for a quasi-psychiatric interpre
tation of the emerging repertory grid, which should be refused.



Most subjects find the middle sorts relatively easy to construe 
Towards the end of the interview most have used up the obvious 
constructs within the relevant area as they have chosen to define it.
It then becomes difficult to think of 'new' constructs. If the 
subject takes more than four or five minutes over a sort it is unlikely 
that he is going to suggest a construct and that sort should be abandoned. 
It is not worth returning to it as the subject is not likely to 
subsequently suggest a construct for that sort. There is a great
deal that the interviewer can do to 'unfreeze' such a subject. The 
instructions can be repeated in different ways, although usually the 
instructions are not at issue. The basic question can be put in 
reverse form :-

'How are any two of these people different from the third ?'
In many cases the subject will make some comment on the role elements, 
and the interviewer can help the subject make clear what he means and 
how it relates to these people. The subject may be 'trying on' a 
construct for acceptability and needs reassurance that it is valid.

DECISION RUIES :

These may be expanded as necessary, but once arrived at should 
be observed and not changed.
1. Sample boundaries. Conventional definitions of 'clerical' 

workers and 'manual' workers are followed. Thus clerical 
workers do paper work of a routine nature, without exercising 
supervisory responsibility. They will normally work in 
offices although certain persons, such as storemen, may exercise 
clerical functions on the shop floor. Manual workers do manual 
operations upon the product, or directly ancilliary to the product. 
Their work may or may not be routine in nature, but again involves 
no supervisory responsibility. It will normally be done in the 
production area ('shop floor') or areas directly ancilliary to the 
production area although certain jobs, such as maintenance and 
decoration, will be done in offices.

2. Repeated constructs. The method demands a different construct 
for each sort. If the subject repeats a construct he should 
be asked :-

'Is there another way in which any two of these people are 
similar ?'

Having made a pairing in his mind the subject is unlikely to
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subsequently change that pairing, but if he continues to have 
difficulty suggesting the construct the fact that he can still 
choose any two of the three elements can be made plain to him.
If on several occasions the interviewer has to ask the subject 
for a different construct it should be made clear to the subject 
that it is not being denied that these are important ways in 
which the elements are similar, but that research method simply 
demands different 'similarities' each time.
It is not always clear whether a construct is the same as a previous 
one or not. Bannister and Mair suggest ways of testing this, 
and their methods can be used. Basic to the use of grid analysis 
in this project is the assumption that verbal labels can be taken 
at their face value. If the interviewer suspects that the same 
construct is being repeated under different labels by the subject 
he can Investigate this. The subject may need help in getting 
on to a new 'track'. But it should not be surprising if many 
constructs used' by the subject are similar and generate similar 

' element- gradings. "These will be constructs that together form 
a 'principal component' which will be objectively arrived at by the 
sxatisoicai analysis.

3. Opposites. When asked for the opposite of the similarity the
subject may well say, 'not....... ', i.e. negative case of the
characteristic. In many cases this is common currency and 
should be accepted e.g. the opposite to 'similar interests to 
myself' is 'different interests to myself'. In other cases the 
negative case may be ambiguous in relation to every-day usage, e..g. 
not sophisticated may mean simple, naive, unwordly, forthright, plain 
spoken etc. In still other cases the opposite given may be on
a different conceptual level to the similarity e.g. to 'liking 
to go out and meet people' may be given the opposite 'different 
interests to myself'. In all these cases the subject should be
asked :-

'What do you mean by.......?'
4. Constructs too gener-al/too particular. There are further types 

of construct which are not accepted, not because they are in any 
real sense invalid, but because the requirements of the project 
are that they be not accepted. Constructs which are.too general 
e.g. 'they are both women and the other is a man', are not accepted.
If the subject then has difficulty in finding an alternative construct



he can be asked :-
'How does it seem to you that (women) differ from (men) ?'

Thus arriving at the underlying construct. Constructs which are
too particular are not accepted, e.g. 'I went out with my friend
from work last week, and I didn't with my boss'. Again, the
underlying construct can be investigated. In this example the
following question might be :-

'Do you mean that you are quite likely to meet this friend 
outside work, but not your boss ?'

It is difficult to give precise rules as to what is too general or
particular. Usually both will lack meaning to the interviewer,
and the subject will often appear to mean more than he is saying.

5. Constructs based on acquaintance. If the subject does not know
a person to fit a role description, he is asked to imagine a person.
Constructs saying that the subject knows two role elements and not
the third are not accepted. For reasons similar to this, and
to those advanced above in 4, constructs saying that two of the
role elements are in the subject's family and that the third is not
are not accepted. The subject is asked in both of these cases :-

' Is there another way in which any two of these people are 
similar ?'

If it is suspected that the subject means that there is some 
characteristic of being 'family' that is relevant to the test 
situation this can be investigated, but it is to be expected 
that normally 'family' will be applied as simply the most obvious 
similarity without much meaning being intended.

-355-

Alan Brown.
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APPENDIX P

THE PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS

This appendix illustrates the processes involved in the principal 

components analysis. Data for the subjects given as examples on pages 28 

and 39 is followed through from response-sheet to computer output. The 

reader is asked to bear in mind the following points.

1. The author's understanding of multivariate analysis is essentially 

pragmatic. He is not a mathematician, statistician, or computer 

programmer. Apologies are given in advance if he fails to pose

or answer the particular questions which those specialists would 

like to see answered.

2. For the sake of- completeness all the computer output is given.

Some output was never in fact used, and is not now explained.

We have in mind that which follows the principal components, 

on the inter and intra element and construct relationships 

expressed trigonometically.

3. The extensive references in this appendix are to notes prepared 

by the program's creator. Dr Patrick Slater1. The present 

author was faced with a choice of strategies in writing this 

appendix. He could include the whole of those notes verbatim.

He could 6ay everything that Slater has said, but in his own 

words. Or he could deal briefly and pragmatically with the 

material, in the same manner and spirit that he had approached

1P. Slater, Notes on INGRID 72 , Institute of Psychiatry, London, 1972.

la»*»! m T  ,w a m  m
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the analysis at the time it was conducted. This last seemed 

the best strategy and is the one which has been adopted.

.It must be recognised, however, that the whole of Dr. Slater's 

25 pages of notes are necessary to do full justice to the

output from his program. These notes are available from him 

at St. George's Hospital Medical School, Clare House, Blackshew 

Road, London S.W.17.

Figure 13 is the response-sheet for the female clerical worker 

described on page 28 et seq. The noughts in the columns under the 

elements show which three elements were included in each of the eight 

sorts. This was tho some for all subjects. For each sort two elements 

are ticked. These ere the two which were said by this subject to be 

alike. The manner of their resemblance is given, and, with the specified 

difference, constitutes the construct on which all elements are graded.

The highest grade of 9 is located at the resemblance pole, and the loweet 

grade of 1 is located at the difference pole. These grades are shown 

as an element - construct matrix. Figure 1^ shows the equivalent data 

for the male manual worker described on page 39 et seq.

Computer output for the clerical female worker is presented as 

figures 15a) to h), and for the male manual worker as figures 16a) to 

f). It is proposed to go systematically through this output, discussing 

those procedures which seem to be of importance.

The program first calculates MEANS for element scores on each construct, 

and VARIATION about the mean for each construct. This is tabulated and 

expressed as a percentage of TOTAL VARIATION. It happens that for both 

our subjects constructs 1 and 5 show lowest variation. Slater says,

'If the informant is applying the same grading scale consistently with

all the constructs, the means, totals and percentages per construct will



Figure 13* Rftspopgĝ Bhcet for fenwlc clerical worker
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Figure 1*f. Response-sheet for male marnai worker
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not differ greatly.' We lack at this stage of the analysis a standard 
against which to judge the significance of observed differences in 
variation.

BIAS refers to the extent to which elements tend to clump at one 
end of a construct, rather than being equally distributed between both 
poles. Formally (and with V = variance), Slater states 'the variance 
of the construct means about the midpoint of the grading scale is

2compared with the variance from V and the ratio is recorded as BIAS.' 
Again, we have no standard. Indeed, Slater remarks that, 'The test may 
not throw much light on the psychological interpretation of the 
observation as evidence from another closely related measure indicates
that a significant degree of bias is normal. ,3

VARIABHITi increases the more widely the elements are contrasted 
on the grading scale, reaching its maximum when the elements are evenly 
balanced at the opposite poles. This is measured as 'the standard

Itdeviation of the grades about the construct means.' Slater quotes 
0.6115 for a sample of 'normal' subjects. Our figures are not greatly 

different from that.

<tP. Slater, op. cit., p. 3 

2P. SJater, op. cit., p. 3 

*P. Slater, op. cit., p. 3 

S ’. Slater, op. cit., p.

***fi*» ,r*j x  19. i *. j* ■ f '
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It is at this stage of the analysis that the matrix of grades 

is computationally replaced by a matrix of deviations from construct 

means. Variations about the construct means have been normalised,

that is rescaled so that they each have their total variation put equal
1to unity. This is a necessary prerequisite for the calculation of

2CORRELATIONS between constructs. Slater proposes ANGULAR DISTANCE as 

an alternative^trigonometric,way of expressing association. It may 

now be seen why in the principal components analysis construct 1 is not 

included in the first principal component of both subjects. It is in 

both cases the only component not having substantial correlation with 

other components.

The computer print-out next shows information on the distribution 

of elements, based on their deviation from construct means. TOTAL 

deviation, the first column shown, is difficult to interpret, as deviations 

in one direction will be cancelling out deviations in the other. This 

effect is avoided in the SUM OF SQUARES. Slater, states that, 'A small 

sum of squares implies that the informant's attitude towards the element 

is indifferent: he has rated it neither high nor low but near the mean 

on all the constructs. Conversely if the sum of squares is large the 

element must be an important one in the subject's construct system, 

whether his attitude towards it is consistently favourable or consistently 

unfavourable or favourable in some respects and unfavourable in others.^ 1

1P. Slater, op. cit., p. 3 
2
P. Slater, op. cit., p. 5 

^P. Slater, op. cit., p. 6

IS
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It may be seen that for our female clerical worker elements 2, 3, 8 

and 9 have the lowest sun of squares, and these are the ones which are 

not included in the first principal component. Similarly, elements
4

2, 6 and 7 for our male manual worker.

The cumulative total of all the sums of squares is shown as 

TOTAL VARIATION ABOUT CONSTRUCT MEANS. This differs from the variable 

of the same name reported earlier because of the process of 

normalisation. Hence the TOTAL PER CONSTRUCT is 1.0 and the total 

variation is 1.0 times the number of constructs. The UNIT OF EXPECTED 

DISTANCE between elements is the square root of (2V/(m-1)), where 

V = total variation about construct means, and m = number of elements.

It represents 'The expected distance between two elements drawn from
2a construct system at random.' The DISTANCES BETWEEN ELEMENTS tabulated 

are observed distances expressed proportionately to the unit of expected 

distance.^ The present writer is quite frankly unsure hov; these figures 

are to be interpreted. There seems to be no particular pattern to be 

observed in the two example subjects. The figures for the elements 

which are subsequently dropped do not seem different to those which 

remain. It may be noted in passing that Slater suggests that distances

"'Element 10, which has a high sum of squares, is related to the second 
component, in relation to which it is massgebend, or trend setting.
P. Slater, op. cit., p. 7*

2P. Slater, op. cit., p. 7

^They 'will vary about 1 for a lower limit at 0 to an upper limit at 
the square root of m—1.' P. Slater, op. cit., p. 7»
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between elements can be used to compare grids in a manner similar
to that possible using the angular distances between constructs. This

we
is a source of information not used in the text and^will pass on 
to the principal components results themselves.

Slater describes his program output in the following summary form: 
•If the elements are given similar ratings on a large number of 
constructs the main differences between them can be shown on a single 
scale. Their measurements on it can be found by adding their ratings 
on the constructs in certain proportions. The scale which shows 
the greatest amount of variation is the axis of the first component. 
The amount of variation shown on it is given by the LATENT ROOT, which 
is a sum of squares accounting for part of the total variation about 
the construct means, V. The proportions in which the ratings for an 
element on the constructs should be combined to obtain its 
measurement on the scale of the component are given by a set of 
coefficients, one for each of the constructs,listed under the
heading CONSTRUCT VECTOR. The measurements themselves are listed

.1under the heading ELEMENT LOADINGS.'

The sum of the latent roots of the components is equal to the 
total variation about the construct means (normalised at 8.0). In 
the analysis reported in the text use was made only of the first 
component. The Bartlett test applied showed only the first construct 
as significant for most subjects. Our examples are not typical of the 
rest of the sample in that respect. Examination of those 100 subjects 
entering into the reported analysis showed for the first component a 
mean root (percentages) of 6 1.6, with a standard deviation of 11.9«

1P. Slater, op. cit., p. 10

20n the assumption of a normal distribution, 68X of cases are included 
between plus and minus one standard deviation of the mean»

,rJ.M IS *4» f  ■;>*>
3
M
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For the second component the mean was l8.lt and the standard deviation 

6.2. In the 100 subjects there were 1^5 components found to be 

significant, according to the Bartlett test, but in most cases, as in 

the examples being followed through here, self was not found to be 

significantly loaded, using the Burt-Banks test reported on page 27.

Although there were 7 significant loadings of self in second 

components, 6 of those were in insignificant (Bartlett) second 

components. Only in one case was there a significant loading of self 

(Burt-Banks) in a significantly loaded second component (Bartlett).

Both the female clerical worker and the male manual worker for 

which print-out has been given show an unusually large number of 

principal components as significant. Self is only significantly 

loaded in the first and attention can be restricted to that. In both 

cases a high proportion - 72% - of the variation about construct means 

is incorporated into this first component. Having worked systematically 

through the computer output we can see the vectors and loadings confirming 

what was emerging in terms cf correlations earlier in the computation.

The construct and element loadings and vectors are, in fact, coefficients. 

The vector is the loading, normalised so that the sum of squares equals 

1.0. Loadings liave been emphasised in the text because it is in relation 

to loadings that accepted significance tests are available. In the case 

of the female clerical worker, constructs 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7t and 8 all 

emerge as significant.1 They are expressed negatively. This is simply

1The reader is reminded that 0.576 or above is required for statistical 
significance.
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a natter of which way round the construct or the grading scale 
is presented. Elements 7 and 10 emerge as significant in a positive 

• direction, and elements 1, k, 5 and 6 as significant in a negative 
direction. There is, as it were, a double negative in this presentation. 
The constructs have been reversed from their layout on the response- 
sheet. For example, feel couldn't strike - feel could strike has become 
feel could strike - feel couldn't strike. The position of the elements 
relative to the construct/component has been maintained by reversing 
their positions also. For example, shop floor worker and striker become 
positive in relation to the construct/component - they feel they could 
strike.

In the case of the male manual worker, constructs 2, 3» 5* 6,
7, and 8 emerge as significant in a negative direction. That in the 
two txamples constructs were expressed in such a uniform directional manner 
may be coincidental, as many other subjects mixed their direction of 
presentation. Taken with the high latent root it may, on the other 
hand, indicate a particularly consistent and coherent way of looking 
at things. That a high proportion of constructs are carried through to 
the first principal component was common in our subjects, and may be a 
reflection on the relatively small number which they were allowed to 
generate, and the 'relevance' (range of convenience) which they tried 
to impose upon their responses. A smaller proportion of elements seemed 
to be carried through, consistent with the proceeding explanation.
Elements 3, k and 5 emerge as positively significant and 1, 8 and 9 
as negatively significant, for the male manual worker. 1

1The ..-eader is reminded that 0.576 or above is required for 
statistical significance.



To discuss the semantic and logical content of the grids of the 

example subjects v<ould be to repeat the analysis in the text on pages

28 and 39 et seq. It may be useful, however, to look back at the crude 

gradings recorded on the subjects' response-sheets. Looking first at 

the female clerical worker, it would seem plausible to drop construct 1 , 

and elements 2, 3, 8 and 9« This construct and these elements 

seem on the face of it to have been used less positively than others 

in the making of cognitive discriminations. In what remains one is 

struck by the consistency of the gradings. The formal principal 

components analysis serves to justify and quantify what is an observable 

opposition between on the one hand self, husband/boyfriend, boss and 

friend at work, and on the other shop floor worker and striker. The 

same may be said of the response-sheet of the male manual worker and 

the removal from the first principal component of construct 1 and 

elements 2, 6 and 7. It may be pointed out that construct 5 for this 

subject seems to contain a substantial number of middle-of-the-road 
gradings. This highlights the functions of the program in precisely 

measuring realationships and allowing the researcher to apply 

quantitative decision rules. For the variation about the mean for this 

construct, reported early in the print-out, is relatively low at 8.2Zi 
of total variation. It is second only to the defunct construct 1. But 

it is, unlike 1 , reasonably vfell correlated with other constructs, parti

cularly 6, 7 and 8, and this is reflected in a modest but statistically 

»acceptable loading in the principal component. The truth is that the

descriminatory power of elements and variables is relatively easy to 
ofsee in the matrix^reeponses, but the matter of correlation is less 

easy to identify.



It is hoped that these two examples have illustrated that the 

principal components analysis has provided an acceptable 'first filter' 

in the data sifting process. Quantitative decision rules have been 

applied to bring within bounds the material continuing on to more 

qualitative analysis. Particular decisions may appear arbitrary, but 

this is the nature of any decision rule.

A final point needs to be made. The author has been asked by some 

colleagues why he did not rotate the axes of his components. Given 

the size of this task with so many subjects it was convenient that 

Slater takes such a firm stand against rotation within his program.

• . . . the components form an ordered series, each accounting for an 

independent part of the total variation from the largest to the least.

In this respect principal components analysis is unique. No axes other 

that those of the components can be used to analyse the total variation 

in this orderly way; any rotation of the axes sacrifices the 

advantage.'1

1P. Slater, op. cit, p. 10
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